
STATE OF RHODE ISLAND
OFFICE OF ATTORNEY GENERAL

February 17,2022

DECISION

Re: Hospital Conversions Act Initial ApplicationofRhode Island Academic Health
Care System, Inc., Care New England Health System, Kent County Memorial
Hospital, Women & Infants Hospital of Rhode Island, Butler Hospital, Lifespan
Corporation, Rhode Island Hospital, The Miriam Hospital, Newport Hospital, and
Emma Pendleton Bradley Hospital

‘The OfficeofAttomey General has considered the above-referenced application pursuant
to the Hospital Conversions Act, R.1. Gen. Laws Section 23-17.14-1 ef seq. In accordance with
the reasons outlined herein, the application is DENIED.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Before ths Office for decision is an application under the Hospital Conversions Act
(“HCA”)fora proposed merger of Lifespan and Care New England (together, the “Partics”),
‘who propose to merge and create a new academic health system affliated with Brown University
(the “Proposed Transaction”). Lifespan and CNE are the two largest healthcare systems in Rhode
Island, and are twoofthe largest employers in the state. Countless Rhode Islanders rely on these.
two systems for some or all oftheir healthcare needs and tensof thousands of Rhode Islanders
are employed by them.

Ifallowed to come together, they would control an extraordinary amountof health care in
Rhode Island, and would take Rhode Island's healthcare market from one in which there is
healthy competition toa virtual monopoly. They would control 75%ofall inpatient acute care
hospital beds in Rhode Island and roughly 80%of the statewide market for inpatient hospital
care. The new healthcare system would also have 79%ofthe statewide market for inpatient
psychiatric care, and more than 60%ofthe statewide market for many outpatient surgery
specialties. Aroundhalfofall commercial spend for Rhode Island members is through the
Parties’ Accountable Care Organizations, and the system would employ 67%ofRhode Island’s
registered nurses working full-time at a hospital,

“This level and degreeof healthcare consolidation inasmal, but densely populated, state
like Rhode Island is unprecedented, and would concentrate Rhode Island's healthcare market far
beyond the levels in neighboring New England states. For example, in Massachusetts, the largest
system—Mass General Brigham, formerly known as Partners—has around 20% of
Massachusetts’ acute care hospital beds, 27%ofthe statewide market for inpatient hospital care,



‘and 27%ofthe statewide market for outpatient care. The same is trueof Connecticut, where a
coalitionof healthcare organizations, consumer groups, and unions objected to and intervened,
unsuccessfully, in the 2016 acquisition of New London's main hospital by the Yale New Haven
Health System, because it would result in Connecticut's largest system controlling 319%of the
statewide inpatient hospital market share. Here, the projected increase in market power from a
Lifespan and Care New England merger wouldbe the largest increase on record when compared
with all other health system and hospital mergers the federal government has moved to block
since 2004.

“The Attormey General knows how critical healthcare is for the State and for every Rhode:
Islander. And the COVID-19 pandemic has only further underscored the vital importance of
affordable access to high-quality careforall. Healthcare is also the most significant sectorofthe:
Rhode Island economy. We spend billions ofdollarsa year on health care, and around 70,000
Rhode Islanders work in healthcare jobs, more than any other sector, representing one out of
every seven workers in the state.

“This Office takes very seriously its obligations under the HCA, particularly in lightofthe
profound and far-reaching impact that this transaction would have on nearly every single Rhode
lander. Under the HCA, among the criteria that guide the Attomey General's review and
particularly important tothe reviewof his proposed merger—are whether the proposed merger
is proper under Rhode Island's antitrust laws, whetherthetransaction i financially feasible, and
whether the merger would in fact accomplish the benefits claimed by the Parties—all in the
contextofthe underlying purposesofthe HCA, to “[alssure the viability ofa safe, accessible and
affordable healthcare system that is available to all.”

In order to fulfil this statutory duty to Rhode Islanders, this Office performed a
necessarily exhaustive inquiry: collecting more than 3.6 million documents (totaling over 11
million pages), taking more than 20 statements under oath, retaining six outside experts or firms,
reviewing scoresof academic studies, and receiving more than 250 public comments.

Having concluded this extensive review, and with the bases and justification set forth
‘more fully throughout this Decision, the Partes application is DENIED. Put simply, and among
other reasons articulated in the Decision, if this extraordinary and unprecedented level of
control and consolidation were allowed to go forward, nearly all Rhode Islanders would see
their healthcare costs go up, for health care that is lower in quality and harder to access,
and Rhode Island's healthcare workers would be harmed.

“This Executive Summary will provide a high-level overviewofthe major components of
the Decision. First, explaining how, by eliminating the competition between Lifespan and Care.
New England, the Proposed Merger would increase Rhode Islanders’ healthcare costs, threaten
the qualityofcare they receive, limit their access to care, and disadvantage skilled healtheare
workers. Second, the Decision will describe how, rather than puting Lifespan and CNE on
stronger financial footing, the proposed merger would put Rhode Island's healthcare system in
even greater financial peril. Third, illuminating how the Parties’ have nothing more than a “plan
to make a plan” with respect to achieving the claimed benefitsof combining, without accounting



forthe costs and challenges associated with achieving these benefits. Finally, the Decision will
describe why the problems created by the proposed merger cannot be solved through more
regulation or conditions.

‘The Attorney General recognizes the public's significant interest in this proposed merger,
and there is no question that this review has greatly benefited from careful considerationofmore
than 200 public comment leters, along with testimony from more than 50 Rhode Islanders heard
over the courseof tree public hearings. Plainly, there are some who strongly advocate in favor
ofthe proposed merger, and some who strongly advocate against it. The Attomey General thanks.

all those who took the time outoftheir busy lives to express their thoughts and concerns
regarding this proposed merger.

‘The Attorney General also recognizes the impressive workofthe labor unions and their
leadership in securing additional commitments from the Parties. Even though the Attomey
General concludes, based on this review, tha they are not enough to cure the risks and harms of
ths Proposed Transaction, it is clear thatthe unions were able to negotiate meaningful
concessions and protections, and that their members were well-represented.

Finally, the Attorney General takes this opportunity to acknowledge and thank those who.
actually make possible the deliveryofhealth care in this state ~ the state’s healthcare workers.
‘These nurses, doctors, technicians, and operational and administrativestaff have caredfor all of
us, and they have done so throughout this pandemic, and al of its associated challenges. The
Attomey General's recogitionof and gratitude for their contributions to health care in Rhode
Island are an inherent part of what drives this Decision.
Competition benefits consumers and workers and Rhode Islands antitrust laws play an
important role in Keeping prices down, ensuring better quality goodsandservices, and
spurring innovation.

Antitrust laws protect competition and, by extension, the consumers and workers who
benefit from it. Accordingly, the Offices antitrust analysis under the HCA is critical—it is not
‘merely a theoretical, academic exercise,butrather the analysis necessary to uncover and
understand the potential real-life consequencesofthe proposed merger that would be felt by
healthcare consumers and workers throughout the state.

Other state and federal regulators regularly take action to prevent markets from
consolidating to this degree. Keeping competition alive in healthcare markets is particularly
critical. Because when a hospital or health system has to do the hard work to be recognized by
patients and insurers as its community's source for healthcare—work that in turn sustains its own
bottom line ~that system will be better. When a system is s0 big, so dominant, that its the only
system that the vast majorityofpatients will go to for, say, inpatient care, that system no longer
has to do the hard work to strive to be better than the alternative, because; there is no altemative.

‘The evidence, both here in Rhode Island and across the country, bears this out. Study
after study demonstrates that, when markets become highly concentrated, they often stop
rewarding consumers with the benefitsof competition—lower prices, better quality goods and
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services, and innovation—and instead funnel the gains back to the organizations that control the
supplyof those goods and services. And just because an organization is not-for-profit does not
mean that it behaves differently; in fact, research has shown that mergers of nonprofit are just as
likely to result in reduced competition and higher prices. In healthcare markets, health systems
and hospitals are the main providers competing to atract more patients, negotiate better rates
with insurance companies, and generate more revenue. They arc competing because patients,
along with their doctors, are making choices about where to seek or refer care—choosing one in-
network hospital over another because it is easier to schedule an important surgery or because:
one hospital has a talented and well-known specialist that the other hospital does not. Their
insurance companies are making choices, 00. Insurers are deciding what rates they are willing to
pay and which hospitals to include in thir networks to successfully market affordable plans to
businesses and individuals—decisions that ultimately impact the prices consumers pay and the
healtheare they can access.

But, when health systems that are fierce competitors with the largest market shares, like:
Lifespan and Care New England, combine into one system, their hospital systems lose the
necessity and motivation to compete against each other because, often enough, patients who
‘would have chosen one system's hospital over the other system's hospital are now choosing
between hospitals controlled by the same system.The hospital systems themselves acknowledge
their highly competitive relationship to each other. Because patients have stich a strong.
preference to receive care in their own communities,asystem that controls the local market can
count on these patients showing upa ts hospitals whether or not it improves the qualityof the
healthcare services it i providing. Similarly, it can count on being included in most insurance
plans whetheror not it makes efforts to keep is rates affordable—because without that system,
an insurer could not assemble a health plan attractive to local employers and may be unable to
‘meet regulatory requirements. It can also count on local skilled healthcare workers, like nurses,
seeking jobs at ts hospitals whether or not it increases its wages and benefits because of
‘geographic considerations.

‘This is market power and abundant evidence proves its impacts are far reaching.
By eliminating the competition between Lifespan and Care New England, the Proposed
Merger would increase Rhode Islanders’ healthcare costs, threaten the qualityofcare they
receive, limit their access 10 care, and disadvantage skilled healthcare workers.

As Section ILA explains, the Proposed Transaction would concentrate an immense and
unprecedented amount of market power in the new system, and the data, experts, studies, and
experience in other states show that Rhode Islanders wil be harmed as a result. On cost, Rhode:
Islanders’ insurance premiums and co-pays will go up because health insurers negotiating with
the new system will no longer be able to rely on competitive pressures to keep hospital rates
down. On quality,as the new system's hospitals stop competing against each other for patients,
they will lose a proven incentive to make investments that improve hospital performance and
patient experience, and healthcare quality will suffer or, at best, tay the same. On access, the
new system, making decisions about when, where, and how to make care offerings available to
most Rhode Islanders, will be able to decide to stop offering certain treatments at community
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hospitals or decide that its doctors need to refer patients to one hospital or specialist group over
others. For workers, asthe new system becomes the state's dominant healthcare employer, it
has significantly increased power to set wages, which means the power to hold down the wages
it pays or benefits it offers to Rhode Island's skilled healthcare workers.

Ifthe Proposed Transaction were to be approved, Rhode Islanders and their employers
‘would pay more for health care. We know from expert analysis ofRhode Island data that
insurers directly pass on increased healthcare costs to consumers in the formofhigher insurance
‘premiums and higher out-of-pocket costs, and expert economic analysisofthe state's healthcare:
market projects that a merged system would be able to demand and extract significantly higher
rates inits negotiations with insurers. Studies and analysis by the Attorney General's healthcare
economics expert also show that this increased leverage means the new system could increase ts
prices by at least nine percent,ifnot more, and this would be over and above the increases we
already experience on a periodic basis. From blood transfusions, to C-sections, 0 knee:
replacements—and the insurance plans that cover them—Rhode Islanders will have to spend
more on health care. Recent mergers in other states confirm that these kindsofprice increases
an be expected, and that prices tend to ise even more when merging hospitals and systems
already serve the same people and geographic area, like Lifespan and Care New England do in
Rhode Island.

Right now, Lifespan and Care New England invest in greater quality and access in their
‘own systems to compete with each other for Rhode Islanders’ healthcare business. Most Rhode.
Islanders have seen Lifespan and Care New England’ efforts to attract patients—billboards on I-
95 and frequent commercials on TV and radio stations—but their hospitals are also taking less.
visible steps to improve quality in ways tha lead to more patients and revenues. For example,
when Care New England’s Kent Hospital noticed an opportunityto perform more complex, high=
revenue heart surgeries, it developed an affiliation with cardiologists at Brigham & Women’s
Hospital and built a new lab for those procedures. Care New England saw its market share for
those surgeries rise relative to Lifespan’s and, subsequently, Lifespan established a call centerto
improve its appointment scheduling operation and win back more patients. Rhode Islanders
benefit from this competition—they can more easily make appointments for important
procedures, they are cared for by dedicated specialists, and they are operated on in sate-of-the-
art new facilities, improvements that would not have occurred but for competition.

‘Within a consolidated system, Lifespan and Care New England's hospitals would no
fonger have the same incentives to make these investments and Rhode Islanders’ healthcare
‘quality would suffer. Insteadofpurchasing robots that serilze hospital rooms between patient
stays, as Kent Hospital did when oneofits quality ratings dropped relative to other hospitals, the
new system may make fewerofthese investments when its hospitals do not feel the same
competitive pressures. O, insteadofhiring an intemationally recognized thoracic surgeon, as
Rhode Island Hospital did following Kent Hospitals clinical affiliation with Brigham &
‘Women'sHospital, the new system may spend its resources in areas where Rhode Islanders’
healthcare needs are les pressing.
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Following the merger, the combined system would also be empowered to make important
decisions, without the pressures ofa significant competitor, that could reduce access to care for
‘most Rhode Islanders. The new system would have the discretion to decide that its doctors can
only provide certain typesofsurgeries at oneofthe system's hospitals, or that primary care
‘physicians under its control should be incentivized to shorten their patient visits, These measures
‘might be designed to keep the system’s costs down, particularly as cost reduction would be a
‘major driver given the financial realities facing a merged system. Such measures could also limit
Rhode Islanders’ access to services and care optionslike procedures with smaller profit margins.
“To that end, the new system could direct ts hospitals to focus on higher revenue-generating care
system-wide rather than maintaining the infrastructure to support a full angeofservices.

“The merger i also likely to have a negative impact on wages, benefits, and working
conditions for the tensofthousandsofRhode Islanders working in skilled healthcare jobs. While
pandemic-related staffing shortages are disrupting healthcare markets across the U.S, leaving
hospital administrators struggling to fll open positions, it is importantto look beyond the labor
conditions created by the pandemic when analyzing a transaction that will change the face of
Rhode Island’s healthcare landscape for decades. Data, studies, and expert analysis establish that,
as the new system becomes the State’s largest employer, its extraordinary market power can
insulate it from pressures toraise wages and benefit. For aregistered nurse living in Warwick,
this means that employment options narrow significantly with nearly three quartersof the
hospital-based job opportunities in Rhode Island within the proposed merged system.
Rather than putting the healthcare systems on strongerfinancialfooting, the proposed merger
would leave Rhode Island's healthcare system in even greaterfinancial peri.

‘The Proposed Transaction is based on a financial parados: that somehow by combining
0 organizations that each have significantanddistinct financial challenges, Rhode Island
‘would be left with one dominant and financially healthy system that can make substantial
investments in prestigious initiatives, ll while living up to the Parties’ promises not to close
facilities or cut services, or pass on those costs to consumers and workers. As explained in
Section ILB, the financial realities facing the Transacting Parties make the creationof such a
system all but impossible. On the contrary,ifthe transaction were approved, Rhode Island
‘would be left with almost ts entire healthcare infrastructure in one system that is both financially
vulnerable andtoobig to fail at the same time.

Lifespan and Care New England are each currently in tenuous financial condition. In the
bestoftimes, these systems have relatively slim margins and modest cash reserves. This allows
them to maintain their operations and invest in services to meet the needs of Rhode Islanders.
Faced with an ongoing pandemic, and despite cash infusions from federalrelieffunds, the
Parties’ own financial projections raiseasubstantial concern ofacombined Lifespan/CNE
becoming financially unstable within a few years. While the partes provide blanket assertions
that, by combining, the system will be able to achieve healthy operating margins and financial
stability, they do not have, and have not gathered, adequate financial information to know.
whether those prospects are realistic. As a result neither the Attorney General nor even the
Parties’ own experts have a basis to concludea merger is financially feasible.
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‘Additionally, mergers are not a ost-neutral proposition; they require a significant
financial investment tha these parties are not in a position to make. A combined Lifespan/CNE
will need to fund the basic costs of integration such as implementing a uniform information
technology system. On topoftht, the Parties propose a numberofambitious capital projects as
identified inthe Charts Report submitted as partoftheir Application to merge. But the parties
have not calculated how much those initiatives would cost andhow a combined entity would pay
for them. Given what the Attomey General knows about the financial outlook ofa combined
entity, answers to these questions are essential.

Despite numerous requests for additional financial information and robust questioning of
key executives from both parties during this investigation, the Transacting Parties have failed to
provide a realistic plan to create a financially healthy system with enough capital to make their
proposalsa reality. Instead, they have essentially asked the Attorney General 0take them at
their word that this transaction is financially feasible and will not endanger Rhode Island's
healthcare system.

Notwithstanding all of the above, the Attorney General has no doubt thata combined
Lifespan/CNE system would have to develop a plan to improve its financial outlook or face:
significant financial challenges. But ifthe Attorney General were to approve this merger as is,
withouta financial plan, the Parties” path through these financial difficulties would be:
unreviewable by any public entity, and would not require approval by the Attomey General or
Department of Health. Ifpush comes to shove, Lifespan and CNE could be left to use their size,
and stranglehold over Rhode Island hospitals, to repair their financial outlook through price:
increases, layoffs, or asking the State for a bailout. And the record shows they have considered
seeking financial support from the State. The Attorney General cannot sanction this typeofrisk
withouta realistic plan to maintain financial viability.
The Parties’ claimsof attractive outcomesfrom the integrationof their systems is ft to future
planning andfails 0 accountfor the costs and challengesofachieving these outcomes.

Benefits in the form ofa ‘cradle to grave” continuumofcare forall Rhode Islanders,
increased access, reductions in disparities, a new cancer center, a biotech hub, investments in
community health, an internationally recognized academic health center, and “destination
programs” in behavioral health, cardiac care, women’scare and more—all ofthese are benefits
promoted by the Parties 0 both the public and the Attorney General as outcomes available to
Rhode Islanders if this merger is approved. Indeed, they are offered as evidence that this
transaction wilbetransformational and in the best interestsofthe peopleofRhode Island, and
are offered as the reason it should be approved.

‘Yet, the Application for the proposed transaction the Parties submitted to the Attorney
‘General and the Department of Health does not include a system integration plan. It postpones
even the planning process for system integration until after the systems are combined at the
corporate level and no longer under HCA review.

‘The Parties’ “plan to make a plan” Application contains no commitment to achieving the
programs and outcomes they describe. Although outcomes such as these require financing, the
Parties have not costed out these claimed benefitsto determine their financial feasibility. And,
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notwithstanding abundant literature showing that other attempts to achieve such benefits through
hospital mergers and consolidations have fallen far short, the Parties have not acknowledged or
addressed the large and specific challenges in achieving outcomes like a bio-tech hub or
population health improvements.

‘The Attorney General has been asked to approveatransaction when the Transacting
Parties, and the consultants on whom they rely, have not done even basicduediligence to show
‘whether or not what they projecti financially or practically realistic, while the evidence
suggests itis not. In the absence ofa plan, financial projections, and a clear-cyed assessment of
potential isks, ths Office cannot possibly conclude that these projected benefits, which do not
appear to have a likelihood of materializing, outweigh the extraordinary anticompetitive harms.
The Parties’ approach to the merger raises questions about whether they will be able to
effectively integrate and improve healthcare delivery and outcomes throughout the state.

Its important for Rhode Islandersto recognize tha this merger is not something for
which the State gets atrial run,asSection ILD makes clear. Once the systems combine, it is
nearly impossible to “unscramble the eggs” and restore the prior competition in Rhode Island's
healthcare market. This means that Lifespan and Care New England are asking Rhode Islanders
to place blind trust in them—that in the absence of financial and system integration plans, we can
count on them being able to become financially stable, effectively integrate, and improve
healthcare delivery and outcomes throughout the state. The commitmentof the systems’ leaders,
doctors, nurses, andstaffto pursuing these critical goals is more than evident. But, Lifespan and
Care New England's approach to this merger deserves scrutiny when their words in one setting
have often diverged from the facts in another.

An important example is the difference between the Parties’ internal and public
statements about their status as competitors. Publicly, they have said they are not competitors
but offer “complementary” services. However, their own documents consistently show they see
ach other a their closest competitors. They have also publicly said the new system will
improve healthcare quality, while the Attorney General sees evidence that the Parties actually
believe that there is not much on quality they do “Better Together.”

“The roleof Brown is a key exampleofthis dichotomy. While publicly heralding Brown's
involvementi the venture, Lifespan and Care New England structured their transaction and
application to exclude the university and keep it largely outofthe regulatory review process.
One example illustrates this concern. When questioned by regulators about potentially
anticompetitive efforts underway to merge Brown's physician group with Lifespan and Care:
New England's physician organizations, the health systems’ leaders paused the three-way
consolidation. It is evidenttothe Attomey General that the Transacting Parties plan to resume
those effort after frst securing approval to merge their systems through this HCA application
Sequencing transactions and limiting a key partner's on-paper involvement are bath legal
strategies that Lifespan and Care New England are entitled to employ, but their use here does
litle 10 allay concerns about allowing the new system to take control ofa large part ofthe State's
healthcare market.



Conditions and regulation cannot solve the anticompetitive problems created by this merger
andthe shortfall in the transaction’sfinancial and integration planning.

Section ILE demonstrates that the problems created by this typeofhealthcare:
consolidation, and the shortfals in the transaction’s integration and financial planning, cannot be:
solved through more regulation or conditions. Other states have approved mergersofcompeting
hospitals with large market shares and tried to use regulatory constraints, like hospital price:
controls, to protect patients from the dangers ofa highly concentrated healthcare market. These
regulatory approvals consistently result in higher costs over the long term without improving
quality. These new hospital systems have often used their market power and influence to remove.
the regulatory constraints, leading to single year price increases as high as 20 to 40 percent.
State-level attempts to ensure better healthcare quality following a consolidation have also
struggled, with one recent merger of competing hospitals resulting in an immediate decline
across most quality metrics, including patient satisfaction.

‘While Rhode Island has taken important steps to control hospital price growth through its
Office ofthe Health Insurance Commissioner (*OHIC), this agency and the tools at ts disposal
arealso insufficient o regulate a new system that will dominate the State’s healthcare market, a
fact that OHIC’s commissioner has acknowledged. Existing and new regulatory approaches are
unlikely to succeed because, contrary to Lifespan and Care New England's claims, the
competition between the systems’ hospitals is significant, Care New England's Kent Hospital
competes head-to-head with Lifespan’ Rhode Island Hospital and The Miriam Hospital on
approximately 90 percentofthe hospital services it offers on a volume adjusted basis. But, even
if Kent Hospital were not partof the Proposed Transaction, the merger would still eliminate
significant competition in the markets for behavioral health, outpatient surgical services, primary
care, and the labormarket,as Section ILA.6 shows. Where competition is eliminated in so many
different areas, it s particularly challengingto identify structural or regulatory remedies—the
market powerof such a syste is difficult for regulators to constrain because the system controls
So many healthcare services.

‘While this Office isof the view that they would nevertheless be insufficient, Lifespan and
Care New England's leaders have shown little appetite for anyof the above-described measures.
They have balked at strengthening OHIC's authority, and objected to the agency's existing cap
on hospital rates, with CNE's hospitals filing suit against OHIC in January 2022. The leaders of
the two systems have also been reluctant to make firm commitments that would control costs,
promote quality improvements, and ensure sufficient oversight.

Finally, the Attorney General acknowledges and applauds the impressive effortsof the
Rhode Island Foundation and other stakeholders across the State’s healthcare landscape to
develop a thoughtful set of recommendations for conditions and initiatives the Partes could
pursue. While the Attomey General has concluded, afer careful consideration, thatthey are
unable to cure the harms posed by the new system's market power, many are worthy
‘opportunities that Lifespan and Care New England could pursue without merging.
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Thefateof healthcare in Rhode Island does not depend on the Proposed Transaction and the
AttorneyGeneral must promote competition andpreserve thefinancial viabiliyof the State's
hospitals until structural reforms are embraced andpursued.

“The Attorney General appreciates the question that inevitably flows from this Office’s
decision to deny the merger application: ifLifespan andCareNew England do not merge, what
is next for healthcare in Rhode Island?

Some supportersofthe merger contend that, notwithstanding the competition problems
created by the deal, anything short ofa combinationofLifespan and Care New England will lead
10:2 loss of Rhode Island patients, talent, and control to Boston- or New Haven-based healthcare
systems. As Section 11 explains, these assertions overlook important realities, like the
preference Rhode Islanders have for healthcare facilities within a 30-minute driveof their homes.
Data shows that nearly 90 percentofRhode Islanders receive inpatient care at Rhode Island
hospitals. When patients leave the sate, they usually do it because they are going to nearby
hospitals, as St. Anne's or Charlton Memorial in FallRiverae forBristol,Tiverton, and Warren
residents, or because they are receiving specialized care, like cardiac care or cancer treatments in
Boston at twoofthe world’s top ranked hospitals—Brigham & Women’s/DanaFarberand Mass
‘General. I is unlikely that a potential future merger with an out-of-state party would
significantly change eitherof these patternsofRhode Islanders crossing the border for care. On
the contrary, we could expect that competition would continue to apply pressure on any new
entities to meet the needs and preferencesofRhode Islanders by serving them locally.

“Thereis a further concen that, absent the opportunities presented by the merger, Rhode
Island doctors, health system leaders, and their control over Rhode Island's hospitals will shift to
neighboring stats. Evidence shows these worries are not realistic. Around 50 percent of
physicians who completed medical school and residency at Brown, the State's only medical
school, practice in Rhode Island, suggesting that the state already isan attractive home for
talented medical professionals. Fears about the health systems’ experienced leaders suddenly
tuming to Massachusetts, at Rhode Island’s expense, also seem exaggerated when Lifespan’s
current board chair lives in Rehoboth and Care New England's president regularly sees patients
at UMass Memorial Medical Center in Worcester. Finally, those unsettled by the recent growth
of Massachusetts and Connecticut health systems should take comfort in knowing that any future:
proposal to acquire a Rhode Island hospital will be subject to. similar regulatory review by the.
‘Atiomey General's Office and the Department of Health under state law. And while, as
explained more fully in ths Decision, the Office does not have adequate regulatory tools or
conditions sufficient to cure the anticompetitive harmsof this Proposed Transaction, the HCA
does have toolstoaddress concerns regarding local governance and control.

Furthermore, the review of this transaction has shown tha there could be more
‘competition in the marketplace and that Rhode Islanders would benefit from such an increase.
Lifespan, for instance, could revisit its choice to not compete with Care New England for
obstetrics patients. Lifespan could also withdraw from its anticompetitive ground lease with Care
New England, whereby Women& InfantsHospitaloccupies the land on which it sisfor $100 a
year but is prohibited from competing with neighboring Rhode Island Hospital by expanding its
Services beyond matemity and gynecology.



‘While many have expressed appropriate concer regarding the roleoffor-profit actors in
health care, the Attomey General has demonstrated an understandingofand willingness to act on
the specific perils and concems posed by transactions involving for-profit health systems seeking
to acquire Rhode Island hospitals. In the Prospect Medical HCA decision issued in June 2021,
the Attomey General imposed unprecedented conditions to safeguard two Rhode Island
hospitals. Any similar proposed merger or acquisition will require robust review under the HCA,
and the Attomey General will continue to scrutinize these transactions to safeguard care, access,
‘and affordability for healthcare in Rhode Island. Again, while the Office does not have
regulatory tools or conditions to prevent the competitive harmsofthis Proposed Transaction,
there are tools to guard against bad actors in the for-profit space.

Promoting competition and preserving the solvency of Rhode Island's hospitals are key
objectives for regulators until state leaders decide to pursue more ambitious healthcare reform,
and until those efforts are accompanied by meaningful support and reform at th federal level.
One example ofamore ambitious reform would be Maryland's state-set hospital rates and caps
on healthcare spending and hospital revenues. But to follow in Maryland's path, Rhode Island
leaders would be unable to go it alone because these kindsofstructural reforms require the.
federal government's asistance and support. In Maryland, the federal government has
historically agreed to pay more for Medicaid and Medicare patients if hospitals agreed to accept
Tower rates for commercially insured patients, creatingasingle “all-payer” rate set by the state.

“The Hospital Conversions Act and Rhode Island's antitrust laws are critical tools, and
this Office’s regulatory and oversight role in the context of mergers and acquisitions cannot be
discounted. But these laws and regulatory reviewprocessesare not appropriate vehicles to
redesign Rhode Island's healthcare market, and we need to stop relying on them as the only
avenues for reform.

Under the HCA, the Attorney General must review the transaction that s before it—the
‘merger proposed by Lifespan andCare New England. And, based on the extensive review
conducted by this Office, and as more fully set forth in this Decision, the transaction that is
before this Office must be DENIED.

A Note about Redactions in this Decision
As partofthis Office's ole as regulator under the Hospital Conversions Act, the

Attorney General takes seriously the Office's obligation to the public to ensure the greatest
degreeofpublic access and transparency possible—both withrespectto the application and
‘materials that were before the Attorney General, as wella the bases for this decision. When the
Office considers a proposed merger that would impact healthcare in Rhode Island for decades, it
is imperative that the public understands wha the partes were proposing to do, and why the
application must be denied.

‘The Attorney General has an equally important obligation under tate and federal law to
responsibly manage and safeguard certain highly sensitive and confidential information that the



Parties provide to the Office in good faith in order to facilitate the review. In the norma course,
under the HCA, the releaseofthe Decision is followed by a thorough reviewofll records and
information that the partes deem confidential so that the Office can independently make or
revise its own confidentiality determinations.

‘The Parties have strongly maintained that the redacted information in documents and
testimony is confidential, sensitive and competitive business information that, in the hands of
their competitors, could do harm to their respective organizations. The Attomey General would
only be ina position to lift redactions with the consentof the Parties, and they may not be willing
0 give such consent because, notwithstanding their public representations to the contrary, they
are in fact each other's primary competitors.

Accordingly, the redactions in today’s Decision reflect the Attorney General's legal
obligation to respect the determinations ofthe partisatthis ime and out ofan abundance of
caution. They do not reflect this Office’s determinationsas to whether or not the underlying.
information is or will remain confidential. Particularly given that the transaction is being denied,
the Attomey Generalfeelsan obligation to protect the Parties’ confidentiality requests,as either
or both may now choose to seek out adifferent partner with which to join.

xii
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I Introduction

A. Background

“The Hospital Conversions Act (*HCA”) requires the Attomey General to review a
proposed hospital conversion to “{alssure the viability ofa safe, accessible and affordable.
healthcare system that is available to all.” A HCA review begins when the “Transacting
parties” (“Parties”) fle a hospital conversion application? As set forth in the application for the
Proposed Transaction (the “Application”, the Parties are defined collectively as: the Rhode
Island Academic Health Care System, Inc; Care New England Health System (“CNE); Kent
County Memorial Hospital; Women & Infants Hospital of Rhode Island; Butler Hospital;
Lifespan Corporation (“Lifespan”); Rhode Island Hospital; The Miriam Hospital; Newport
Hospital; and Emma Pendleton Bradley Hospital Lifespan, CNE, and alloftheir hospitals are
Rhode Island non-profits and both systems are headquartered in Providence, Rhode Island.‘ The
Attorney General and the Rhode Island Departmentof Health ("RIDOH") (together, the
“Agencies") conduct concurrent reviews ofa HCA application submitted by two nonprofit
corporations.®

“The Parties filed the Application on April 26, 2021. They resubmitted the Application on
October 1, 2021. In the Application, the Parties describe the transaction for whichthey are
seeking approval: Lifespan and CNE both designate Rhode Island Academic Health Care:
System, Inc. (‘RIAHCS”) as thir sole corporate member, with RIAHCS thereby becoming their
parent corporation. The Parties anticipate that governance for RIAHCS will include a board of
15 to 33 members, including the CEOsofLifespan and CNE, who will serve as co-CEO of
RIAHCS until the selection ofa new CEQ of RIAHCS.$ Once that new CEO is chosen, the co-
‘CEOs will be replaced by the new board.” The co-CEOs, however, will chaira “Pre-Integration
Steering Committee” for two years post-closing® This is the committee the Parties expect to

TRI Gen. Laws§23-17.14:3(1),
*“Transactng parties” is defined at RI. Gen. Laws §23-17.14-4(1),
*Hospital Conversion Application, resubmitted Oct. 1,2021 (“Application”), R-CNE-LS-0000001 at-
015. Hasbro Children's Hospital is the pediatric divisionofRhode Island Hospital and shares the same
license.
“ Application at R-CNE-LS-0000027-28.
*R.L Gen. Laws§ 23-17.14-9 (“The review by thetwo(2) departments shall occur concurrently and
neither departmentshall delay ts review or determination because the other department has not
completed its review o ssued its detemination.”). R.1. Gen. Laws § 23-17.14-10 governs the review
processfor he Attomey General and RIDOH when the transacting parties re nonprofits.
Definitive Agreement By and Between Care New England Health System and Lifespan Corporation

dated February 23, 2021, Article 4, R-CNE-LS16-0000807-811.
Id, RCNE-LS16-0000808.
“Id, RCNE-LS16-0000811.
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lead post-closing integration planning, which wil not commence until the Parties are
consolidated at the corporate level.”

“The Parties “envision [ ] a new System Academic Affiliation Agreement between the
[AHS] and Brown [University).”"® Brown University (“Brown”) is not a transacting party o the
Proposed Transaction but currently has separate affiliations with Lifespan and CNE."! In the
Application, the Partes propose, but do not commit, to filling up t three (3) RIAHCS board
seats with Brown representatives. They also suggest that RIAHCS may finalizea new affiliation
agreement with Brown prior to th closingofthe Proposed Transaction. But neither granting
Brown board seats nor finalizing a new affiliation agreement isa condition to closing the
Proposed Transaction. In other words, references 10. role for Brown in the Application is
precatory, and any benefits or obligations arising from Brown's involvement with RIAHCS at
this point i limited to a minimum contribution by Brownof$125 million over five years. This
funding commitment is evaluated in more detail below in Section ILB, along with the financial
feasibilityofthe Proposed Transaction.

“The HCA allows the Attomey General to consider “[wJhether the board considered the
proposed conversion as the only altemative or as the best altemative in carrying out its mission
and purposes" Here, the Parties state in the Application that a CNE and Lifespan merger i of
a “unique nature” and “CNE and Lifespan were in exclusive talks together and not comparing
one or more health care providers.”

1. Procedural history

a. The Parties’ HCA Application

“The Parties filed the first Application on April 26, 2021. After review, the Attorney
General and RIDOH issueda joint deficiency leter dated May 26, 2021 stating that the
‘Application, as received, was deficient. “To attempt to redress the inadequacyofthe Parties’
Initial Application,” the Attorney General and RIDOH requested that the Parties provide
“complete, accurate, and forthright responses” to 196 deficiency questions (the “First Deficiency
Questions”).'s The First Deficiency Questions requested inter alia additional financial data,
‘govemance information—and the Parties’ plan for system integration.

‘ud
1 Application at R-CNE-LS-0000020.
"ad
PR. Gen. Laws§23-17.14-1 0064).
> HCA Application at 29, R-CNE-LS-0000043.

Letter from Jessica Rider and FemandaLopestoP. Rocha (May 26, 2021),
1d. at Exhibit A
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Pursuant to the HCA, responses to deficiency questions are due to regulators within thirty
(30) working days after being requested.'® Following submissionofthe initial Deficiency
Questions, the Parties requested extensionsoftime to respond and the Agencies granted the
extensions. On September 10, 2021, the Agencies issued asecond joint deficiency letter
identifying a non-exhaustive listof specific topics reflecting “significant areasof deficiencies”
including integration plans (the “Second Deficiency Questions”)."? On October 1, 2021, the.
Parties resubmitted the Application in response to the Second Deficiency Questions. By letter
dated November 16, 2021, the Attorney General and RIDOH deemed the Application complete
as submitted on October I, 2021.

b. The Attorney General and the Federal Trade Commission

As discussed in Section ILA below, the Attorney General completed a 12-month-long
investigation into whether the proposed merger between Lifespan and CNE is proper under the
Rhode Island Antitrust Act."® During the same period, the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”)
conducteda pre-merger reviewofthe proposed merger under federal antitrust aw. Because the
Attorney General's investigation and the FTC's review address the same question — namely, the
implicationsofthe merger under their respective antitrust laws—the two agencies have.
coordinated with each other in gathering and analyzing information from the Parties as well as
from nonparties. For example, the FTC was generally present for statements under oath taken by
the Attomey General and the agencies jointly took testimony. This coordination has not only
allowed the agencies to conserve resources, but has also benefited the Parties who, for example,
avoided the burdenof making witnesses available for separate interviews with each agency.

Notwithstanding the agencies’ coordination, this Decision reflects the independent
determinationofthe Attorney General andofthe Attomey General only."

© Post-completeness review ofHCA application

Included with the notificationofcompleteness to the Parties was a first set of
supplemental questions containing 75 questions. On December 7, 2021, the Attorney General
‘and RIDOH sent the Parties a second setof supplemental questions containing 95 questions.
To date, the Attorney General collected more than 3.6 million documents (otaling over 1
million pages). This includes the Application and its exhibits; responses to the first and second
setsof supplemental questions; and information specific to the antitrust review under the HCA

RI. Gen. Laws§23-17.14-10@2).
"7 Lette from Jessica Rider and Femanda Lopes to P. Rocha (Sep. 10, 2021) at 2.
"RL Gen. Laws § 23-17.14-10(b)22), discussed infra
2 As discussed infra the Attorney General engaged the law fimof Farella Braun + Martel LLP to serve
ass outside counsel in ts investigationofantitrust issues
* An Amended Second Set ofSupplemental Questions was sent on December 10, 2022 addressing
clarifications 52-40 and S25. A third set ofsupplemental questions was set 0 the Transacting
Parties by RIDOH only.
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criteria at RL Gen. Laws §23-17.14.-10(b)(22), including from nonparty insurers and nonparty
hospital providers.

‘The Attomey General is permitted under the HCA to take swom testimonyofwitnesses
as partof the review ofa transaction2" Since November 2021, the Attorney General obtained
statements under oath related to the Proposed Transaction from many individuals, including;

Lifespan

1. Dr. Timothy Babineau, President and CEO, Lifespan

2. Lawrence Aubin, Sr, Chair of BoardofDirectors, Lifespan

3. Jane Bruno, Senior Vice Presidentof Marketing and Communications, Lifespan

4. Jessica Gelinas, Manager, Planning and Analysis, Lifespan

5. Dr. Margaret Miller, Chiefof Women’s Medicine, Lifespan Physician Group

6. Daniel Moynihan, Vice PresidentofContracting and Payer Relation, Lifespan

7. Cedric Priebe, Directorof Information Services, Lifespan

8. Dr. Saul Weingart, President, Rhode Island Hospital and Hasbro Children’s
Hospital, Lifespan

9. Mamie Wakefield, retired Executive Vice President andChiefFinancial Officer,
Lifespan

Care New England.

9. Dr. James Fanale, President and CEO, CNE

10. Robert Haffey, President andChief Operating Officer, Kent County Hospital, CNE

11. Joseph lannoni,Chief Financial Officer, CNE.

12. Phil Kahn, Chief Information Officer, CNE

13. Mary Marran, President and Chief Operating Officer, Butler Hospital, CNE

14. HeuerRose Maas, Distr ofCones diisatona Pye Ratios,

15. Charles Reppucci, Chairof Board of Directors, CNE
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16. Gail Robbins, Senior Vice President, Planning and Finance, CNE.

17. Shannon Sullivan, President andChief Operating Officer, Women & Infants
Hospital, CNE

‘The Attorney General also took statements under oathofKey consultants that the Parties
engaged specifically for the Proposed Transaction. Similarly, the Attorney General took
statements under oath from former Kent President and Chief Operating Officer Dr. Michael
Dacey and from representativesofBrown, including President Christina Paxson, Dr. Jack Elias,
Dean of Medicine and Biology and Senior Vice President for Health Affairs, and Kimberly
Galligan, Dean ofAdministration at Brown's medical school. Finally, as part of ts antitrust
review under the HCA, the Attomey General obtained sworn declarations from representatives
of Blue Cross Blue Shield of Rhode Island and South County Health.

As Section II details, the Attomey General also considered public comments received
during the course ofits review. The Attomey General and RIDOH jointly held three public
meetings about the Proposed Transaction via Zoom on January 20, 2022, January 26, 2022, and
February 10,2022. Public notices were published regarding these meetings. Written comments
regarding the Proposed Transaction were also solicited through those public notices and accepted
through February 11,2022. At the beginningofeach public meeting, the Parties were provided
an opportunity to give comments regarding the Proposed Transaction; aferwards, comment from
the public were taken. Over the courseof the three meetings, 35 speakers (excluding Dr.
Babineau, Dr. Fanale, and Brown President Christina Paxson) provided public comment. Over
600 individuals attended the three meetings in total, with the first two meetings having over 250
participants each. In addition to the public comments provided at each public meeting, about
200 written comments were received by the Attorney General and RIDOH and are publicly
available on the Agencies’ respective websites The transcripts and audio recordingsof each
public meeting are available on both the Attorney General's website and RIDOH's website >

“The Attorney Generali grateful forthe public's interest in and comments on the
Proposed Transaction. In issuing this Decision, the Attorney General has had the advantage of
accessing millionsof documents, healthcare data, and expert analysis that was unavailable — and
may continue to be unavailable for confidentiality reasons~tomembersofthe public and key
stakeholders. The Attomey General is uniquely positioned to reach the conclusions that it did
because of is thorough reviewofallof the information accessible to its Office, both public and
confidential, under its HCA and antitrust authority.

Acknowledging the complexity and far-reaching impacts ofhospital conversion matters,
the HCA permits the Attorney General, at the expenseofthe Parties, to “engage experts or
consultants including, but not limited to, actuaries, investment bankers, accountants, attorneys, or

2 Attomey General: RIAG.i gov/about-our-office/divisions-and-unis civil-division/public-protecton/
healthcare (under “Recent HCA Reviews") RIDOH: Healthigoviprograms/hospitalconversionsmerger/
(under “Pending HCA Applications”).
Seid
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industry analysts.” In additionto the Attomey General's internal teamoffive attorneys, the
Attorney General engaged the following experts to assist in this review:

Farella Braun + Martel LLP, outside legal counsel (San Francisco, CA)

Farella Braun + Marte’s Healthcare Litigation & Investigations practice is nationally
recognized. Farella represented theplaintiff class in the landmark healthcare antitrust action
against Sutter Health. Thecasesettled minutes before opening statements for $75,000,000 and
‘comprehensive injunctiverelief that will be overseen by a court-appointed monitor over the next
10-13 years. As Harvard Business School Professor Leemore Dafiy stated in theLos Angeles
Times, the Sutter “settlement has provided a marker fo the rest ofthe nation.” Farella has been
retained by, and worked with, state attorneys general across the country in connection with
healthcare antitrust matters. The expertiseofFarella’s Healthcare Litigation & Investigations
extends beyond physical health. Last year, theChief Magistrate Judgeofthe United States
District Court for the Northen District of California appointeda senior member of Farella’s
Healthcare Ligation & Investigations practice to oversee the injunctivereliefordered in the Fit
v. United Behavioral Health action. The Farclla teamofattomeys, led by Christopher Wheeler,
and including Janice Reicher, Jin Kim, Claire Johnson, Kelsey Mollura, and Richard Young,
provided antitrust counsel to the Attorney General.

Shipman & Goodwin, LLP, outside legal counsel (Hartford, Connecticut)

‘Shipman & Goodwin, LLP has over 75 yearsof experience representing hospitals,
academic medical centers, hospital systems, integrated health networks, community-based
providers, behavioral health and substance-use disorder providers, federally qualified health
centers, home health agencies, skilled nursing facilities, life-science companies, and insurers.
More specifically, Shipman regularly advises its healthcare clients on regulatory matters and
corporate transactions, including corporate affiliations, mergers, joint ventures, and other
business combinations. The Shipman teamofattorneys, led by joan Feldman, and including
Vincenzo Carannante, Mark Ostrowski, Patrick Fahey, and Christopher Cahill provided
consultativeadviceand legal servicesto the Attorney General.

Dr. Kevin Pflum, healthcare economics expert; Principal at Bates White Economic
Consulting (Washington, DC)

Dr. Kevin Pflum is a principal in the healthcare practiceof Bates White,a leading
economic consulting firm. He has extensive experience analyzing the competitive effects of
‘mergers and acquisitions i the healthcare industry and has worked on the last two hospital
‘mergers challenged by the FTC. He supported the FTC in its successful action to enjoin
Hackensack Meridian Health's proposed acquisitionofEaglewood Health. He supported
Jefferson Health and Albert Einstein Healthcare Network in their successful opposition o the
FTC’ challenge to their proposed merger. Dr. Pflum also supported Beaumont Health and
Spectrum Health during the FTC's investigationof their proposed merger, which closed in
Januaryofthis year. Dr. Pflum has published several articles on the issuesofhospital and
provider competition and their effects on prices and quality that have appeared in economic

RL Gen, Laws§23-17.14-13.
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journals, including the RAND Journal ofEconomics, the American Economic Journal, and the
JournalofEconomics and Management Strategy. Dr. Pflum conducted healthcare economic.
‘analysis for the Attorney General

Veralon Partners, healthcare finance experts (Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania)

Veralon Partners is a healthcare consulting firm with over 25 yearsofexperience and has
served over 1,300 healthcare clients including: health systems, community hospitals, teaching
hospitals, academic medical centers, physician groups, ACOS/PHOS/CINS and health plans. For
example, Veralon assisted the Massachusetts Health Policy Commission in their review of
Partners HealthCare System's proposed acquisition of Hallmark Health Corporation. Similarly,
Veralon assisted Massachusetts-based Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, Lahey Health, and
other affiliates in responding to regulatory reviewoftheir proposed merger by the Massachusetts
Departmentof Health, Health Policy Comission, and OfficeofAttorney General. The Veralon
teamofconsultants, led by Danielle Bangs and Dave Robeson, conducted financial feasibility
analyses for the Attorney General

Professor Lawton R. Burns, Ph.D, MBA, Healthcare management expert; Wharton
School of Business at University of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia, PA)

Professor Lawton Burns is the James Joo-Jin Kim ProfessorofHealth Care Management
atthe Wharton School and Directorof the Wharton Center for Health Management and
Economics. He is one ofthe nation’s leading scholars in the fieldofhealthcare management and
has spent the past two decades studying clinical integration in hospital systems and in physical-
hospital vertical arrangements, conducting work on behalfofthe FTC, DepartmentofJustice,
and the Attomey GeneralofWashington State. Professor Burns has a Ph.D in organizational
sociology and an MBA in hospital administration. Professor Bums’s research focuses on
organized delivery systems, including physician group practices, physician practice management
‘companies (PPMCs), ambulatory surgery centers (ASCs), and a variety of integrated delivery
‘networks (IDNs) such as physician-hospital organizations (PHOS), management services
organizations (MSO), clinically integrated networks (CIN), accountable care organizations
(ACOs), and economicandclinical integration. He i the published authorofcountless papers
and books on hospital consolidation, most recently Big Med: Megaproviders and the High Cost
ofHealthcare in America (2021) and TheUSHealthcare Ecosystem: Payers, Providers,
Producers (2021). He is also the co-editorof the textbook Health Care Management
Organization Design and Behavior (2012), and the authorof India’s Healthcare Industry
(Cambridge, 2014), The BusinessofHealthcare Innovation(Cambridge, 2012), and The Health
Care Value Chain (2002). Professor Bums conducted healthcare management analysis for the
Attomey General.

ECG Management Consultants, Boston, Massachusetts

ECG Management Consultants is a nationwide consulting firm that typically works
exclusively with healthcare organizations. Led by ECG’s newly named president, Christopher T.
Collins, ECG provided consultative advice on integration and information technology issues to
the Attomey General.
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d. Confidentiality review

“The Attomey General “has the power to decide whether any information required by this
chapterofan applicant i confidential and/or proprietary.” Due diligence documents must
remain confidential under the HCA 2% Due diligence documents aside, information is considered
for redaction or, in some instances, wholesale withholding onlyif the Parties request that
material be considered confidential and withheld from public view. While the HCA gives the
Attorney General sole authority and discretion to make confidentiality determinations, the
‘Attorney General must consider legal precedent and statutes in its confidentiality determinations.
Such precedents include Exemption 4ofthe Freedom of Information Act and Rhode Island's
‘Access to Public Records Act at R.1. Gen. Laws § 38-2-2(4)(B), which require that commercial,
financial, and/or trade secret information remain confidential. Confidentiality determinations
‘were made withrespectto the October 1, 2021 HCA Application and generally fell into three.
categories: due diligence, confidential business/proprietary information (i. information ofa
highly sensitive competitive nature, the disclosure of which could harm the Parties), and
personally identifiable information. Confidentiality determinationsas fo testimony transcripts
and responses to the supplemental questions are ongoing, and the resultsofthose determinations
will be made public once complete.

As part ofits role as regulator under the HCA, the Attorney General's Office takes
seriously its obligation to the public to ensure the greatest degreeofpublic access and
transparency possible — both with respect to the Application and materials that come before t, as
well as with respect to the bases for its decision. When the Office considers a proposed merger
that would impact health care in Rhode Island for decades, it is imperative that the public
understands what the partes are proposing to do, and the reasons for the Decision the Office
makes.

‘The Attorney General's Office has an equally important legal obligation to manage:
responsibly and safeguard certain highly sensitive and confidential information that the Parties
provide to it in good faith in order to facilitate is review. Because at present there are
outstanding confidentiality determinations that have not been resolved, the release ofa redacted
Decisioni followed by a thorough reviewofthe records and information thatthe partes have
asserted is confidential 0 that the Office can independently make or revise its own
confidentiality determinations.

‘The Parties here have vociferously maintained that the redacted information in
documents and testimony is confidential, sensitive, and competitive business information that, in
the hands ofthir competitors, could do harm to thei respective organizations. The Attorney
‘General would be ina position to lift redactions only with the consentofthe Parties, and they
may not be willing to give such consent because, notwithstanding their public representations to
the contrary, they are in fact each other's primary competitor.

BRI Gen.Laws§23-17.1432
HR Gen, Laws§23-17.14-6@G1)
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Accordingly, the redactions in today's Decision reflect the Attorney General's legal
obligation to respect the determinationsofthe Parties at this time and outofan abundance of
caution. They do not reflect the Attomey Generals final determinations as to whether or not the
underlying information is or will remain confidential. Particularly given that the transaction is
being DENIED, the Attorney General maintains an obligation to protect the Parties’
confidentiality requests, as either or both may now choose to seek out a different partner with
which to combine.

2. Prior attempts to merge

“This is the third time Lifespan and CNE have attempted to merge within the past 24
‘years, most recently in 2007." Lifespan and CNE signaled their intention to merge on July 26,
2007 and underwent review by this Office and the RIDOH for the next 31 months before
ultimately withdrawing their application on February 25, 2010. On December 31, 2010, former
‘Attomey General Patrick Lynch issued a decision accepting the Parties” withdrawal*

Both Lifespan and CNE also have abandoned merger attempts with other entities. Most
recently, on December 17, 2018, Massachusetts-based Partners HealthCare System, Inc. and
ONE filed a HCA Application with the Attorney General and RIDOH. Partners withdrew its
Application on June 4, 2019, at the same time then-Governor Raimondo announced she had
“asked Lifespan, CNE, and Brown University to resume negotiations and determine whether
they can come to an agreement that would create a locally-run, academic medical center in
Rhode Island.” This request has resulted in the Application that is the subjectof this Decision.

In 1997, Lifespan entered an agreement with New England Medical Center (NEMC —
also known as Tufts Medical Center) under which Lifespan would become NEMC’s corporate
parent and NEMC would operate as oneofthe hospital subsidiaries in Lifespan’s system.
According to court documents, “Lifespan saw the proposed affiliation as an opportunity to
expand its healthcare system beyond Rhode Island into Massachusetts, in preparation for what it
anticipated (wrongly, as it tumed out) would be a movement toward ‘regionalization’of the
healthcare industry across state lines.™ The affiliation ran for ive years (1997-2002) and ended
inadisaffliation agreement for various reasons, including that “the partes were unable to grow

See Alexa Gagosz, Lifespan and Care New England's merger application wasjust deemed ‘complete
Here's how the RL hospital systems got tothispoin, The Boston Globe (Nov. 16, 2021),
BostonGlobe.com/2021/11/1 imeiroifespan-care-new-englands-merger-application-could-500r-be-
deemed-complete-heres-howri-hospital-systems-got.his-
point:<text=Nov,the?20proposed®s20merger?%20with%20condiions. The systems proposed to
merge in 1998,2007,andtoday in 2021. The Attorney General consideredtheapplication filed in 2007
and again in 2009 as one transaction,asthe 2009 application was resubmited afer the Partiesweretold
that the 2007 application was incomplete.
*Decisionby Attomey General Lynch dated December31,2010.
2 press Release,Rlgov, Govemor Raimondo Asks Lifespan, Care New England to Reconsider Plans for
Integrated Academic Hospital System Jun. 4, 2019, tps: www. gov pressview 36014.

Lifespan v. NEMC etal, Civil No. 06-cv-421-JNL, Opinion No. 2011 DNH 083, 52411 at Pé.
(Lifespan v. NEMC, et al, CV-06-241-1L 5/24/11 (uscourts gov).
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a network in Massachusetts” and NEMC lost money the last two yearsof the affiliation.” There
also seems to have been what could be characterized as a cultural or administrative difference
that resulted in NEMC becoming “increasingly upset with Lifespan over the performance of ts
health insurer contracts... the unfavorable outcomeof a complex financial transaction ... and
the amount of Lifespan’s corporate overhead charges." It should be noted that the court found
that Lifespan dealt with NEMC in good faith.

B. Review criteria

With respect to every review under the HCA, the Attorney General must “[ajssure the
viability ofa safe, accessible and affordable healthcare system that is available to all The
HCA further specifies that the Attomey General's review will culminate in a decision approving,
approving with conditions, or disapproving the conversion within 120 daysofcompleteness.
In reaching this Decision, the Attorney General “may consider” twenty-two (22) enumerated
criteria in reviewing an application for a conversion where the transacting parties are not-for-
profit corporations.* Considerationofthese criteria specificto the Attomney General is
discretionary, with good reason. Each proposed transaction under the HCA is different in scope
and content, with different parties and different goals. Not all 22 criteria are applicable to every
transaction. For the proposed merger of Lifespan and CNE, the Attorney General focused its
review on whether the transaction as proposed is proper under the Rhode Island Antitrust Act;
whether the transaction as proposed is financially feasible; and whether the integration as
proposed is realistically achievable. Eachofthese areasofreview is described in more detail
below, buta the outset, the relevant criteria as applied to these analyses are:

whether the board ofeach system, when deciding to pursue the transaction,
established appropriate criteria and considered whether the transaction is the only or
best alternative, al in relation to the mission and purposeofeach system;*

«whether the boards “exercised due care in accepting assumptions and conclusions
provided by consultants engaged to assist in the proposed conversion"?

« [whether the proposed conversion will harm the public’s interest n trust property
given, devised, or bequeathedtothe existing hospital for charitable, educational, or
religious purposes located or administered in this state;

1d app I-15.
21d ath,
PRIGen.Laws § 23-17.14:3(1).
RI Gen. Laws§23-17.14-10()4).
RI. Gen. Laws§23-17.14-100).
RI Gen. Laws§ 23-17.14-10(6)3)and(4).
RI Gen. Laws §23-17.14-10(5)8).
SIRI. Gen. Laws§23-17.14-1000)(1).
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« [whetheratrustee or trusteesofany charitable trust located or administered in this
state will be deemed to have exercised reasonable care, diligence, and prudence in
performing as a fiduciary in connection with the proposed conversion;

« [Wlhether the proposed conversion contemplates the appropriate and reasonable fair
‘market value;

« [wlhether the proposed conversion was based upon appropriate valuation methods
including, but not limited to, market approach, third-party report, or faimess
opinion;1

+ [Whether the proposed conversion is proper underchapter 36of tte6 (‘Rhode
Island Antitrust Act); and

« [wlhether the proposed conversion “[alssure(s] the viabilityof a safe, accessible and
affordable healthcare system that is available to all"

‘The identified criteria provided the Attorney General the requisite lens with which to
view the record and make a determination whether to approve, approve with conditions, or
disapprove the Proposed Transaction.

“The Attorney General's authority under the HCA includes the authority o “adopt rules
and regulations to accomplish the purpose ofthis chapter." This authority is relevantto the
Attomey General's constructionofthe HCA provisions discussed above and elsewhere in this
Decision. The constructionof various HCA provisions is also provided with an awareness that
Rhode Island law “accord(s] great deference {0 an agency's interpretation ofits rules and
regulations and its governing statutes, provided that the agency's construction is neither clearly
erroneous nor unauthorized.™5

IL Discussion

Analysisofthe Proposed Transaction under the HCA requires this Office to determine
(1) whether the Proposed Transaction is proper under Rhode Island's antitrust laws, (2) whether

PR.Gen. Laws§23-17.14-100)2).
CRI.Gen. Laws §23-17.14-100)(14).
“UR Gen.Laws §23-17.14-106(15).
“RL Gen. Laws §23-17.14-106)22).
ORL Gen. Laws § 23-17.14:3(1).
“RL Gen. Laws§ 23-17.14-32(0),
Endoscopy Assocs. Inc. v. RI. Dep'tofHealth, 183 A34 528, 533 (RL. 2018). As the seat ofthe Office
ofHealth Care Advocate, the Attorney General aiso has the power “(Jo take all necessary and appropriate
action... 10 secure and insure compliance with the provisions oftief] 23,” which includes the HCA. R..
Gen. Laws§ 42:9.1-25).
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the merged Lifespan/CNE entity would be financially viable, and (3) whether the Parties
realistically can achieve the claimed benefitsof the Proposed Transaction.

As described more fully in Section ILAof this Decision, the Proposed Transaction would
have significant anticompetitive effects in termsofcost, quality, access, and labor for nurses in
Rhode Island ~and is improper under Rhode Island's antitrust laws. This finding alone is
enough to deny the application under the HCA. As set forth in Section ILB, the Proposed.
Transaction also threatens the financial viabilityofthe two systems and would leave them facing
greater financial peril than they already face. As described in Section I1.C, the Parties have:
failed to provide a detailed plan regarding how the two systems would integrate and how that
integration would result in the benefits the Parties claim willbeachieved. Furthermore, as
described in Section I1.D, because the risks are great, and because the Attorney General cannot
afford to give the Proposed Transaction a tial un, the Parties’ approach to this transaction
‘wartantsscrutinyand underscores the need for caution. Finally, as described in Section ILE,
conditions and regulation cannot cure the anticompetitive harms created by the Proposed
Transaction or the shortfalls in the transaction’s financial integration and planning,

A. The Proposed Transaction is not proper under the Rhode Island Antitrust
Act.

To determine whether the Proposed Transaction is proper under the antitrust lawsofthe:
stat, the Attomey General has reviewed the economic data, evidence from market participants,
and the Parties’ own documents and testimony. The Attorney General has applied analytical
techniques widely accepted by courts including those in the Horizontal Merger Guidelines
issued by the United States Departmentof Justice and the United States Federal Trade
‘Commission* to evaluate the likely competitive effectsofthe Proposed Transaction. The
results establish that the Proposed Transaction is likely to substantially reduce competition
throughout relevant healthcare markets. The Proposed Transaction is likely to substantially
reduce competition in the markets for both commercial and Medicare inpatient hospital services.
In addition, the Attomey General is concemed that the Proposed Transaction is likely to
substantially reduce competition in outpatient surgical markets, the market for inpatient
psychiatric care, and the labor market or nurses. The consolidationofthe Parties’ Accountable:
Care Organizations also raises competitive concerns.

‘The Proposed Transaction would result in a virtual monopoly in multiple markets. A
‘combined Lifespan/CNE system would account for over 80%ofall Rhode Island discharges of
‘commercially insured patients receiving inpatient general acute care (GAC”) hospital services—

“The Horizontal Merger Guidelines, which “describe the principal analytical techniques and the main
typesofevidence on which” the DOJ and the FTC "usualy ely to predict whether a horizontal merger
may substantially lessen competition,”donot have the force of law. U.S. Dept ofJustice & Fed. Trade
‘Comm'n, Horizontal Merger Guidelines § 1 (2020), (‘Merger Guidelines”),tps: www justice govathorizontal-merger-guidelines-08192010. However, they “are often used as
persuasive authority when deciding ifa particular acquisition violates anti-trust laws.” Chicago Bridge &
Iron Co. N.Y. v. FC, 34 F.34 410,431, n.11 (5th Cir 2008);United Sates v. Anthem, Inc. 855 F.3d
345,349 (D.C. Cir. 2017) the Guidelines ae “a helpful ool, in viewofthe many years ofthoughtful
analysis they represent, for analyzing proposed mergers”).
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awide range of medical and surgical treatments requiringa hospital admission that patients
would expect a community hospital to provide. The Proposed Transaction also would produce
an extraordinarily high concentration in the market for inpatient GAC hospital services provided
to Medicare beneficiaries in Rhode Island, where a combined Lifespan/CNE system would have
a market shareof 70%. By comparison, Massachusetts’ largest health system — Mass General
Brigham (formerly known as Partners) — has around 27% ofth statewide market for commercial
inpatient general GAC services.” In Connecticut, a coalitionof healthcare organizations,
consumer groups, and unions objected to and intervened, unsuccessfully, in the 2016 acquisition
ofNew London's main hospital by the Yale New Haven Health System because it would result
in Connecticut's largest system controlling 31%ofthe statewide inpatientGAC services market
share.** Not only is the levelof concentration resulting from the Lifespan/CNE transaction far
beyond the levels in these other New England states, the increase is higher than anyofthe last 11
proposed hospital mergers thatthe FTC has sought to block in the last 18 years. By eliminating
head-to-head competition between Lifespan and CNE in these markets, the Proposed Transaction
is likely to increase Rhode Islanders" healtheare costs and would eliminate the competitive
pressures that have pushed both systems to make substantial investments in improving the
quality of, and access to, their services.

“The likely competitive harm is not limited to the markets for inpatient GAC hospital
services. The Attomey General is concerned that the Proposed Transaction is likely to
substantially reduce competition in several other markets, likely leading to higher prices, lower
quality, and reduced access.

Outpatient surgery markets. For the ten most intensive outpatient procedure specialties, a
merged Lifespan/CNE would have a market share greater than 60% for four specialties.
For sevenofthe ten most intensive outpatient procedure specialties, the Proposed
Transaction would result in concentration that is presumptively anticompetitive under the
Merger Guidelines.

«Marketfor inpatient behavioral health services. A merged Lifespan/CNE system would
account for 79%ofbehavioral health discharges for commercially insured patients under
65 in Rhode Island. The increase in concentration is presumptively anticompetitive:
under the Merger Guidelines,

«ACO competition. The Parties’ three Accountable Care Organizations (*ACOS") would
account for 81%ofcommercial lives “attributed to Rhode Island ACOs. Consolidation

Massachusetts Health Policy Commission, ReviewofThe Proposed Merger of Lahey Health System;
CareGroup and ts Component Part, Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, New England Baptist
Hospital, and Mount Aubum Hospital; Seacoast Regional HealthSystems;and Eachof ther Corporate
Subsidiaries ino Beth Israel Lahey Healt; and The Acquistion ofthe Beth Israel Deaconess Care
Organization by Beth lsracl Lahey Health; and The Coniacting Afflition Between Beth Isracl Lahey
Health and Mount AubumCambridge Independent Practice Association (Sep. 27, 2018) at 45. The
Review also finds that Mass Genera Brigham has 21.6% ofall Massachusetts acute care hospital beds (p
28) and 26.9% ofthe statewide market for commercial outpatient care (p. 45).
“Connecticut Health Policy Project et al, Hospital Marker Concentration in Connecricut: The Impact of
Yale-New Haven Health System's Expansion, (Dec. 2015) at 8
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ofthe Parties’ ACOs would reduce the Parties’ incentives to improve the patient
experience and to work with insurers on innovative payment mechanisms that would
reduce the overall costof care.

«Labor marketfor nurses. The Parties would employ 67%ofthe full-time registered
nurses employed by Rhode Island hospitals. The Parties’ ordinary-course documents
demonstrate that they compete with each other in the labor market or nurses. The
eliminationofthis competition i likely to result in lower wages, worse benefits, and
limited options for nurses.

‘These concens further support the Attorney Generals conclusion that the Proposed
Transaction is not proper under the Rhode Island Antitrust Act.

1. Background

a. The hospital landscape in Rhode Island

Lifespan i the largest healthcare provider in Rhode Island. It operates four hospitals:
Rhode Island Hospital ("RIH"), a general acute care hospital in Providence that houses Hasbro
Children’s Hospital (“Hasbro”); the Miriam Hospital (“Miriam”), a general acute care hospital in
Providence; Newport Hospital (“Newport”), a general acute care hospital in Newport; and Emma
Pendleton Bradley Hospital (“Bradley”), a behavioral health hospital in East Providence.

CNE is the second largest healthcare provider in Rhode Island. It operates three:
hospitals: Kent County Memorial Hospital (“Kent”), a general acute care hospital in Warwick;
‘Women & Infants HospitalofRhode Island (“W&I”), a specialty women’s hospital in
Providence; and Butler Hospital (“Butler”), a behavioral health hospita in Providence.

“There are six other non-public hospitals in Rhode Island. CharterCARE Health Partners
operates two general acute care hospitals: the Roger Williams Medical Center, located in
Providence, and Our Lady of Fatima Hospital (“Fatima”), located in North Providence. Prime
Healthcare, which operates hospitals across 14 states, operatestwo not-for-profit hospitals in
Rhode Island: Landmark Medical Center, a GAC hospital located in Woonsocket, and the
Rehabilitation Hospital of Rhode Island located in North Smithfield. South County Health
‘operates South County Hospital, a GAC hospital in Wakefield. The Yale New Haven Health
System owns Westerly Hospital, a GAC hospital located in Westerly.

“The following table shows the bed capacitiesof the ten Rhode Island hospitals that
provided inpatient GAC services.

Figure 2: General acute care hospital landscape in Rhode Island

$\sim Hospital Staffed beds
Lifespan Rhode Island Hospital |__e2|

 Bflum Report Figure 2. 2017-2019 dat s used 0 smooth out small year-to-year fluctuations that may
occur in the ordinary course. Data for 2020 and 2021 were not available. However, because ofthe
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Measured by staffed beds, Lifespan’s RIH is the largest hospital in Rhode Island and
CNE’s Kent is the second largest hospital. CNE’s Wl and Lifespan’s Miriam, with the same
‘numberofstaffed beds, are the third and fourth largest hospitals in the state. A merged
Lifespan/CNE system not only would contro the four largest hospitals in Rhode Island but also
‘would account for 75% ofall staffed beds at Rhode Island hospitals that provide inpatient GAC
services.

‘The Parties’ operations in Rhode Island extend beyond hospitals. Lifespan operates a
behavioral health organization,ambulatory care centers, and laboratory testing sites. CNE
operates behavioral health centers/organizations; a nurse, home health, and hospice agency; a
private duty nursing service; a wellness center; laboratory testing sites; and an express care
center. In August 2021, CNE was granted permission o establish an ambulatory surgery center
in Providence Lifespan and CNE each have affiliated Accountable Care Organizations and
physician groups.

b. The benefitsof competition and the role antitrust laws play in
protecting competition

Robust competition benefits consumers and workers. Economic theory and empirical
studies have demonstrated that, acrossa range of industries, including health care, competition
leads to lower prices and higher quality. Competition also can lead to a greater diversity of
‘goods and services and drives innovation.2 Competition benefits workers; when businesses
‘compete to attract workers, they do so by increasing pay and improving working conditions.
‘Conversely, when there i insufficient competition, businesses have less incentive to act in the
interestofconsumers and workers. Instead, dominant businesses can and do use their market

COVID pandemic, data concerning shares and th distribution of inpatient services rendered in those:
years are not likely to be as indicative offuture competition asar the data just prior o the pandemic. /d.
1230255.
* Health Services Council, Reportothe Health Services Council on he ApplicationofCare New
England HealthSystem for a CertificateofNeed to Establish a Freestanding Ambulatory Surgery Center
in Providence, Aug. 3,2021 at 1
*! Pllum Report 23,25 & 40-41
RS. Pindyck, and D.L. Rubinfeld, Microeconomics, Pearson, 8h Ed. (2013); PlumReport11212 &
2839.
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power to charge higher prices and offer fewer and lower-quality products and services to
consumers and to lower worker pay.® Lackofcompetition also can stifle innovation.*

Antitrust laws protect competition and, by extension, the consumers and workers who
benefit from competition. In recognitionofthe importanceofcompetition, the General
Assembly enacted the Rhode Island's Antitrust Act (‘RIAA®), the purposeof which is:

{tJo promote the unhampered growth ofcommerce and industry throughout the
state by prohibiting unreasonable restraint oftrade and monopolistic practices,
inasmuch as these have the effect of hampering, preventing, or decreasing
competition. It is intended that, as aresult the pricesof goods and services to
‘consumers will be fairly determined by free market competition in activities
affecting trade or commerce in this stat, including the manufacturing,
distribution, financing, and service sectorsofthe economy... 5

Rhode Island is not an outlier in recognizing the importanceofcompetition and the necessity of
protecting it. The federal antitrust laws, which the RIAA was designed to complemen,
prohibit mergers whose effect “may be substantially o lessen competition, or to tend to create a
monopoly”and make unlawful agreements in resraintoftrade.® Most sates have their own
aniitrust laws. Massachusetts and Connecticut have enacted antitrust laws similar to the RIAA to
protect their own economies and residents from the harmsof anticompetitive conduct.

Although competition is important in all industries, it is especially important in health
care due to the natureofthe services provided and the significant role health care plays in the
economyofRhode Island and the household economies of Rhode Island residents. As the
COVID-19 pandemic has brought into sharp focus, healthcare services are critical to the physical
well-beingofevery Rhode Islander. Over the lat two years, the healthcare industry has served
almost every resident through testing, vaccinations, and care related to COVID-19, while also
addressing the myriad other health needsofresidents during the pandemic. Moreover, the
healthcare industryhasan enormous impact on Rhode Island's economy. Not only does Rhode

* indy, Pat3: Market Structure and Competitive Strategy; Plum Report 5
#R. De Bonds, J. Vandckerckhove, Reflections onthe Relation Between Competition and Innovation, J
Ind Compet Trade 12, 7-19 2012),
hits:/www escarchgatenepublicaion225191358_Reflections_on_the RelationBetween Competitio
n_and Innovation.

RI Gen, Laws §6:36:22).
#R1 Gen, Laws § 6:36:2 (@)1); 15 USC. § 18.
TI5USC.§18
*15USC.§1

Mass. Antitrust Act, Gen. Laws, Part I, Title XV, Ch. 93, 1, f seg; Conn. Anitust Act, Gen.
Statutes, §§ 35-14,et seq.
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Island spend billionsofdollars a year on healthcare, but the healthcare sector is the biggest
employer in the state, employing approximately 70,000 Rhode Islanders — or approximately one
outofevery seven workers.S!

Health care has become increasingly expensive for consumers. Last year the Rhode.
Island Health Care Cost Trends Steering Committee announced that from 2018 10 2019 per
capita healthcare spend went up 4.1%, resulting in $8,949 in medical spending per covered
Rhode Islander. This increase exceeded the 3.2% cost growth target established by the
Steering Committee. Moreover, employee contributionsto employer sponsored insurance
premiums in Rhode Island have grown nearly thee times faster than personal income from 2001
1020218 Rhode Island's experience mirrors national trends as well. A 2021 survey found that
the average annual premium for family coverage increased 47% between 2011 and 2021,
increasing from $15,073 t0 $22,221. Similarly, the average workers contribution toward
family premiums increased 44.6% from $4,129 in 2011 t0 $5,969 in 2021.% In comparison, the
consumer price index, which reflects general price inflation, increased by only 19% during the
same period

Hospital mergers are a driverof increased healthcare costs. As described in greater detail
in Section I1.A 4.4.3 below, economic studies show that hospitals that face less competition tend
to charge higher prices, which ulimately are passed along to consumers in the formofhigher
premiums and greater out-of-pocket costs. More often than not, higher prices are not buying
bette care; those price increases often are not accompanied by improvements in the quality of
care. To the contrary, studies have shown that qualityofcare often suffers afteramerger, to the
detrimentofpatients.

Recognizing the potential harmsof hospital consolidation, in 2020 the General Assembly
amended the Hospital Conversions Act to authorize the Attorney General to review proposed
hospital mergers for compliance with the Rhode Island Antitrust Act. As oneofthe sponsors of

“Officeofthe Health Insurance Commissioner and the Executive Officeof Health and Human Services,
Rhode IslndHealth Care Cost Trends Collaborative Project Report o the Legislature, Dec. 2020,
hitp:/wvwwohic ri gov documents2021 January Annual%20Cos1%20Trends*420Repor®4202020.pdf.
© Employment by Occupation Table, hits:/dlLi gov/media/13661/downloadZlanguage-en; Industries at
aGlance: Social Assistance: NAICS 624 (bsgov).
© Alexa Gagosz, Health care has become less affordable in Rhode Island, Boston Globe (April 29, 2021),
© Rhode Island Health Care Cost Trends Steering Comittee (April 29, 2021)
itpohic.rigov documents 2021/April Cost®420Trendssteering3420commitiee?20meeting?2020
21%204-29%20for420sharing pdf.
“Kaiser Family Foundation, 2021 Employer Health Benefits Survey, Nov. 10, 2021, at Fig. 6
tps:wwKITorgeportsection/ehbs-2021-section-6-worker-and-employer.contrbution-for-
premiums’
“1
“U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Consumer Price Index Historical Tablesfor US. City Average,
December12, 2021, hips:wvewbls. govregionsmid-
atanti/data/consumerpricendexhistorical_us_table htm.
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the amendment observed, ensuring that hospital mergers will not result in the lossof competition
protects Rhode Island and its residents:

Like many industries, hospitals have experienced a great dealof consolidation in
the last several decades. Antitrust laws are meant to protect the public from
situations where asingle entity has too much control in a segment or region.
‘Compliance with those laws is an important pieceofthe puzzle that the state:
should be considering whenever the conversionof a hospital is proposed. ...
“This bill will provide a meaningful reviewofanitrust issues, which ultimately
protects patients and the critical health care industry as a whole.”
‘The amendment’s other sponsor agreed: “What this boilsdownto is protecting the

qualityofhealth care in Rhode Island. We want to make sure that we don’t allow a situation
where one corporation controls the majorityofour state's hospitals and slashes the resources
available to patients here. This will help ensurethat patients can access the facilities they need
when they need them.”

“The benefitsofcompetition are not hypothetical. As discussed below, the Attorney
General’ review has produced evidence that the head-to-head competition between Lifespan and
ONE has motivated each to make investments that benefit Rhode Islanders, including
investments to aise the qualityofclinical care, o improve the patient experience and access to
services and doctors, and to innovate through new technology and recruitment of nationally
renowned doctors into the tate. Ifthe Proposed Transaction were approved, the competitive
pressure Lifespan and CNE put on each other to improve the quality of, and access to, care:
would disappear.

2. Legal standard

“The Hospital Conversions Act directsthe Attorney General to consider “[w]hether the
proposed conversion is proper” under the Rhode Island Antitrust Act© Therefore, the HCA
instructs the Attomey General to assess whether a proposed conversion could result inthe
competitive harms the state’s antitrust laws seek to prevent in order to “assure the viability ofa
safe, accessible and affordable healthcare system that is available to all™™ A proposed
conversion that is unlawful under the RIAA is necessarily improper.”

# press Release, SateofRhode Iskand General Assembly, Assembly adds antitrust reviewfo proposed
hospital conversions (July 16, 2020).
hips: legislaturegov pressrlease/layouts RIL PressRelease ListSiructureForms DisplayForm.a
SpY7List-cBbaac31%2D3c10%2D43 1c22D8dcd?42DIdbbe2 ce3e9RID-3709968 Web~2babl 515%2D.
0dcc?42D4176%2Da218%62D8d4beebdf88.
“i
© RL. Gen. Laws §23-17.14-10(0)22).
RL Gen. Laws 1956 § 23-17.14:3(1).
7 Even if a conversion does not reach he thresholdof legality under the RIAA, tll may be improper
because the anticompetitive effectsofthe conversion nonetheless would put Rhode Islanders access fo
quality and affordable health care in jeopardy. Because the Attomey General ha concluded tht the
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‘The RIAA prohibits any “contract, combination, or conspiracy in restraint of... trade or
commerce,” “any attempt to establish a monopoly for the purposeofexcluding competition or
controlling, fixing, or maintaining prices,” and any “contract for the supplyingofcommodities
or furnishingofservices .. where the effectofthe contract... may be to lessen competition or
tend to create a monopoly. ..”7* Because the RIAA was enactedto “complement” federal
antitrust laws,” it specifically directs that its provisions be interpreted “in harmony with judicial
interpretationsofcomparable federal antitrust statutes insofar as practicable, except where:
provisionsof this chapter re expressly contrary to applicable federal provisions as construed.”

“The comparable federal antitrust statutes are the Sherman Antitrust Act and the Clayton
Antitrust Act. Section 1ofthe former provides that “[e]very contract, combination in the form
oftrust or otherwise, or conspiracy, in restraintof trade or commerce... is declared to be.
illegal®;” Section 7ofth later prohibits mergerswhoseeffects “may be substantially to lessen
competition, or to tend to create a monopoly.” The U.S. SupremeCourt has interpreted “may
bein Section 7 to mean that the analysis necessarily focuses on “probabilities, not certainties.”
“This focus on probabilities “requires not merely an appraisalof the immediate impactof the
merger upon competition, but aprediction of its impact upon competitive conditions in the
future." Although the texts of Sherman Act's Section I and Clayton Act's Section 7 differ,
they judge the lawfulness ofamerger using the same standard: is it likely to substantially lessen
competition?!

"2 Accordingly, the Attorney

Proposed Transaction i unlawful under the RIAA, tis Decision does not and need not separately
consider whether it would be improper even iit were awl.
"RI Gen. Laws §/6:36-4
PRI Gen. Laws § 636-5.
R1Gen. Laws § 6:36:
RI. Gen. Laws § 6-36-2(aX(1).
RL. Gen. Laws§ 6:36-2(b); Auburn News Co. v. Providence Journal Co. 659 F.24 273, 278 (1st Cir
1981); ERI Max Ent Inc. v. Streisand, 690 A24 1351, 1353 n.1 (RJ. 1997).
TISUSC.§1
TISUSC.§ 18.
Brown Shoe Co. v. United Sates, 70 U.S. 294,323 (1962),

* United Statesv. Philadelphia Nat'l Bank, 374 US. 321, 362 (1963) intemal quotation marks omited);
Hospital Corp. of Am. v. FTC, 807 F.24 1381, 1389 (7th Cir. 1986) (“Section 7 does not require proof
that merger or otheacquisition has caused higher prices in the affected market. Al that is necessary is
that the merger create an appreciable dangerofsuch consequencesin th future.)
United States v. RockfordMem Corp, 898 F.2d 1278, 1282 (7th Ci. 1990) ({bloth statutes as
currently understood prevent transactions likely fo reduce competition substantially.)
# CRONE-LS64.0078003

CRCNE-LS64-0078002
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‘whether its effects “may be substantially to lessen competition.”

between Lifespan and CNE.

Because the Attorney General must evaluate the loss ofcompetition that may result from
a proposed merger, any existing competition between the merging partics is highly relevant. In

competition between the two, the greater the lossof competition resulting from the Proposed

“The record establishes that the Parties engage in significant competition with each other.

leaves no doubt that, were theParties to merge, the lossof competition would be substantial.

CE...
Oneofthe most reliable sourcesofinformation regarding the extentof competition

between two merging parties — and a source routinely cited by reviewing courts — is the parties”
own internal documents. *p= SEER

I

D.
#15 U.S.C. § 18. Generally, a claim under Section 7 is analyzed usinga burden shifting framework that

See, e.g,FTC v. Hackensack Meridian Health, Inc., No. CV 20-18140, 2021 WL 4145062, at *21 (D.

demonstrate that HMH and Englewood are competitors.”); Merger Guidelines § 2.2 Sources of Evidence
(“The most common sourcesofreasonably available and reliable evidence are the merging parties . ....");
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Brown University, the Parties’ partner in the creationofthe proposed integrated
academic health system, also has concluded that Lifespan and CNE are major competitors
Dr. Jack Elias, DeanofMedicine and Biology and Senior Vice President for Health Affairs for
Brown University, i uniquely positioned to assess the natureofthe relationship between the
Parties. He was tapped by Brown's President to serve asa special adviser focusing solly on the
mergerofLifespan and CNE.% According to Dr. Elias, Lifespan and CNE are competing “all
over the place” and the two systems “are actually competing with each other rather than
‘working together with cach other.”

* Letter from Lifespan to Rhode Island Attomey General (March 29, 2021)at2.

% LIFESPAN00038696.

©I FPAN0S30145; LIFESPANOOOUS063.

*I 5°AN00043936.

* LIFESPAN_ORIGO05179 at 5195(EE
** LiFespANo2250641[EE
2 Gelinas Dec. 23, 2021 Tr. Ex. 1.

* Id. Ex. 10 at LIFESPAN06694370; id. 150:1-12.

* FTC-CNE-02483140 at -141.

* FTC-CNE-00002750 at 756;
* Alexa Gagosz, Boston Globe, “Dr. Jack Elias on how the Lifespan-CNE merger will change the health
care and business landscape in RL” (April 15,2021).

Elias Feb. 8, 2022 Tr. 55:4-6.

* 1d. 24:23-25:1.
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b. Lispan and CNE hospitals compete against cach other inBumérons service ins:
FT————————General, dons ht Ligbil compe with CE hoi ina brad ange

In particular, the rscod demons clos competion betwen Kent Hospital andRhode Sand Rosi]
[©]

a

*FinucaneJan. 18,2022 Tr. 38:10-12.

1% FTC-CNE-00486268 at -277.

BE
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[2 Other CNE and Lifespan

fits compee ith cach ober vel

Below i a more in-depth discussionofexamples of servi fins in which te record
siabihe hat Lifespan and CNE compet,

Cardiology
Kent and RIH (and, to a lesser extent, Miriam) have competed with each other for

cantology marketshrs Tor yrs.
the Parties’ responses to each other's actions

also illustrate their competition in cardiology. When Kent noticed an opportunity to perform
‘more complex, high-revenue heart surgeries, it developed an affiliation with cardiologists at
Brigham & Women’s Hospital to practice locally''* and built new laboratories for those

177 See e.g. LIFESPANO1790603 at 605;

ER
1 LIFESPAN04239060 at -081

+EE FCCE0854.

112 LIFESPAN04239010 at -022.

I
1 Brigham Clinical & Research News, “Q&A: Expanded Access to Care, Beyond Boston,” (ul. 17,200) BWHCHesARGSNevs 301707 gn xpandts eosf-cae eyond bron
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procedures.''S Care New England saw its market share for those cardiac services rise relative to
ifepan's nd, subsequently, Lifspan's Cardiovascular Instte (‘LVI added ew
physicians and “established a call center to help patients contact providers and arrange services
in an even more efficient and timely manner.” ¢

wl
|

-]
[]

5 Kent Hospital, “Kent Hospital Opens New Cardiac Catheterization Lab Honoring Dr. Robert Baute,Pat Peston PovedaJor ropa. (06, 301) KenL orgnews kent norghaapn ewcrc
Concent oy bros Fs te Pei orHOA
16 Lifespan, “Annual Report Fiscal Year 2016," (May 24,2017)icomapame oeslpn 16 an opr 1.
17 LIFESPANO0760037 at -049.

'"* Gelinas Dec. 23, 2021 Tr. Ex. 19 at LIFESPAN00450954 at 958, 062, .964; LIFESPAN04238401 at

pT

 E—
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‘The STEMI (ST-elevation myocardial infarction) '’ market exemplifies competition
between Lifespan and CNE in cardiolog

1 LIFESPAN06437609 at -610.

13 LIFESPAN06437609 at -611.

ES 57ANOOSS25 1.
>EE . <:57 00:15) I

1 FTC-CNE-00302389 at -390.

1 FTC-CNE-00302389 at 389.

1 LIFESPAN02396896 at -397.

ES 5ANOS32)
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IFor example, Lifespan posted billboard advertisements near
Kent Hospital with the slogan “Keep CardiacCareClose to Home”—a reference to Kent's
affiliation with Brigham & Women’s.*

>] >|

As Dr. Fanale explained in an interview, the “Partners’ collaboration on cardiology at
Kent has in fact led to more procedures remaining in Rhode Island."*

@ Oncology
a

™ Souza Jan. 20, 2021 Tr. 125:5-11 (“Rhode Island Hospital, orLifespan, believes—uses usually the
phrase, e's keep cardin care close to home and keep i n Providence and at Rhode Island Hospital
Fey usualy us i against CNEbecause CNE at Kent Hospital,thr cadi program i, agin, afflisted
with Brigham & Women's, or Painers Healthcare, which up in Boston”; 1588.26 (Lifespan
‘advertises the phrase “Keep Cardiac Care Close to Home” via a billboard on 1-95, close to Kent Hospital).
"2% Finucane Jan. 18, 2022 Tr. 157:15-158:3; 159:22-160:1.

Id. Ex. 13 at AM_048794.
Li
12 Fanale Dec. 30, 2021 Tr. Ex. 12 at FTC-CNE-008660999-100; id. 79:15-18 1

1 Ted Nesi, Brown s president is alarmed about Care New England —andsays you should be, too,
WPRIcom, Feb 2, 2018, Hips: Avwp comin eyewinessnews mvesgates browns.prsidntis
alarmedabout care-new-cnglanc-and-says-youshouldbe 100
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Dr. Elias, Brown University’s DeanofMedicine, confirmed that Lifespan and CNE are
‘competing for cancer market share. In the context ofLifespan and Brown's efforts to create a
NCI (National Cancer Institute)-designated cancer center, Dr. Elias testified that, “without the
merger, you're committing both institutions [Lifespan and CNE] to continuing to not workHogher wih Sach hr bot 0 compete wilh ach thr and 01r get markt shir ay rom

~EE E57ANOOS47E2 Ide: ec dade2
14! LIFESPANO0952873 at .875; see also Gelinas Dec. 23,2021 Tr. Ex. 5 at LIFESPAN00S87188

LL

19 Gelinas Dec. 23, 2021 Tr. Ex. 4 at LIFESPAN00447347 JI

145 FTC.CNE-00120819 at Slides 30-31.
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cach other.”!*® Similarly, Dr. Elias stated that “right now" Lifespan and CNE are competing for

You've got to keep competing with each other until we get appropriate approvals for the process.

together.”

(3) Orthopedics

(4) Other service lines

“The record also demonstrates that the Parties compete in a number of other service lines.
Examples include:

* Medical Surgical:

14% Elias Feb. 8, 2022 Tr. 53:11-16.

1d. 54:15-553.

14 FTC-CNE-00834042 at Slide 3.

15! LIFESPAN03382494 at -495.

13 FTC-CNE-00973597 at Slide 14.

1 LIFESPAN00460190 at -206.

1% FTC-CNE-00067825 at -826.

15 LIFESPANO7025093 at -118.
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+ Spine Lifspa's Rib Newport and Mian house the Norman Prince Spine
Institute.” and| i

|” Today, CNE offers orthopedic spine:
surgery.

e Other providers view Lifespan and CNE as competitors.

Other hospital systems view Lifespan and CNE as competitors.'®® Partners Healthcare
(cow Mass General Bigham) who bid to acquire CNE in 2018- denied RF ss Kent's
“largest competitor”'** and confirmed that Lifespan “directly competes” with W&I: “Women
and Infants is seeking to differentiate with a women's oriented strategy... . However, Lifespan
iS disetly competing on womens est orien pprosh through fs Women's Medicine
Collaborative.”

“The CEOofLandmark Hospital in Woonsocket testified that Lifespan and CNE are each
other's closest competitors. He explained that, for most inpatient GAC services, the principal
Chicos fo aint ar Ken, RIN, o Mira, though he competion prmariy beeen Kent

157 Lifespan, Normal Prince Spine Institute, hitps://www.lifespan.org/centers-services/norman-prince-ie

1% FTC-CNE-00126760 at 761.

1% Care New England, Neckand Spine Care, https://www.carenewengland.org/services/spine-care/

14! Gelinas Dec. 23. 2021 Tr. Ex. 19 at LIFESPAN00450967, -969.

16 CharterCAREdeclined to speak publicly on the record regarding the Proposed Transaction.
16 MGBCNE_0000014 at -023 (“Kent's medical cardiology and EP market share in its PSA/SSA nearly
‘doubles that of its largest competitor, RIH").

1% MGBCNE_0000384 at -392.

1% Souza Jan. 20, 2022 Tr. 128:3-9.
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and RI." Competition between Lifespan and CNE is particularly “heated” in cardiac
services. RIH and Kent also compete in the cancer service line'® and RIH and Miriam
compete with Kent in the joint replacement service line. Finally, Landmark observed that
Lifespan has attempted — so far, unsuccessfully — to compete with CNE in women's health and
‘matemnity services. RIH has “stolen physicians from Women & Infants to try 10 geta women's
program going,” but the program has not yet “taken off"!

“The CFOof South County Health, which operates South County Hospital in Wakefield,
agrees that "Lifespan and CNE strongly compete against each other, and this competition
benefits patients.” “While each system offers some services that are unique to them... the
vast majorityofservices are provided by both CNE and Lifespan,” and “{t}here are significant
overlaps in the services offered by the two systems, including at Lifespan’s Rhode Island
Hospital and Miriam Hospital, and CNE’s Kent Hospital...” The service overlaps include
“general medicine, general surgery, orthopedic, cardiac, vascular, spine, neurology, and
obstetrics (offered at Newport Hospital, as well as CNE's Kent Hospital and Women and Infants
Hospital).™™ Rhode Island residents benefit from the competition between Lifespan and CNE..
“Lifespan and CNE compete to attract patients through, among other things, marketing and
expansion efforts, quality, access, convenience, and patient satisfaction.”

4. The Proposed Transaction is likely to substantially reduce
‘competition in the market for inpatient GAC hospital services sold to
commercial insurers.

“The likely harm to competition for inpatient GAC services is particularly pronounced.
‘The concentration inthe market for inpatient GAC services that would result from the Proposed
“Transaction renders it presumptively unlawful under the Merger Guidelines, no matter how the
inpatient GAC market is defined. Standard economic analyses performed by Dr. Pflum, the
expert healthcare economist retained by the Attorney General, are consistent with the documents
and testimony of market participants, including the Partcs, demonstrating that Lifespan and
‘CNE compete with each other in this market. Both the record and Dr. Pflum’s empirical analysis
demonstrate that the extraordinarily high market concentration that would result from the
Proposed Transaction, and the eliminationof competition between the Parts, would increase
the abilityofthe Parties to negotiate higher rates with insurers, with increased costs passed on to

1d, 128:23-129:6; 1604-14
1d. 12421-125:11.
014, 1599-11; 159:17:22
1d, 1599-11; 15923-1603.
1d, 1252125.

DeclarationofTom Breen § 5
mg
ng
LTT
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consumers. The record also shows how the Proposed Transaction would eliminate vita quality,
access, and other non-price competition between Lifespan and CNE.

a. Inpatient GAC hospital services sold to commercial insurers
and provided to their adult members in Rhode Island is a
relevant market in which to evaluate the likely competitive
effectsofthe Proposed Transaction.

An antitrust analysisof a proposed merger begins with defining the relevant market in
Which the merger may lessen competition." There are two components to the market: the
product market and the geographic market.” The product market consistsofall goods or
services that consumers view as close substitutes.™ “The general question is whether two
products can be used for the same purpose, andifso, whether and to what extent purchasers are
willing to substitute one for the other.”

Here, oneofthe relevant product markets isthe setofoverlapping inpatient GAC
services —services offered by both Lifespan and CNE — sold to commercial insurers and
provided to their adult members.™ As described earlier inpatient GAC services consist ofa
wide rangeofmedical and surgical services that require a hospital admission. These services
‘may be elective or emergency in nature. Some common examples include labor and delivery,
thoracic surgery, treatmentofserious infections, and hip replacement surgery." In hospital
merger cases, parties routinely have agreed, and courts have accepted, that inpatient GAC
services areaclusterofservices constituting a relevant product market.

7FTCv.Freeman Hosp, 69 F.3d 260, 268 (8th Ci. 1995).
mg

Brown Shoe, 370 U.S. at 325 (“The outer boundaries ofa product market are determinedby the
reasonable inerchangeabilityof use by consumers] or the cross-elasticityofdemand between the product
itself and substitutes for it),
 ProMedica Health $y. Inc. v. FTC, 749 F.34 559, 565 (6th Cir. 2014) (internal quotation marks and
citation omited),
0 Consistent with limiting the market to overlapping services, Dr. Plum limits the market definition to
adults. Plum Report §§ 79 & 93. This limitationi favorable to the Parties because, with the only
pediatrics hospital in Rhode Island, Lifespan treat alone over 80%ofRhode Island children (excluding
newborns). 1d. 86
1 Pflum Report§ 95. Because inpatient GAC services includeabroad range ofservices, one service is
not generally substitutable for one another eg. laborand delivery and thoracic surgery). However, itis
appropriate to analyze the services together because the competitive condition aregeneraly similar
actos services. Such aggregation i called “luster market” and is use has been widely acepied by
courts in analyzing hospital mergers. See id. § 96. i
2 See FTC v. Advocate Health Care Network, 841 F.3d 460, 468 (7h Cir. 2016) (collecting cases).
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A relevant geographic market is an area where the consumer may look for the goods and
services in the product market. Put slightly differently, it is “where, within the area of
competitive overlap, the effectof the merger on competition will be direct and immediate.”!*
‘The scopeofthe geographic market must “correspond to the commercial realitiesofthe
industry” being considered and “be economically significant” !** Here, the relevant geographic:
market is Rhode Island. The effectofthe proposed merger will be direct and immediate for
insurers serving members residing in Rhode Island because the entire tate is the nexus of
competition between the hospitalsofLifespan and CNE: all ofthe hospitalsofLifespan and
‘NE are in Rhode Island, they compete primarily with each other in Rhode Island and against
other Rhode Island hospitals, and the record overwhelmingly establishes that patients prefer to
receive inpatient GACservicesclose to where they live.

I...0. Prlun finds that
Rhode Islanders overwhelmingly prefer receiving treatment at a Rhode Island hospital. He finds
that, for commercially insured residents of Rhode Island, 71% seeking elective care and 81%
requiring emergency care travel 30 minuteso les to their chosen hospital; $7%of Medicare
patients requiring emergency care travel 30 minutes or less o their chosen hospital. Patients
who travelfor a longer time usually do so for more specialized care.'* For example, Rhode:
Island residents that go to Boston hospitals for inpatient GAC services tend to have more:
complex conditions.” Among commercially insured Rhode Island residents, 875% are

1% Gordon v. Lewiston Hosp., 423 F.3d 184,212 (34 Cir. 2005) (geographic market i that ara in which
apotential buyer may rationally look for the goods or services he seeks”).
1% Philadelphia Nat! Bank, 374 US. at 357.
1 Brown Shoe, 370 U.S. at 324 (footnote and internal quotation marks omite).

19 Gelinas Dec. 23, 2021 Tr. 48:4-14
1% Robbins Jan. 10, 2022 Tr. 50:6-20; see also id. Ex. 1, FTC-CNE-00418485 at Slide 3
1% pflum Report§ 106 & Figure 7.

4.9107,
og
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discharged from a Rhode Island hospital while only 13% are discharged from a Massachusetts
hospital” Even when discharges are case-weighied — i.e., greater weight is placed on more
complicated and intensive services — over 829%ofRhode Island residents are discharged from a
Rhode Island hospital.” Accordingly, Blue Cross Blue Shield of Rhode Island — by far, the
largest insurer in the state —testifies that it would not be abl to successfully marketa health plan
to Rhode Island residentsiftheplandid not include any Rhode Island hospitals.”

Moreover, Rhode Island and federal aw impose network adequacy rules that require
insurers to provide a networkofproviders accessible o insured members. Rhode Island requires
that covered services be “accessible without unreasonable delay,”'* meaning that the providers
cannotbe t0o far from where the member lives. In addition, the federal government sets
maximum time and distance standards for services covered by Medicare Advantage plans."

Finally, Rhode Island satisfies the hypothetical monopolist test, a common method used
by courts and the FTC, and relied upon here by the Attomey General, to determine a relevant
geographic market” Under this test, a geographic area is a relevant market if a hypothetical
‘monopolist controlling all relevant services in that area could profitably implement a small but
significant and non-transitory price increase (“SSNIP”) because the additional profit from
customers who chose to buy within the region outweighs the losses from those who buy from
outside the region.” In other words, even ifa monopoly raised prices, more people would pay.
that increase rather than forego the product or service. A Rhode Island market satisfies this test
if insurers would accept a SSNIP rather than exclude all Rhode Island hospitals from the
networks they useto sell insuranceto residents of Rhode Island.’

Rhode Island insurers would accept a SNIP. BCBSRI testifies that a plan that did not
include any Rhode Island hospitals would not be commercially viable 2 In addition, a
“willingness to pay” (“WTP”) analysis, a standard analysis which estimates the increased
bargaining leverage ofa hypothetical monopolist, reinforces the BCBSRI testimony. To
determine the leverage created by a hypothetical monopolist, Dr. Plum examined the difference

14.5 108 & Figure 8.
wy

DeclarationofChris Bush (“Bush Decl.) 5.
"RI Gen. Laws, § 27-18.8-3e)(1): 230-2030 RL. CodeR.§ 9.7.
4 CFR 42.116.
7 FTC. Sanford Health, 926 F-34959, 963 (2019) the hypothetical monopolist test “is commonly used
in antitrust actionsto define the relevant market"); Merger Guidelines §6 4.1 & 4.2.
9FTC. Penn StateHersheyMed. Cr 838 F-34327, 338 (3rd Cir. 2016) (“Hershey”).
17 Hershey, 838 F.3d 1 346 (“the Goverment was not required fo show that payors would accept pice
increase rather than excluding the merged Hershey/Pinnacle tity from their networks; it was required to
show only payors would accepta price increase rathe than excluding alofthe hospitals in the
Harisburg area (th proposed geographic market. That is the inquiry under the hypothetical monopolist
est).

Bush Decl. 15.
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between the WTP ofa hypothetical monopolist and the sumofthe individual WTPof the
separate Rhode Island hospital systems! Dr. Pflum concludes that an insurer's willingness to
pay for the services ofa hypothetical monopolistofall Rhode Island hospitals increases by 43%
when compared with the sumofthe insurer's willingness to pay for the services ofthe individual
hospitals that currently exist in Rhode Island. Academic research shows that a WTP difference
ofthis magnitude is associated with large price increases, implying that an insurer would likely
pay a SSNIP to a hypothetical monopolistofall Rhode Island hospitals rather than offer a plan
that excludes allof them? In fact, Dr. PAlum estimates thata 43% increase in WTP is
associated with a 249% increase in price based on Rhode Island hospital prices

b. The Proposed Transaction would result in a market share and
concentration that far exceed the threshold over which the
‘merger is presumptively anticompetitive.

‘Courts use basic metrics — market shares and what is known as the Herfindahl-Hirschman
Index ("HHI") ~ to determine whether a merger should be presumed anticompetitive. These two
metrics are related: HHI is calculated as the sumofthe squares of market sharesof each market
participant A post-merger market shareof 30% gives rise o the presumptionofillegality**
‘TheMergerGuidelines classify a market as unconcentrated ifthe HHI is below 1,500,
‘moderately concentrated if it i between 1,500 and 2,500, and highly concentrated ift is above.
2,500.2 A merger is “presumed to be likely to enhance market power”ifit would increase the:
HHI by more than 200 points and result in a highly concentrated market *” Applying the Merger
Guidelines’ standards, courts have found that mergers that cause a greater than 200 point
increase in the HHI and result in a post-merger HHI of more than 2,500 are presumptively

= Pflum Report 111.
my
=u,
4p. Areeda & H. Hovenkamp, Antitrust Law § 30a (3th ed. 2019) (*Areeda®) (“The HHI estimates
market concentration by summing th squares ofthe market sharesof every firm in the market. Thus a
market with ive firmsofshareA 30, 8 = 30, C= 20,D =10, £~ 10,would have anHHI of900 +900
+400 + 100 + 100, or 2400); Merger Guidelines§ 5.3. Courts commonly use HHI to calculate market
concentration. See,e.g. Hershey, 838 F.3d at 346 (‘Market concentration is measuredby the Herfindahi-
Hirschman Index (HHI); FTC v. HJ. Heinz Co, 246 F.3d 708, 716 (D.C. Cir. 2001) (‘Market
concentration,or the lack thereof, is often measuredbythe Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HH.
2%United Sates v. Philadelphia Nat|Bank, 374 U.S. 321, 364 (1963) (‘Without attempting to specify
the smallest market share which would sill be considered fo threaten undu concentration, we are clear
that 30% presents that threat”) see also FTC v. OSF Healthcare Sys., 852 F. Supp. 2d 1069, 1078 (N.D.
111.2012) (finding tha 59.4%and64.2% post-merger market shares “fa surpass th threshold found to be
presumptively unlawful in Philadelphia National Bark”),
Merger Guidelines§5.3.

71d. § 5.3. Under the Guidelines, mergers that result in even.esser market concentrations “potentially
aise significant competitive concerns and ofen warrant scrutiny.” Jd.
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illegal™ Such transactions “potentially raise significant competitive concerns and often warrant
scrutiny.” Based on bothof these metrics, the merger ofLifespan and CNE flies past the
threshold for the presumption of ilegaliy

“The Merger Guidelines prescribe two methods to compute market shares, depending on
whether the market is defined around the locationofsellers or around the locationof buyers.
‘When the geographic market is defined around the locationof suppliers — ., all hospitals in
Rhode Island —the Merger Guidelines prescribe computing shares for those suppliers based on
their sales, whether or not the buyers are in the market.2"* This means shares should be
‘computed as the shares among Rhode Island hospitals based on these hospitals’ discharges,
regardless of whether the patient resides in Rhode Island or traveled from outof state. Under
this approach, Dr. Pflum finds that a combined Lifespan/CNE system would have apost-merger
‘market share of 80%ofoverlapping inpatient GAC services sold to commercial insurers and
provided to their adult members at Rhode Island hospitals. This share well exceeds the Supreme
‘Court's 30% market share thresholdforapresumptionofillegality. Morcover, Dr. Pflum
predicts the merger to increase the HHI by 3,184 points, from a starting HHI of 3,315 to. post-
merger HHIof 6,499 points. Thus, the Proposed Transaction is presumed likely to enhance
market power as it would increase the HHI by an amount nearly 16 times greater than 200 points,
resulting in a highly concentrated market far exceeding the 2,500 threshold2!

“The projected 3,184 increase in the HHI when the market s defined as the set of
overlapping inpatient GAC services sold to commercial insurers and provided to their adult
‘members at hospitals in Rhode Island is exceedingly high. It would represent the largest increase.
in HHI among the last 11 proposed hospital mergers that the FTC has sought to block since
2004, as illustrated in the following chart:

See, e.g, Hershey, §38 F.3d at 347 (“The Goverment can establisha prima facie case simply by
showing a high market concentration based on HHI numbers."); ProMedica, 749 F.3d at S68 (describing.
the Merger Guidelines” 200 increase in HHI asthe threshold for the “presumption of legality”).
14.553.

145421
21 Pflum Report§ 123 & Figure 11
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Figure 14. The Proposed Transaction will increase the HEI by more than the
estimated increase in all hospital mergers challenged by the FTC inthe las 18
yearsit
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‘The Merger Guidelines also prescribe that market shares be computed based on all sellers
that supply customers when the geographic market is defined around the location of
consumers" Applied to this merger, that means shares are computed for all hospitals that
commercially insured adult Rhode Island residents go to for treatment, whether or not the
hospital is in Rhode Island. Even under ths altemative approach, where the geographic market
is defined around the location ofRhode Island patients insteadofthe locationofRhode Island
hospitals, the merger is presumptively anticompetitive. Dr. Pflum concludes that a CNE and
Lifespan merger would result in a post-merger shareof70.0%ofall inpatient GAC discharges of
«commercially insured Rhode Islandresidentsandwould increase the HHI by 2,449 points, from
a pre-merger HHI of 2,588 to a post-merger HHIof5,038.1

Finally, the same presumptionofharm to competition remains even when the definition
ofthe relevant market is adjusted by expanding the geographic market to[EENthc
“MARI” region?’ —consistingofthe stateofRhode Island and surrounding 19 towns in
Massachusetts — and by narrowing the product market by excluding obstetrics from the cluster of
inpatient GAC services.

14.9127 & Figure 14
5 Merger Guidelines § 4.2.2.
2 Pflum Report§ 123& Figure 12,
5 Gelinas Dec. 23, 2021 Tr. 37:2-39:10.

214 pflum Report Figure 49 at Appendix D-1.
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Figure 49: Market shares and HHIs in alternative geographic and product markets”

0 Combined | HHL|

Rhode sad hospls | Allovedlapping adlimpatient GAC | 793% |3315 |6499| 3,184|
Rhode stand patients All overlapping adult inpatient GAC | 700% | 2588| 5038 | 2445 _
MARI hospi Al overlapping ut impaiet GAC | 65.4% | 2337| 4474|_ 2.136
MARI pues Alovelappingadult inpatientGAC | 524% |110|2981|1372|

Rhode sndpins |Ope ppg iu paint GAC, an | ae|120|1m|
rattewih a gisrset belos ttovr EER

In short, regardlessofhow the geographic market is defined, the Proposed Transaction
‘would be presumed illegal because themergerwould increase the HHI by more than 200 points
‘and result in a highly concentrated market.*'*

« Economic analysis establishes that Lifespan and CNE hospitals
compete with cach other in the market fo inpatient GAC
hospital services.

‘The Parties have asserted that the services each system provides are unique and highly
differentiated, and the services provided by one are not substitutes for the services provided by
the other. While cach system does possess certain relatively specialized hospitals (for example,
'W&I is the top provider ofobstetrics, while RIH is the only Rhode Island provider ofcertain
highly specializedandtechnicalcare knownas tertiaryand quaternary services), the Parties.
overstate the degreeofdifferentiation between their services
EE Nonetheless, to empirically test the degreeofcompetition between Lifespan and
CNE, Dr. Pfium performs two standard economic analyses regarding service line overlap and
diversions between the two systems. Consistent with the record evidence discussed above in
Section ILA.3, both analyses demonstrate that Lifespan and CNE engage in head-to-head
competition in numerous service areas.

Tr
1% Hershey, 838 F.3d at 347 (merger was presumptively anticompetitive where the increase in HHI was
2,582 and thepostmerger HH was 5.984 Sait Alphonsus Med, Cr, 78 F.3d 1 86 (merger was
presumptively anticompetitive wher th increas in HE was 1,607 and the postmerger HH was 6219)
robes, 49 F-34 at S68 (the merger her blew through those bariers i spectacular fshion,”
where HH in the GAC market would increase by 1,078 04,391 and the HHI in the obstetrical services
market would increase by 1,325 06.854).
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(1) Service line overlap

‘While there is some degreeofdifferentiation between the services provided by certain
Lifespan hospitals and certain CNE hospitals, Dr. PAlum’s analysis demonstrates significant
overlap in the services offered by the two systems. In fact, Lifespan and CNE compete head-to-
head for the large majorityof their discharges— well over 90%of their services on a volume-
adjusted basis” Ninety-cight percentofCNE's dischargesofRhode Island patients are for
services provided at Lifespan hospitals and 93%ofLifespan’s discharges ofRhode Island
patients are for services provided at CNE hospitals

Figure 21: Lifespan and CNE largely offer the same setof inpatient GAC services™!

Percent of discharges at CNE Percentofdischarges at Lifespan
that overlap that overlap

with services offered at Lifespan with services offered at CNE

ih

=Percentofoverlappingdischarges - Percentof dischargesthatdon’overlap

“The overlap in services is especially pronounced inthe caseofCNE’s Kent Hospital (the
second largest hospital in Rhode Island) and Lifespan’s Rhode Island Hospital (the largest
hospital in Rhode Island) and The Miriam Hospital. All three offer a broad aayof GAC
services. During the 2017 to 2019 period, 93%ofdischargesofRhode Island patients at Kent
involved services that were offered at RIH and/or Miriam22 Conversely, 92%ofdischarges at
RIH and Miriam involved services that were offered at Kent.

2 PflumReport 229 & Figure 21.
=p
mg
2 14.§253 & Figure 26.
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Figure 26. CNE’s Kent hospital and Lifespan’s RIH and Miriam hospitals offer
largely overlapping inpatient GAC services

Kent service overlap. RIH & Miriam service
with RIH & Miriam overlap with Kent

«Percentofoverlapping discharges Percentofdischargesthatdon't overtap.

Dr. Pflum also examines these overlapping services between Kent and RIH/Miriam at a
more granular level by analyzing the service overlap within each “major diagnostic category”
(“MDC?). Among the 11 MDC that collectively accounted for nearly 90%ofthe volume at
Kent, RiH and/or Miriam offered all (100%) oftheservicesthat Kent offered for each MDC,
except for obstetrics About 90%ofthe discharges at RIH and Miriam were for services that
Kent also offered.” The lowest service overlap is associated with the nervous system category,
where 72%ofthe discharges ofRIH and Miriam were for services that Kentoffered 2

(2) Diversion analysis

Not only do Lifespan and CNE mostly provide the same services, but economic analysis
by Dr. Pflum shows that Lifespan and CNE are competitors for those services. Diversion ratios,
which the FTC commonly uses to analyze hospital competition,also demonstrate the head-to-
head competition between Lifespan and CNE. Diversion ratios are calculations that quantify

pd,
5 Major diagnostic categories represent groupsof diagnoses tha are for the same organ system (e.g.
respiratory system)orfor which th patients discaseor condition have acommoncause e.g, infectious
and parasitic diseases and disorders).

14.234& Figure 27.
=p,
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how interchangeabletwo sellers’ products are to consumers. 2 In the contextofthis proposed
‘merger, the diversion ratio measures what percentofpatients at each Party’s hospital would tum
othe other Party's hospitals for inpatient GAC services if they were to no longer seck services
at the first hospital, for example, because that hospital was no longer available as an in-network
option, the hospital was moved fo a higher insurance tier resulting in greater out-of-pocket costs,
orthe hospitals quality declined.

Dr. Pflum’s diversion analysis shows there is meaningful head-to-head competition
between Lifespan and CNE. Specifically, he finds that approximately one in four commercially
insured patients (25%) whose first choice is CNE view a Lifespan hospital as the next closest
substitute >! Among those patients whose first choice is Kent, 52% view a Lifespan hospital as
their nextclosest substitute. Twenty-three percentof commercially insured patients whose:
first choice is Lifespan view a CNE hospital as the next best substitute. Similar ratios have
been found to support a showing thata merger will result in anticompetitive effects.

“The close competition also is evident at the more granular MDC level. Dr. Plum
analyzes the diversion ratios between CNE and Lifespan for all MDC (excluding newborns and
non-general acute care MDCs). The diversions from CNE to Lifespan exceed 40% for all but
threeof the 23 MDC, with diversion ratios in excessof 60% for 14ofthe 23 MDCs.>

In particular, the diversion analysis demonstrates that RIH and Kent Hospital are each
other's closest substitute. For patients who reside within Kent's 80% primary service area— the
setofzip codes from which Kent draws 80%of ts inpatient discharges—the estimated diversion
ratio from Kent to Lifespan hospitals is 55% while the estimated diversion rato from RIH to

22 Merger Guidelines§ 6.1 (noting that the FTC and the DOJ “may seek to quantify the extentofdirect
competion betweenaproduct sold by one merging firm and a second product sold by the other merging
firm by estimating the diversion ratio from the first product tothe second product’).
Plum Report 1§ 249-253.
Pag 136.
my
EM
InHackensack, the FTC moved to preliminarily enjoin the proposed mergeroftwo hospital systems,

Hackensack Meridian Health and Englewood Healthcare Foundation. The FTC supported its motion in
part with its expert's diversion analysis, which showed that ifthe Englewood system were not available,
40%ofits patients woulduse a Hackensack hospital, with almost 30% choosing Hackensack's flagship
hospital. Twelve percent would choose Valley Hospital,a hospital not affliated wth either party. Ifthe
Hackensack system were not available, 17% of is patients would g0 1 Valey and 10% would g0 0.8
hospital n the Englewood system. 2031 WL 4145062,at *22. Ingranting preliminary injunction, the
istrict court found that while the experts “diversion ratio analysis alone would not establish an

anticompetitiveeffect, when viewed in combination with the HHI and dirt evidence, the quantitative
analysis further supports the FTC. 1d

Alum Report§257 & Figure 29
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ONE hospitals is 44%. These ratios demonstrate that RIH and Kent, the two largest hospitals
in the stat, are competing head-to-head for the patients residing in the large population centers
between the two hospitals >”

d. The Proposed Transaction is likely to substantially reduce
price competition.

“The record demonstrates not only that Lifespan and CNE compete with each other, but
also how the lossofthat competition would reduce price competition. The healthcare industry is
different from other industries in that the consumers~the insured patients who use hospital
services~do not pay the hospital other than co-pays or other similar charges. Becauseofthis
unique feature, the healthcare market is described as having two stagesofcompetition In the
first tage, hospitals compete to be included in an insurer's network of providers * In the
second stage, hospitals compete to atract patients 2" Although stage one is focused on insurers
and stage two is focused on patients, the two stages are interrelated in that patient “behavior
affects the relative bargaining positions of insurers and hospitals as they negotiate rates.

‘The Parties have publicly argued that “with few exceptions, Lifespan and Care New
England offer sic] do not compete on the basisofclinical services rather they present
ihealth care services” for commercial insurers in Rhode Island 2a

As demonstrated in the preceding sections, the Attomey General's review has
demonstrated that the Parties’ premise is wrong. Documents, testimony, and empirical evidence
all establish that Lifespan and CNE hospitals compete with each other in numerous services
lines. The Parties’ argument is faulty for additional reasons. First, although there is some degree

ofdifferentiation between the services offered by certain Party hospitals, becauseofthe

oi.q 1a,
mp

Hackensack, 2021 WL 4145062, at *16,
2 Hershey, 838 F.3da 342; see also Sint Alphonsus Med. Cir, 778 F.3d at 784 1.10 (two-stage model is
the “accepted model").

Hershey, 838 F.3d a1 342.
wy
2 Hershey, $38 F-34327 at 342.
0 Frequently Asked Questions, HealthierRl.comfag (accessed Feb. 7, 2022).
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substantial overlap in services, insurers sill have been able to use the rates ofone system, or
market rates reflecting the ratesof on system, to obtain price concessions in negotiations with
the other system. Moreover, the record demonstrates that a merged Lifespan/CNE — with its
overwhelming market share - would have greater bargaining power than the two systems
currently have as separate nites. Dr. Pflum agrees in his expert report

Y conclude tha the Proposed Transaction i likely to enhance the combined
system's bargaining leverage vis-d-vis insurers and substantially reduce
competition to attract and serve Rhode Island patients—commercial, Medicare,
and other

Thus, as detailed below, the Proposed Transaction is likely to lessen competition in stage one of
hospital competition wherehospitals compete fo inclusion in the insurer networks

(1) The Proposed Transaction would increase the Parties”
bargaining leverage in negotiations with insurers.

“The reduction in competition caused by the Proposed Transaction would increase the
Parties’ already significant bargaining leverage in contract negotiations with commercial
insurers. Blue Cross Blue Shield of Rhode Island (“BCBSRI)— which accounts for 70%of
commercially insured lives in Rhode Island”— illustrates this dynamic.

BCBSRI explains that Lifespan and CNE “offer many ofthe same services for both
inpatient and outpatient care” and “are cach other's primary competitors.” Competition
between Lifespan and CNE “has enabled BCBSRI to negotiate lower rates on behalfofRhode
Island residents.” For example, BCBSRI has been able to use prevailing market rates,
reflecting NE lower rats, to negotiate lower rates from Lifespan in connection with certain
services As another exampleof the benefits to Rhode Island residentsofthe competition
between Lifespan and CNE, BCBSRI has also been able to secure lower rats from Lifespan in a
narrow network product featuring Lifespan that excludes NE! The merger “would climinate
‘competition between Lifespan and CNE that has historically increased service offerings and
reduced rates." With a “lack of competitors to keep the merged system in check,” the
Proposed Transaction “would give the merged eniity increased leverage in negoliations with

plum Report 134
14.565.

** Bush Decl. 6.
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"BushDecl. 19.
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BCBSRI" Thus, the largest insurer in Rhode Island refects the Parties” theory that the
separate existenceof the two systems is irelevant to negotiations and that the Proposed
Transaction will not increase the Parties” bargaining leverage.

Similarly, PACE OrganizationofRhode Island (“PACE-RI"),a “statewide, non-profit
501(6)(3) health plan for ral elders with low income who want to continue ving in their own
homes,” has expressed serious concernsaboutthe Proposed Transaction and the effect that
decreased competition between CNE and Lifespan would have on hospitalrates2* PACE-RI
‘opposes the merger because “[w]ith decreased competition, [PACE-RI] expect(s] that a unified
[Lifespan-CNE] hospital system would require PACE-RI to pay increased rates across all
hospitals, something that would cost PACE-RI, and in turn the government, hundreds of
thousandsofdollars in extra fees each year."

BCBSRI expresses other concens regarding the har to competition that would result
from the Proposed Transaction. In light ofthe significant discrepancies in prices for the same.
services adifferent facilities, BCBSRI expresses concer that “a merged Lifespan-CNE may.
shift volume to its higher-cost facilities.” In addition, because “competitive pressure has
pushed Lifespan and CNE to improve quality and expand service offerings,” BCBSRI expresses
concern that a merger would reduce incentives to make quality improvements and to participate
in innovative products 7

@) Economic analysis shows that the merger would lead to
price increases.

Dr. PAlum’s analysis shows that the Proposed Transaction would increase the Parties”
bargaining leverage and that such increase is associated with a 9% price increase relative to what
insurers would pay absent the merger. Dr. Pflum uses “willingness to pay” (“WTP”) analysis, a
standard analysis often used in hospital mergers to estimate the increase in the merged system's
bargaining leverage resulting from the merger.* Dr. Pflum looks at thedifference between the
WTPof the proposed merged hospital system and the sumof the individual WTP ofCNE and
Lifespan Dr. Plum finds that, for Rhode Island patents, the WTPfor a combined
Lifespan/CNE syste is 16.2% higher than the sumof the WTP for eachof the two systems*

Put differently, the value that the merged Lifespan/CNE adds to an insurer's network.
from the perspective ofa Rhode Island resident is 16.2% higher than the value that Lifespan and

rq
* Letter from PACE-RI 0 RIAG (Feb. 9, 2022).
4
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ONE separately add to an insurer'snetwork 2 As Dr. Pflum explains, this will have real
consequences:

[The estimated 16.2 percent increase in WTP generated by the Proposed
Transaction corresponds with an 8.9 percent increase in price. This positive
relationship between prices and WTP in Rhode Island is further confirmed by the
observation that prices for [insurers] generally move together, i.., when a system
has a higher price with one insurer, it has a relatively higher price with all
insurers

Consistent with the testimonyof BCBSRI, this increase in WTP reflect the increased bargaining
leverage ofa merged Lifespan/CNE system resulting from the eliminationof competition
between Lifespan and CNE.

(3) The economic literature confirms that the Proposed
Transaction’s elimination of head-to-head competition
between Lifespan and CNE is likely to increase Rhode
Islanders healthcare costs without any offsetting
improvement in the qualityof care or access to care.

‘There i a general academic consensus that mergersofhospitals tend to result in
increased hospital prices.

> In 2020, the Medicare Payment Advisory
Commission reported the same conclusion to the U.S. Congress: the “preponderanceof the
research suggests that hospital consolidation leadsto higher prices for commercially insured
patients”! Professor Martin GaynorofCamegie Mellon University ~ oneofthe leading
scholars i the fieldof competition and antitrust policy in healthcare markets~came to the same
conclusion in his recent testimony before the U.S. Senate Committee on the Judiciary
Subcommittee on Competition Policy, Antitrust, and Consumer Rights:

‘There are many studiesof hospital mergers. These studies look at many different
mergers in different places indifferenttime periods and find substantial increases
in price resulting from mergers in concentrated markets. ... Price increases on
the orderof20 or 30 percent are common, with some increases as high as 65
percent... Overall, these studies consistently show that when hospital
consolidation is between close competitors it raises prices, and by substantial
amounts. Consolidated hospitals that are able to charge higher prices due to
reduced competition are able to do 50 on an ongoing basis, making thisa
permanent rather than a transitory problem. Moreover, there i no difference

En
*1d.q162
>CETTE
* MedPac, March 2020 Report o the Congress: Medicare Payment Policy, Mar. 13, 2020, at 468,
tps: medpac govwp-content uploads importdata/scrape_fies docs default
sourcelreportsmar20_entirereportscc.pdf.
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between not-for-profit and for-profit hospitals in theextentto which they raise:
prices dueto increased market power

Professor Gaynor further explained that the inflated prices resulting from hospital
‘mergers are ultimately bome by consumers in the formof higher premiums, increased out-of-
pocket expenses, and/or reduced benefits and lower wages:

[The burdenofhigher provider prices fall on individuals, not insurers or
employers... Insurers facing higher provider prices increase theirpremiums to
employers. Employers thenpassthose increased premiums on to their workers,
cither in the formof lower wages (or smaller wage increases) or reduced benefits
(greater premium sharing, greater cost sharing, or less extensive coverage)...
Employers may also respond to these increases in their costsof employing
‘workers by reducing workers’ hourso the numberofworkers. A recent study .
finds that “hospital mergers lead to a S521 increase in hospital prices, a $579
increase in hospital spending among the privately insured population and a.
$638 reduction in wages."

Dr. Pflum’s analysis shows that his patternofmergers resulting in higher prices thatare
passed along to consumers is expected to hold true for the Proposed Transaction. Dr. Pflum also
finds that increased insurer spending on inpatient medical care translates directly into higher
premiums for Rhode Island employers and residents.*’ Analyzing data from Rhode Island's
Officeofthe Health Insurance Commissioner, Dr. Pflum shows that a one-percent increase in an
insurer's inpatient medical expense is associated witha larger-than-one-percent increase in
premiums passed on to consumers. As Dr. Pflum explains in his report:

Consistent with OHIC’s statement [that commercial payers pass along price increases to
consumers in the formsof higher premiums and out-of-pocket medical expenses],
statistical analysisofthe premium increases shows that a one percentage point increase in
an insurer's inpatient medical expense is associated witha statistically significant
increase in the OHIC-approved premiumofmore than one percentage point. That is,
when insurers’ costs increase, those increases are passed on to their members through
higher premiums 2

Nor can Rhode Islanders expect better qualityofcare in return for their increased
spending. To the contrary, the academic consensus is that quality suffers or, at best, remains the

MartinGaynor, Anitust Applied: Hospital Consolidation ConcernsandSolution, May 19,2021, at9-
10 citations omitted),
ips: wwwjudiciary senate. gov/imo/media/doc Gaynor.SenateJudiciry_HospitalConsolidationMay
19 2021.pdf; see also Pflum Report § VIA (discussing literature and coming 10 the same conclusion as

Professor Gaynor).
Gaynor,AntitrustApplied: Hospital Consolidation Concernsand Solution, at 6-7 (citations omitted).

7 Plum Report§ 198
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same followingamerger. As Professor Gaynor told the Senate Committee, “the strongest
scientific studies” show “that the lack of competition can cause serious har to the quality of
care received by patients, even substantially increasing the isk ofdeath.”

“There are compelling reasons to conclude that the Proposed Transaction, too, would
result in the stagnation or decline in the qualityof care. As discussed below, the merger also is
likely o result in the diminishmentofinnovation, patient convenience, and access.

e. The Proposed Transaction also would eliminate vital quality,
access, and other non-price competition.

As described inthe preceding section, the healthcare market is considered to have two
stagesofcompetition. The preceding section demonstrates tha the Proposed Transaction would
increase the Parties’ bargaining leverage in the first stage. In the second stage, hospitals compete:
to attract patients" Because patients “ae largely insensitive to healthcare prices” due to
insurance,” hospitals compete on non-price factors suchas the qualityofcare they provide, ease
ofaccess toa local facility, or simply how easy it is to make an appointment2» The Parties”
“complementarity” argument also fails because it largely ignores the effects that the Proposed
Transaction is likely to have in the second stage of hospital competition where hospitals compete
for patient volume based primarily on non-price factors such as quality, convenience, and
innovation.

Antitrust law is not concemed solely with price effects. InUnited States v. Continental
Can Co, the United States Supreme Court observed that rivalry on non-price terms “may not be
price competition but it is nevertheless meaningful competition” that Section 7 protects. 7
Similarly, the Merger Guidelines explain that an antitrust analysis must consider the non-price
effects ofa proposed transaction. That is because “[elnhanced market power can also be
manifested in non-price terms and conditions that adversely affect customers, including reduced
product quality, reduced product variety, reduced service, or diminished innovation. Such non-
price effects may coexist with price effects,orcan arise in their absence." Here, the evidence

Gaynor, Antitrust Applied: Hospital Consolidation Concerns and Solution a6, 11; see also Pflum
Report Section VI.A2 discusing erature nd coming to the same conclusion as Professor Gaynor).
mg
my
1FTCv. Advocate Health Care Network, 841 F.3d 460, 465 (1th Cir. 2016) (second stage competition
focuses “primarily on non-price factors lke convenience and reputationfor quality”). Although stage one
is focused on insurers and stage two i focused on patients, th two stages are interrelatedi tht patient
“behavior affect th relative bargaining positionsof insurers and hospitalsas they negotiate rates.”
Hershey, $38 F.34 327 at 342.
TH3T8US. 441,456 (1964).
7 MergerGuidelines § |
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shows that the Proposed Transaction wil ikely produce nom price effects — i.e. diminution of
quality, service, access, and innovation — that will adversely affect Rhode Island patients 7

Approvalofthe Proposed Transaction would mean the endofthe head-to-head
‘competition between Lifespan and CNE and, with it, the endof the economic incentive for either
System to make investments fo improve qualfy ofcaeo customer sevice because of
compre pressure fom he ther system: Give ta mergedLifespan CNE entity would
account for over 80%ofall Rhode Island dischargesofcommercially insured patients receiving
inpatient GAC spiel sevice, it would face no significant competion rom he emaing
Rhode sland hospitals and hus would have litle economic reson to make improvements 0
attract patients. This means that, following a merger, Rhode Islanders are less likely to benefit in
the ways they did when CNE and Lifespan were competing with each other for quality,
innovation, patient convenience, and access.

(1) The Proposed Transaction would eliminate competition
between Lifespan and CNE to improvethe quality of
he health care they provide

As described nthe preceding sections,ISSNotsproviders, and the
largest insurer in Rhode Island view Lifespan and CNE as competitor. Not surprisingly, the
record also demonstrates that, to draw additional patients, the two systems monitor each other's
quality and service offerings, and each system responds in a way that enhances its own
competitive position. Often, the response takes th form ofinvestments that result in mproved
quality, expanded service offerings, and/or greater patient convenience and access. In other
‘Words, he competition between Lifespan and CNE for patients produces real benefits for Rode
Island patients mn the quality, choles, and convenience of healthcare services. But the Proposed
Transaction would slminate tis competion and, wit , he benefit that edound to panes.

% See Hackensack, 2021 WL4145062,at *24 (in grantingapreliminary injunction againstaproposed
hospital merger, obsering fe the merge “would alo kl dimiate competion on no pric eel
because osof competion betwen he merging pris “would remove an nent for both ensComins improve quality mets and ofr ovave medical eemlogy™.
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in 2014, Kent
started using robots that employ ultraviolet light to sterilize rooms between patient stays and
lower the risk of healthcare-associated infections.”

@ The Proposed Transaction would eliminate competion
between Lifspan and CNE fo make investments that
improve paint services and aces.

‘The Merger Guidelines observe that “{clompetition often spurs firms to innovate” and
regulators “may consider whether a merger is likely to diminish innovation competition by
ncouaging the merged fi to curt fs ovative forts below the evel that he sbsrce
of the merger. Here to, the record demonstrates competition between Lifespan and CNE has
Pushed cach fo make insesments 0 improve patient serge and convenience,

One such example is in the cardiology/cardiovascular service line. As described in
Section 11.A.3.b.1, competition between RIH and Kent for cardiology market share motivated
Kent to expand its cardiology offerings by building cardiac catherization laboratories. Kent also
made it easier forI 10 access those Sh I

* Rhode Island Medical Journal, Kent and Memorial Hospitals Using Germ-Zapping Robots to Fight
Infection (Jun. 2014).

2 Merger Guidelines § 6.4.
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“The thoracic service line provides another illustrationof competition between Lifespan
and CNE driving the Parties o develop, expand, and improve thei services. Thoracic surger
focuses on the chest area, including the treatment of lung and esophageal cancer

=ILIFESPANOOT60049: see also LIFESPAN02396896 at 097
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Jd at LIFESPANOOT60049.
Jd at LIFESPANOOT60050.
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IB Becauseof this competition, Rhode Island is now home to a “world-class” physician
speializing in minimally invasiv robotic surgeries that “hav he advantage of edu pin and
bleeding, minimal scarring, and fewer complications” for patients® A merger between the
Parties would eliminate the competition that has pushed the two systems to expand and innovate.

Lifespan’s application to expand its obstetrics offerings at RIH provides another example
Bthe Parties to}their serviceB=

I] J

ENLIFESPANO3T31940.
 LIFESPAN03731940.

7 rss Rese, Lifespan, Lifespan spans thsi care Hiss wordssgn AbbElSayedAbba, MD ly 14, 2035,WoHEFTros HoaxaraaeAeswerdlh rg behay ens es res Rl, rowSrAone, Wok ClasSurgeon Abas Tapp to Toke Rn of Brown Swrical Avon Thora Swgry Dion un.
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Therefore, in 2016, Lifespan attempted to win over W& patients by filing a Certificate
of Need application with the Rhode Island Departmentof Health to expand its obstetrics
offerings; Lifespanre-fled the application in 2017. In advocating for approvalofthe
application, Lifespan argued that because CNE handles 87% of the deliveries for Rhode Island
residents, people “in Rhode Island have very few altematives when it comes to where they will
deliver their babies” and that “[a]ltenatives to Women & Infants and the Care New England
system are needed to address the current monopoly regarding obstetrics services. Lifespan
further represented to the Rhode Island Departmentof Health that, “(bly providing another
option” to people in and around Providence, “patients will have real choice regarding their care,
and payors will be able to negotiate more competitive rates,” and that RIH believed that
“increased competition will result in reduced prices." Although Lifespan ultimately
abandoned its application (following an objection by CNE),” the fact that Lifespan was
prepared to invest tensofmillionsofdollars’® to create an expanded obstetrics unit tht it
believed would lower costs and offer more choice to Rhode Islanders demonstrates the potential
benefitsof competition, which would be lost were the Parties to merge.

“The Parties also have responded to competition from each other by focusing on
improving patient convenience and access in other ways. For example:

* Certificateof Need Application at3
1d. a12,26.
1d, 27,
Letter from Mark Marcantano, President and COOof Women & Infant, to Rhode Island Department

of Health (Mar. 31, 2017) at
CerificateofNeed Application, Lifespan, submited to Rhode Island Department of Health lan. 17,

2017 at3.at1.

FTC-CNE-00006952 at -069.
= FIC.ONE.00227333.33
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Competition also has spurred regulatory compliance, resulting in greater transparency for
ics

—
benefit pains.
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‘The Proposed Transaction would eliminate the head-to-head competition between
Lifespan and CNE that produces real benefits for Rhode Island patients, whether they have
commercial insurance, obtain coverage on the individual market, or utilize Medicare or
Medicaid, and for plan sponsors, including small businesses. Because a merged entity with an
inpatient GAC market sare of $074 wold ue litle competion for pati, would hae 10

 LIFESPANO7393094.

°" [annoni Jan. 12,2022 Tr. 178:8-179:11.

27 LIFESPAN_ORIG007633at -636.

2 LIFESPAN_ORIG007633 at -643.

** FTC-CNE-00866098 at -100.
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incentive to make the investments that Lifespan and CNE, as separate entities, have previously
‘made or contemplated making to improve the qualityoftheir services, add services lines, and
increase patient safety, convenience, and access.

f. Entry by another hospital or other market participant would
not be timely, likely, or sufficienttooffset the harm to
competition likely to result from the Proposed Transaction.

“The anticompetitive effectsof the Proposed Transaction are reinforced by the high
barriers to entry. When entry barriers are high, the reduced competition caused by a proposed
merger is unlikely tobe ameliorated by new competition from outsiders Conversely, “(if
entry barriers are low, the threatofoutside entry can significantly aler the anticompetitive
effects ofthe merger by deterring the remaining entities from colluding or exercising market
power.” Here, the Parties have presented no evidence that market entry by other hospitals or
healthcare service providers wil be “timely, likely, and sufficient in its magnitude, character,
and scope to deter or counteract the competitive effectsof the proposed merger

“Thebarriersto entry for inpatient GAC services in Rhode Island are high. Rhode Island
requires that healthcare providers obtain a certificateofneed to build or relocate a hospital, to
add new units or departments (e.g, obstetrics and trauma units, cardiac surgery departments), or
evento add patient beds to an existing unit™ Obtaining a certificate is a time-consuming
process. In the caseofthe two applications involving new construction for inpatient or general
outpatient care that were filed in Rhode Island since 2007, approval for each took 14 months.
Moreover, the actual constructionof new facility or the renovation ofan existing facility
hospital aiso is time consuming. Some recent hospital constructions have taken four or five:
years. These hurdles would not only preventacompetitor from makinga “timely” entry, but
may preclude entry altogether.

5. The Proposed Transaction is likely to substantially reduce
competition in the market for inpatient GAC hospital services for
Medicare beneficiaries.

‘The Proposed Transaction is unlawful under the RIAA for the independent reason that it
islikelyto substantially lessen competition in the inpatient GAC hospital services market for
Medicare beneficiaries in Rhode Island. The Medicare market in Rhode Island is significant.

0 SeeFTC v. HJ.Hein:Co., 246 F.3dat 717
HJ Hein: Co., 246 F.3d at 717 n.13; see also Merger Guidelines §9.

2 See Merger Guidelines§ 9; United States v. Aetna Inc, 240 F. Supp. 341, 52:53 (D.D.C. 2017) citing
cases applying Merger Guidelines to guide the analysis concerning entry).
2 See RI Gen. L. 216-RICR-40-10-22, DeterminationofNeedfor New Health Care Equipment and.
New Institutional Health Services at § 224(BY; sec also State ofRhode Island Dep't of Health, Health
Systems, Forms: Certificate ofNeed, hitps://health.ri gov/programs detail php?pgm_id=10126.
> Pllum Report 172.
Hag,
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Medicare (traditional Medicare and Medicare managed care) accounts for about 45%ofinpatient
discharges in Rhode Island. Therefore, the Proposed Transaction's effects on competition in
the Medicare market areofparticular concen.

‘While there is no price competition in the Medicare market — because prices are set by
the government— hospitals do compete on non-price dimensions to attract patents. As
demonstrated above in Section ILA.4.¢, this “stage-w” competition between Lifespan and CNE
benefits patients, including Medicare patients, by spurring innovation and improvements to
quality, access, and service offerings. The Proposed Transaction is likely to substantially reduce
this competition not only in the commercial inpatient GAC market, but also in the market for
inpatient GAC services provided to Medicare beneficiaries

a. Inpatient GAC hospital services provided to Medicare
beneficiaries in Rhode Island is a relevant market in which to
evaluate the likely competitive effectsof the Proposed
Transaction.

“The clusterofoverlapping inpatient GAC services provided to Medicare beneficiariesby
Rhode Island hospitalsisa relevant market in which to evaluate the likely competitive effects of
the Proposed Transaction? As with inpatient GAC services sold to commercial health plans
and provided to their members, outpatient services are properly excluded from the inpatient GAC.
cluster; they are not generally interchangeable with inpatient care and the decision to treat a
given condition on an inpatient or outpatient basis is generally based on clinical
considerations** The geographic market also is properly defined as Rhode Island, especially in
light ofthe strong aversionofMedicare beneficiaries to traveling outside ofRhode Island for
care. Among Rhode Island residents covered by Medicare, 94.3%are discharged from a
Rhode Island hospital while only 5.7% are discharged from a Massachusetts hospital.”
Accordingly, Dr. Pflum concludes thata hypothetical monopolistof all Rhode Island hospitals
‘would be able to profitably impose a SSNIP — o, since Medicare beneficiaries choose hospitals
based on quality differences and not price differences,a small but significant andnon.ransitory
decrease in quality.

b. The Proposed Transaction would result in a market share and
‘concentration that far exceed the threshold over which the
merger is presumptively anticompetitive.

‘The Proposed Transaction would further concentrate an already highly concentrated
inpatient GAC Medicare market. A combined Lifespan/CNE system would have a post-merger

14.995.
14.95 100-101.
1d. 102.
 14,§105-106& Figure 7.

14.108& Figure 8.
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‘market shareof 69.7%ofall overlapping inpatient GAC services provided to Medicare.
beneficiaries at Rhode Island hospitals.» The Proposed Transaction is estimated to increase the
HHI by 1,631 points, from a starting HHIof3,502 10 a post-merger HHI of 5,132 points As
in the market based on commercially insured patients, the market based on Medicare patients is
already classified as highly concentrated before the merger.” The change in HHI predicted to
result from the proposed merger is over cight times greater than the 200-point increase threshold
over which a merger is “presumed to be likely to enhance market power.”

© Lifespan and CNE compete with each other in the inpatient
GAC market for Medicare beneficiaries.

Diversion analysis demonstrates the competition between Lifespan and CNE in the
inpatient GAC market for Medicare beneficiaries. While diversions from Miriam and Newport
10 CNE are lower in the Medicare market than in the commercial market (reflecting the
preference of Medicare beneficiaries to receive care close to home and the proximityof non-
‘NE hospitals), diversion analysis shows that CNE hospitals are substitutes for RIH. In
addition, diversion analysis shows that Lifespan is, by far, the closest subsitute for CNE's
hospitals. If Medicare patients were to switch away from CNE hospitals, 75%of the switching.
Kent patients and 61%ofthe switching WI patients would choose a Lifespan hospital. As in
the market for inpatient GAC services sold to commercial insurers, the Proposed Transaction
would eliminate this competition. As in the market for inpatient GAC services sold to
commercial insurers, the merger also would eliminate vital quality, access, and other non-price
competition in the market for inpatient GAC services provided to Medicare beneficiaries.

6. The Attorney General is concerned that the Proposed Transaction is
likely to substantially reduce competition in other relevant markets.

‘The Attorney General's investigation has identified several other areas in which the
Proposed Transaction raises serious anticompetitive concerns. Those concerns are set out in
detail in the Pflum Report, and they are briefly summarized here to show that the anticompetitive
effectsofthe Proposed Transaction would extend beyond the markets for inpatient GAC
services. Indeed, the anticompetitive effects would reverberate throughout the entire healthcare
landscape of Rhode Island.

1d. 131 & Figure 19.
Ev
2 Merger Guidelines § 5.3 ("Highly Concentrated Markets: HH above 25007).
2 As the Merger Guidelines explain, the “presumption may be rebutted by persuasive evidence showing
hat the merger is unlikely to enhance market power.” MergerGuidelines§ 5.3
4 pflum Report 145 & Figure 22.
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a. The Attorney General is concerned that the Proposed
‘Transaction is likely to substantially reduce competition in
th

Outpatient surgery markets in Rhode Island are significant. Revenues from outpatient
ET ay — ken
from hospital services for 2019.3 For this reason, the potential harm to competition also is
significant.

(1) Outpatient surgery services in Rhode Island are
relevant markets in which to evaluate the likely
‘competitive effects of the Proposed Transaction.

gent ARES RTTySE]
procedures that are performed in an operating room but do not require an overnight stay in a
hospital.’* Such services are not included withinthecluster product market of inpatient GAC
services because outpatient surgical services generally are nota substitute for inpatient care.
“The decision to treata patient in an inpatient versus outpatient seting is typically guided by
clinical considerations and not price differences, meaning that insurers and their members will
not (because they cannot) substitute towards outpatient care in response to an increase in the
priceof inpatient care, and vice versa. In addition, the competitive conditions in termsofthe
number and compositionofcompetitors and the barriers to entry substantially differ between the
inpatient andoutpatientcare settings. Moreover, the competitive conditions vary across
Eeroutah gery arises For example proved tom upahent ONIREIORY
(commonly known as car, nose, and throat, or “ENT”) facility, such as a tonsillectomy, require a
small restricted operating room with general anesthesia capabilites, particular surgical tools, and
ashort-term recovery area. Altematively, a dermatology facility may only require unrestricted
‘examination rooms with basic equipment for biopsies and local anesthesia administration? For
these reasons, the clustersofoutpatient surgeries associated with a specific service line (i. a
specific organ system) are relevant product markets in which to assess the competitive effects of
the Proposed Transaction

As with inpatient GAC services, the appropriate relevant geographic market in which to
analyze the effectsofthe Proposed Transaction is Rhode Island. As discussed in Section ILA 4.2
above, Dr. Pflum finds that most commercially insured patients who reside in Rhode Island
receive routine care close to where they work or live and generally do not travel outside of

7 Pflum Report § 297.

414.9598, 296.
1d. 498.

op
1d. § 300.

ons
3 1d. 91 300-301.
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Rhode Island to receive that care.** A hypothetical monopolist ofall outpatient surgery
providers in Rhode Island would be able o profitably impose a significantand non-transitory
price increase because a commercial insurer's only altemative would be to send all patients to
outpatient surgical facilites located outside the state (or require the patient to pay much more out
ofpocket for out-of-network care)5 Such an insurance product would not meet network
adequacy requirements and would be substantially less attractive than products that included in-
state outpatient options.>** Therefore, under the Merger Guidelines’ hypothetical monopolist
test, Rhode Islandisan appropriate relevant geographic market in which to evaluate the
Proposed Transaction.”

(2) The Proposed Transaction would result in market
shares and concentrations that far exceed the threshold
over which the merger is presumptively
anticompetitive.

“The Proposed Transaction would significantly increase concentration in outpatient
surgery markets. Outpatient surgeries performed in an operating room generally require
anesthesia or sedation and are nota substitute for other less invasive outpatient procedures, such
as blood draws, that can be performed ina physician's office or other settings > For the ten
‘most intensive outpatient procedure specialties, a merged Lifespan/CNE would have a market
share greater than 60% for four specialties. For the ten most intensive outpatient procedure
specialties, the Proposed Transaction is expected to increase HHI by substantially more than 200
points for seven specialties, and the post-merger HHI measure is above 2,500 for seven
Specialties> These market shares, increases in HHI, and post-merger HHls establish that the
merger is presumptively anticompetitive!

() Lifespan and CNE compete with each other in
outpatient surgery markets.

Dr. Pflum’s diversion analysis demonstrates the head-to-head competition in outpatient
surgeries between CNE and Lifespan. If outpatient surgery services at Lifespan hospitals were
to become unavailable to Rhode Island patients, 25%of RIH patients, 27% of Miriam patients,
and 16% of Newport patients would switch to a CNE hospital2 The diversions are

3414.9 106.
14.9302
14.9302

14.9303.
14.9301

2Dr. Plum analyzes surgeries that account for 97% ofthese more intensive surgeries on awork RVU
basi. 14.9305.

14.305.
my

14.9306 & Figure 37.
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significantly higher within specific service lines. For example, nearly 50%of RIH's and
Miriam's patients would switch to a CNE hospital for surgeries related to hemic & lymphatic
and integumentary specialties (.g., lymph node removals and mastectomies); over 80%ofRIH's
and Miriam's patients would switch to a CNE hospital for surgeries related to the female.
reproductive system (e.g., hysterectomies)>® Similarly, if outpatient services at CE hospitals
Were to become unavailable to Rhode Island patients, 36% of Kent patients and 30% of W&1
patients would switch toa Lifespan hospital Again, the diversions are much higher within
specific service lines. For example, the diversions to. Lifespan hospital are over 50% for either
Kent or Wa (usually both) in over seven specialties including cardiovascular, digestive,
endocrine, eye and ocular adnexa, female genital, hemic & lymphatic, and integumentary.’
“These diversion figures confirm that the Proposed Transaction would substantially lessen
‘competition in outpatient surgery markets.

Dr. Pflum’s WTP analysis also demonstrates the competition between Lifespan and CNE
in outpatient surgery markets. As discussed above in Section 11.A.4.3, the WTP ofa merger is
riven by the degreeofservice and geographic overlap for the merging hospitals. The WTP for
a merged Lifespan/CNE system for outpatient surgeries is 19.4% higher than the sumofthe
WTP for eachofthe two systems. * The result is similar in the MARI area. For MARI patients,
the increase in WTP is 19.3%" These significant WTP increases result from the elimination of
competition between the two systems.

EI
subsequently hired a “leading expert in breast oncology and clinical esearch” from HCA
Healthcare in Kansas City to serve as directorof the breast oncology at the Lifespan Cancer
Insite

ba
mp

py
14.9309

14.9309
»  C-CNE-00227333.
7 LIFESPANOO9S2873 at 875.
% Lifespan, Lifespan Cancer Institute Appoinis National Expert to Director of Breast Oncology, July 23,
2021, hips: wwow.lfespan.org news’ lifespan-cancer-institte-appoints-national-expert-dirctor-breast-
oncology.
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EE
“Transaction would eliminate this non-price competition and price competition in outpatient
surgery markets.

b. The Attorney Generalisconcerned that the Proposed
Transaction is likely to substantially reduce competition in the
market for inpatient behavioral health services.

The Parties’ dominant share in the inpatient behavioral health market raises serious
oncems. Once again, the Proposed Transaction would result in market share and concentration
that far exceeds the threshold overwhich the Proposed Transaction is presumptively
anticompetitive. And, once again, Dr. Pflum’s empirical analysis as well as the record
demonstrat that the Proposed Transaction would eliminate competition between the Parties, to
the detrimentofRhode Islanders in need ofbehavioral health care.

(1) The market for inpatient behavioral health services sold
to commercial insurers and provided to their members
in Rhode Island is a relevant market in which to
evaluate the likely competitive effects of the Proposed
Transaction.

Inpatient behavioral health care is 2 market distinct from inpatient GAC hospital services,
for several reasons. First, broadly speaking, inpatient behavioral health care is nota substitute
for inpatient GAC care. In responseto a Significant and non-transitory price increase by a
hypothetical monopolistofall inpatient GAC services andofal inpatient behavioral health
services, insurers and/or patients will not substitute one cluster of services for the other”

“Third, although inpatient GAC
hospitals canhave a behavioral health inpatient unit and/or a substance abuse unit, they often do
not. Among the inpatient GAC hospitals in Rhode Island, only Kent, Landmark, and RIH have a
material numberof inpatient admissions for behavioral health care>

2% Asa result, the competitive conditions i termsofthe number

*! LIFESPANOI00ST741 at 742,
> lum Report 315.
1.1315,
11313,
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and compositionof competitors and the barriers to entry substantially differ between the
inpatient GAC and inpatient behavioral health caresetings*”

As with inpatient GAC services, the relevant geographic market in which to analyze the
effectsofthe proposed merger is Rhode Island. Around 97%of commercially insured patients
who reside in Rhode Island receive inpatient behavioral health care within Rhode Island. A
hypothetical monopolist ofall inpatient behavioral health services in Rhode Island would be able
to profitably impose a SSNIP because a commercial insurer's only altemative to accepting the
SNIP would be to send patients to facilites located outside the state for ll inpatient behavioral
health services or to force enrollees to pay much more outofpocket for out-of-network care to
receive care within Rhode Island Therefore, Rhode Island is an appropriate relevant
‘geographic market in which to evaluate the Proposed Transaction

(2) The Proposed Transaction would result in a market
share and concentration that far exceed the threshold
over which the merger is presumptively
anticompetitive.

‘Once again, the Proposed Transaction would result in extraordinary market share and
concentration. A merged Lifespan/CNE system would account for 79%ofbehavioral health
discharges for commercial patients under 65 in Rhode Island * The corresponding HHIs are
exceedingly high. In an already highly concentrated behavioral health market, the estimated
change in HHI is 2,835, resulting ina post-merger HHIof 6345 points.” The market share,
increase in HHI, and post-merger HHI establish that the merger is presumptively
anticompetitive.

(3) Lifespan and CNE compete with each other in the
market for inpatient behavioral health services.

“The record plainly demonstrates head-to-head competition between Lifespan and CNE in
behavioral health,

ea

1d. 99313314.
1d 315.
ig,
14.4319.
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*” Marran Jan. 13, 2022 Tr. 59:18-60:22.

1d. 831.7; 84:1822; 13:22:25.
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Dr. Pflum’s diversion analyses underscore the competitive concen. IfLifespan hospitals
were 10 become unavailable to Rhode Island patients, 97%of Bradley patients, 72%ofRIH
patients, 30%ofMiriam patients, and 61%ofNewport patients would switch to a CNE
hospital.” If CNE hospitals were to become unavailable to Rhode Island patients, 46% of
Butler patients and 43%ofKent patients would switch to a Lifespan hospital.” The substitution
patterns show that Butler is by far the closest substitute for Bradley, RIH, and Newport, and is
the third closest substitute for Miriam. RIH is the closest substitute for Butler and Kent”
‘The eliminationofthis competition would leave Rhode Island with a single dominant behavioral
health provider, to the detrimentofbehavioral health patients at a time when the COVID-19
pandemic has compounded widespread concerns regarding behavioral health.

© The Attorney General is concerned that the Proposed
Transaction is likely to substantially reduce ACO competition .

‘The Parties’ controlof three Accountable Care Organizations Integra (CNE), Lifespan
Health Alliance (Lifespan), and Coastal Medical (Lifespan)-also raises competitive concerns.
An ACO is acollection of physicians, physician groups, and hospitals who work together to
coordinate the care for attributed patients *® Abouthalfofall commercial medical spending in
Rhode Island is for patients who have a primary care physician in oneofthose three ACOs~ i...
for patients “atributed to oneof those three ACOs*! ACOs are incentivized to provide high-
value care through “shared savings” with insurers based on the ACO’s performance with respect
to medical expense per member targets 2

»
In 50 doing, ACOs compete to improve the patient experience, including by improving care
coordination, quality, and access so that patents prefer to receive their care from physicians and

1d 14320-14438,
7 pflum Report§ 321 & Figure 41
Eo
Td 320.
fd

14.325,
14.9323 & Figure 42,
14.326.

™ 1d. 99524 & 326
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ji within the ACO Patients benefit from this Bl ==

“The Parties’ three ACOs would dominate the ACO market in Rhode Island. Together,
they would accountfor81%ofall Rhode Island patients assigned to oneof the seven ACOs in
Rhode Island. ** With litle competitive pressure to reduce leakage—since the ACO competition
‘would be greatly reduced — incentives to improve the patient experience also would be greatly
reduced? There is a substantial risk that the patient experience would suffer asa result

In addition, ACO concentration is likely to reduce innovation. Another mechanism that
an ACO may use to increase ts patient attribution i by working with insurers on innovative.
payment mechanisms that reduce the overall costofcare in exchange for increased patient
volume. Because it would already have control over 80%ofatributed lives, a merged
Lifespan/CNE would have litle incentive to work with payors to develop innovative payment
amangements to gain patient volume. Accordingly, BCBSRI has expressed concern that the.
Proposed Transaction would result in less incentive to innovate

Finally, non-Party providers who are excluded from the Parties’ ACOs may find
themselves unable to compete. South County Health expresses the concern that, if non-Party
providers are excluded, “patients could be steered within the Lifespan/CNE network and patients
would lose [South County] and other providersas a choice." In other words, excluded
providers would finditdifficultto overcome the Parties’ efforts to maximize “care retention.”
Such exclusion creates barriers to entry and raises competing providers’ costifthey must build
out referral networks that they did not need to assemble but-for the merger.”

1d. 99326321.
1.913263.
>»| 1C-CNE-00521536.

Plum Report§ 328,
[4,9 323 & Figure 42. Patients are assigned 0 an ACO based on wh their primary care physician is,

and ACO are accountable for the cost and quality ofthe careofthir assigned patiens. Assigned
patients are refered 0as “attributed”by insurers and ACOs. 1d. 325.

14.4329.
See Bush Decl. § 17.
"DeclarationofTom Breen 14.
2 Plum Report 332.
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4. The Attorney General is concerned that the Proposed
~ Transaction i likely to substantially reduce competition in the

labor market for nurses.

“The Proposed Transaction risks an increase in hospital monopsony power that would
decrease wages and compensation for nurses. Monopsony power is the market power ofbuyers
of goods and services, such as labor, to drive down prices below competitive levels
Currently, pandemic-related staffing shortages are disrupting healthcare markets across the U.S.,
leaving hospital administrators struggling to ill open postions™ But antitrust analysis requires
the Attorney General 0 look beyond the labor conditions created by the pandemic when
analyzing a transaction that will change the face of Rhode Island's healthcare landscape for
decades. The economic literature confirms that, in more concentrated markets, monopsony
power in the market for nurses enables hospitals to suppress wages and/or increase nurses”
workloads.**

Rhode Island would be such a concentrated market, CNE and Lifespan,if combined,
Would become the largest employer in Rhode Island and the largest employerofnurses The
merged entity would dominate the market for nurses, accounting for 67%of full-time registered
nurses employed by Rhode Island hospitalsand 52%of full-time registered nurses employed by
hospitals in the broader “MARI” region. »” The post-merger HHls and increases in HHIS for
both markets far exceed the presumptively anticompetitive thresholds in the Merger
Guidelines **

a
=a

 1a.4334
2% Andrew Jacobs, Nursing in Crisis: StaShortages Pu Patienis at isk, New York Times, Aug. 21,
2021, hips: www. nytimes.comy2021/0821 nalthcovid-nursing-shortage-delta hum; Centers for
Disease Control, Strategies fo Mitigate Healthcare PersonnelStafing Shortages, Jan 21, 2022,
tps: ‘weve. govicoronavirus 2019-ncovhepmitigatingstafT-shortages hm; Alexa Gagosz, RI
health care leaders warn of criss evel” staffing shortages in nursing homes, hospitals, Boston Gib,
Nov. 17, 2021. https: www bostonglobe.com/2021/11/17/metro-health-care-leaders-wamn-crisi-level-
staffing:shortages-nursing-homes-hospital
lum Report § 343.

*1dg334.
14.9342 & Figure 43,
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this competition, the Proposed Transaction would reduce thechoices currently available to
nurses.

Moreover, the pandemic and its acute demands on Rhode Island's healthcare system are
ifo beoTheii contrast is—Lii

“8 LIFESPANG2414057.
“i
“19 LIFESPANO2640947 at 048.
“1 LIFESPANOI0I8045 at Slide 7.
2 FTC-CNE-00820438.
©
4 AbbotFeb. 3,202 Tr. 158:15-25,
2 Pflum Report 340.
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‘The Attorney General acknowledges the support for the Proposed Transaction expressed
by four labor unions representing employees working at Lifespan and CNE hospital, and
recognizes the impressive work by those unions and their leadership to secure agreements from
the Parties to the benefitof their members. The Attomey General hasa significant advantage in
evaluating the Proposed Transaction that others do not: access to mountainsof confidential
information obtained from the Parties—tested by the Attorney General's questions to the Parties
and answered by them under oath — and the insightsofindependent, nationally renowned experts
inthe field. As a result the Attomey General remains concerned that, in the labor market for
nurses, a mergerofLifespan and CNE will give the combined entity monopsony power to
decrease compensation, reduce benefits, and degrade working conditions.

7. The Parties’ arguments in favor of the Proposed Transaction are not
persuasive and are contradicted by the record.

a. The OHIC hospital rate cap cannot prevent the
anticompetitive effectsof the Proposed Transaction.

“The Officeofthe Health Insurance Commissioner (“OHIC”) was established in 2004 to
regulate the health insurance industry-*"” In 2010, OHIC implemented a setofAffordability
‘Standards for commercial insurers that were designed to achieve “stable, predictable, affordable
ratesfor high quality, cost efficient health insurance products™!* Among other things, the
Affordability Standards impose what is referred to as a hospital rate increase cap (the “hospital
rate cap” or “rate cap"), which prohibits an insurer from agreeing to hospital rates that, on
average, exceed OHIC guidelines regarding annual increases unless the insurer obtains OHIC’s
rior approval.”

The rate cap, along with other regulatory measures taken by OHIC, has had a positive:
effect on the health insurance market and made insurance more affordable and accessible to
Rhode Islanders than it would otherwise be; the accolades that OHIC has received for
accomplishing what other states” regulators could not are well deserved. But despite the
salutary effectofOHIC’s efforts

4 FTC-CNE-01600397
“RI. Gen. Laws § 2-14.52.
“18230 R1 Code R.20-30-49 and 4.10.
“9230 RL Code R. 20-30-4.10-D)6).

1 See, eg. Aaron Baum, tal. Health Care SpendingSlowed Aer Rhode Island Applied Afordability
Standards to Commercial Insurers, Health Affairs, Feb. 2019.
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nll Inaworking paper issuedin June 2021 analyzing policy
considerations raised by the Proposed Transaction, OHIC concluded that its regulations “are
EnslTient by themslys 0 adequaiely mgath sk 0 aTordablty esting rom higher
prices that could materialize following the proposed merger of CNE and Lifespan” and opined
ht regulon, including he Atlormey Gener, shold evaluate “he elyprice effects of he
proposed merger of CNE and Lifespan assuming an unregulated environment.2

OHIC’s conclusion was informed, in pat by two characteristic ofthe hospital rt cap
its mutability and limited scope. OHIC observed that, “{a]s a regulatory requirement, the OHIC
hospital rate increase cap could be overridden statutorily at a future date. This means that there.
can be no assurance that it will existas a permanent featureofthe regulatory landscape.™

-]

]
a

"A combined Lifespan/CNE, representing
the largest private employer in the state, could apply extraordinary political pressure on OHIC.*%
Inde, South County Heal Express concer hat th merged snd would av the poll
power to do away with OHIC regulations altogether” or, alternatively, “OHIC’s rules would be
‘modified to meet the needsof a merged entity."

Pressure from hospitals significantly smaller than a combined Lifespan/CNE system
already has resulted in OHIC modifying the hospital rate cap. Certain non-Party hospitals
Complained hth ca penalized thosusht charged ower aes t he me the
\Tordabilty Standard were fs plemented becuse the sam percemage based cap aplid

“2 Rhode Island Officeofthe Health Insurance Commissioner, The Care New England and LifespanPropose Herr Posy Condratons Resoh Sone ofhdndOc of he Hesance Commision’ Santry poo (une 308) 8334.
bo)
EE 1C-CNE-00354412

EE .7:57ANOO3.
“7 LIFESPAN00495588.

4 The Ly General does not su =that mn such pst couldbe the basis.phy 1

*® Declaration of Tom Breen 14.
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to all facilities, thus perpetuating the disparity between hospitals with the lowest rates and those
with the highest rates. In response, OHIC amended the regulation, effective 2020, to permit
those lower-charging hospitals to exceed the cap until their rates were equal to the median
charged by all Rhode Island hospitals.**! with the result that certain hospitals realized significant

rate eres ‘Though such action may well have
been warranted as a matter of faimess, this amendment proves OHIC’s point that its regulations
re not mutable

In concluding that the hospital rate cap regulation was not sufficient to guard against
increased prices should Lifespan and CNE merge, OHIC also was concerned with the limited
scopeof the regulation. The hospital rate cap does not apply to all healthcare services. For
example, it does not apply to charges for professional services, including those offered by the
Parties’ physician groups, or services performed at non-hospital facilities, including ambulatory
surgery centers.®® As OHIC explained in its working paper, the fact that the cap does not apply
to profesional evies eave open th poly ta th Exercise of market power, ove
constrained for inpatient and outpatient prices, could be exercised to raise prices associated with
physician fees.”

“The limited scopeofthe hospital rate cap has resulted in rate increases for non-hospital

Similarly, the shift to outpatient services at non-hospital facilities, which are not
iii i OHIC, also threatens to undermine the ii rateiIE

“See, e.g., Letter from CharterCARE to OHIC re: Comments on Proposed Changes to the AffordabilitySms(Moy 30,5019)i oh.oda uly 202019Stkshldrh20Comens200m OA ansi20NotoR bopSomeRema 20Com ne S030 5730634.
1230.20.30 R.1. CodeR§ 4.106).

anon on. 12,2022. 185.1% I
“Rhode Island Officeof the Health Insurance Commissioner, The Care New England andLifespan
Proposed Merger: Policy Considerations Related to the State ofRhode Island Office ofthe HealthrenCone topone Fs

“% Marran Jan. 13, 2022 Tr. Ex. 4 at FTC-CNE-00242644.
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“Thus, even if, as the

Parties would have it, the hospital rate cap prevents anticompetitive pricing for hospital services,cout a fo ged LIGPACNE ans om xTIE 4Tas Take Powe
extract high prices for services provided by its non-hospital facilities such as ambulatory surgery—

“7 Robbins Jan. 10, 2022 Tr. Ex. 5 at FTC-CNE-0000464.

* [d. at FTC-CNE-0000457.
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Finally, evenif the OHIC regulations could prevent the anticompetitive price effects of
the Proposed Transaction, OHIC does not, and cannot, regulate all non-price dimensions ofcompetion hat hosp nest 10 fit and ein patent. The unrelated vise assinclude the ypeofservices hosp offers,  hospi's performance, and innovation

[> As Dr. Pflum explains, OHIC is unable to
regulate all dimensionsof hospital competition that the Proposed Transaction would eliminate*

b. The Paes overstate thdiferentsion betwee the vostems

=.
“* Lannoni Jan. 12, 2022 Tr. 184:5-8.

“4 Pflum Report § 205.
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‘As an initial matter, someofthe differentiation between the services offered by CNE and
Lifespan was artificially created by an agreement between Rhode Island Hospital and Women &
Infants that was designed to restrain competition. In 1983, RIH and WI enteredinto a ground
lease agreement as landlord and tenant, respectively. The agreement provides that in return
fora $100 yearly rent, Wel may operate its hospital on the campus owned by RIH and on which
RIHalsooperates ** There is acaveat, however. Under the lease, which runs toDecember31,
2085, Wa is prohibited from offering any services that are not elated to “matemnity, obstetrics,
‘gynecological and infant patients.” Asaresult, WI has been and stills precluded from
expanding its services to compete with RIH and other Lifespan hospitals that provide a wider
range of hospital services.

1 Thus, the Parties’ argument to justify the merger on the ground
ofdifferentiated services rests on an anticompetitive environment that they themselves created.

Notwithstanding the limitation imposed on Wl by the ground lease, there is significant
competition between the two systems’ service offerings, a the record and Dr. Pflum’s analyses
demonstrate. In addition to the service-line and diversion analyses discussed above in Section
1LA4.c, Dr. PAlum’s willingness-to-pay analysis also demonstrates the competition between
Lifespan and CNE, as well as the corresponding increase in bargaining leverage that would result
from the eliminationofths competition. Willingness to pay accounts for the degree to which
the hospitals overlap geographically and with respect to service offerings.“ Two examples
illustrate this point. A hypothetical merger ofLifespan and Kent~ hospitals that have a high
degreeofgeographic and service overlap —would result in a WTPof20.6% > However, a
merger of W&I and Lifespan — hospitals that have a high degreeofgeographic overlap, buta
Tower degreeofservice overlap— would result ina WTPofonly 3.9%.‘ As discussed above in
Sectionll.A.4.4.2, the WTPof the proposed mergerofthe two systems is 16.2%. This relatively
high WTP demonstrates tha Lifespan and CNE overlap significantly in the services they are
providing patients and inthe geographies from which they are drawing patiens.

“5 Ground Lease” between Rhode Island Hospital landlord) and Women & Infants Hospital ofRhode:
Island (tenant) or the Land Underlying the Women & Infants Hospital of Rhode Island Building (Nov. 1,
1983).
“lia
“Ld at,

2 lum Report§ 159.
14.9266.

14.9265.
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EEE
‘where hospitals compete for inclusion in insurers’ networks—the overlap in service offeringsEr
system, or market rates reflecting the ratesof one system, to negotiate lower rates with the other,
and why the Proposed Transaction will increase the merged entity's bargaining leverage.***
Dr. Pflum’s empirical analyses also demonstrate why there would be harm to competition at

ageoR1 o.hopcompeEE ra
convenience. As to stage-two competition, the fact that there may be some degree of
differentiation between the services offered by CNE and Lifespan makes little difference because
NE and Lifespan engage in head-to-head competition in numerous service arcas, as Dr. Pflum’sa me=
service areas, the record establishes that competition has incentivized each to innovate and
improve its qualityofcare, expand its services lines, and make care more accessible. The
Proposed Transaction would eliminate this competition, to the detriment of Rhode Islanders.

or Tie Pum psi oni oy heTe aa
Ri AWePrTaian

“efficiencies.” The law is unsettled regarding whether and how claimsofpost-merger
efficiencies should be considered when determining the lawfulness ofa proposed merger, with
the U.S. Supreme Court expressing doub that efficiencies can be used as a defense to an illegal
merger.* But to the extent that federal courts have considered efficiencies when evaluating theay
alleged efficiencies: (1) “offset the anticompetitive concerns in highly concentrated markets”; (2)EE
company alone”; and (3) are “verifiable, not speculative.” Likewise, the Merger Guidelines
providethat claimsofefficiencies must be merger specific and will not be considered “if they are
Vague, speculative, or otherwise cannot be verified by reasonable means." Moreover, “the
greater the potential adverse competitive effect ofa merger, the greater must be the cognizable
efficiencies, and the more they must be passed through to customers.”

453 The BCBSRI declaration also demonstrates the

‘Bush Decl. § 13.
‘See Pflum Report § VILC.2.

SeeSaint Alphonsus Med, Ci, 778 F.3d at 789, citing BrownShoeCo. v.United Sates, 370 U.S. 294,ins
57 Hershey, 838 F.3d at 348-49(internal quotation marks and citations omitted).

“Merger Guidelines§ 10.2%

2



“The federal courts and regulators thus have set an exceedingly high bar“ This standard
takes into account the reality that claimed efficiencies may prove illusory because businesses,
even ifwell intentioned, may be mistaken in their predictions abou the benefits ofa merger, run
into unforeseen financial obstacles, or simply choose to change course.) More fundamentally,
the high bar reflects the policy decision by Congress to preserve our traditionally competitive:
economy even if some benefits may flow from an otherwise illegal merger.#2

‘The Rhode Island General Assembly madeasimilar policy decision when it enacted the
RIAA to “complement” the federal antitrust laws and to "promote the unhampered growth of
‘commerce and industry throughout the state” by prohibiting conduc that have the effect of
“hampering, preventing, or decreasing competition. Accordingly, for purposesofthe present
decision, the Attomey General will apply a standard similar o those used by federal court:
namely, for efficienciesto outweigh the potential competitive harm, they must be particularized,
merger-specific, and fully offset the risksa transaction presents to the viabilityofaffordable,
accessible, quality care for Rhode Islanders. Where, as here, the anticompetitive risks associated
with a transaction are immense and the harm from lost competition is likely ieversible, that bar
is high. The Parties do not clear i.

The only cost-savings identified by the Parties were contained in an “Efficiencies Report”
created by Deloitte5 As discussed below in Section [LB.3.¢, Deloitte identified

“These claimed efficiencies do not alleviate the Attorney General's concern
regarding the anticompetitive effectsof the proposed merger.

“4 Areeda§ 970 (“while efficiencies are commonly asserted as a defense, thy are rarely found
sufficient t undermine a prima facie case aginst a merger"); FTC v. ProMedica Health $5, 2011 WL
1219281, at * 57 (N.D. Ohio Mar. 29, 2011) (“No court na 13(b) proceeding, or otherwise, has found
efficiencies sufficient to rescue an otherwise illegal merger); Merger Guidelines §10 (“[E]ffciencies
almost never justify a merger to monopoly or near-monopoly.”).
“1 See, e.g, FTCv. HJ. Heinz Co. 246 F.3d at 721 (given the high concentration levels, the court must
undertake a rigorous analysisofthe kindsof efficiencies being urged by the partes in order to ensure that
those ‘efficiencies’ represent more than mere speculation and promises about post-merger behavior”);
Merger Guidelines§ 10 (“Efficiencies are difficult to veriy and quantify, in part because.
efficiencies projected reasonably and in good faith by merging firs may not be realized”).
“© Philadelphia Nat'l Bank, 374 U.S. at 371 (“Congress determined to preserve our traditionally
competitive economy. It therefore proscribed anticompetitive mergers, the benign and the malignant
alike, filly aware, we must assume, that somepricemight have to be paid"); see alsoSaint Alphonsus
Med Cir, 78 F.3d at 792 (“theClayton Act does not excuse mergers tha lssen competitionorcreate
monopolies simply because the merged entity can improve ts operations.”; Merger Guidelines§ 10 (‘the
antitrust laws give competition,not intemal operational efficiency, primacy in protecting customers.”
“RI Gen, Laws§6-362 (1).

Efficiency projections generated for litigation o for antitrust review, rather than trough th usual
business planning process" undertaken by eniitis evaluating a prospective merger, will be viewed with
skepticism. Merger Guidelines ? 10, Efficiencies; see also Hackensack, 2021 WL 4145062, at *27
(giving “litle weight" to an Optimization Plan tha, {rather than providing Defendantswith a
‘comprehensive plan to implement... readsas a ales pitch fo justify the merger afer th fact”).

n



‘As an initial matte, the Parties have not demonstrated that the alleged cost-saving
efficiencies wil offset anticompetitive effects of the Proposed Transaction. To satsfy this
criterion, the Parties must “demonstrate tha the intended acquisition would result in significant
economies and that these economies ultimately would benefit competition and, hence,
consumers. This can be achieved through evidence that the post-merger prices will be no
higher than the pre-merger prices.‘ The Deloite report

The
Deloitte report

“9 Moreover, the claimed efficiencies are
speculative. The efficiencies must be “verifiable, not speculative™™ and must amount to “more
than mere speculation and promises about post-merger behavior”! As discussed below in
Section ILB.3.c. the Deloitte report

Finally.asdiscussed below in Section ILB.3.c.

Although only the Deloite report purports to quantify any efficiencies, the Parties have
claimed other potential benefitsof the Proposed Transaction, including a numberofpotential
initiatives identified in a report prepared by the Chartis Group. As discussed in Section 1.C.3.b
below,

‘Atthe same time,asdiscussed in
Section ILB.4 below, in light ofthe significant concerns regarding the financial feasibility ofa
merged Lifespan/CNE system, i is unclear how the merged system could afford to exccute these
initiatives. In short, the claimed benefits from the initiative are unsubstantiated, speculative, and
likely financially infeasible. Accordingly, the Parties’ future plans, however laudable, cannot
overcome the substantial competitive harm that is likely to result from the Proposed Transaction.

“5 FTC v. Univ Health, Inc., 938 F.2d 1206, 1223 (11th Cir 1991); see aso Hershey, 838 F.3d at 350
(“Anefficiencies analysis requires more than speculative assurances that a benefit enjoyedby the
Hospitals will also be enjoyed by the public. The hospitals must demonsirat that benefits... will be:
passed onto consumers"); Hackensack, 2021 WL4145062, at +29 (“Defendants provide no evidence
hat the cost.savings from service optimization between th prior merger enites was passed through to
payors... [The Court doubls that any cost savings... will be passed through to payors”).
“ Arceda 971s.
“6 Ahem Nov. 17,2021 Tr. 103:13-104:3.
“14.8128
“ Bums Report at 63.

Hershey, 838 F.3d at 348-49.
“7 H.J HeinzCo. 46 F.3dat 21.

“



B. The Proposed Transaction cannot be approved where the vdenceshows ts
not financially feasible.

‘When reviewinga hospital conversion application, the Attorney General must determineAI
transaction encapsulatessomuch of the Rhode Island healthcare market; as discussed in Section
ILA above, a merged Lifespan/CNE system would extend to and impact nearly every aspect of
Rhode Island’s healthcare delivery system. Ifamerged Lifespan/CNE system were to become
financially unstable —either by depleting its cash assets or by defaulting on its debt covenants —
virtually the entire Rhode Island healthcare system would be at riskoffailing.

TE RLSea
Veralon, which,as described in Section .A.1.b above,is a healthcare finance consulting firmI  teaiTs
Israel Leahy merger and past Rhode Island Hospital Conversions Act matters. The Attorney
General has determined, based on the information and testimony submitted by the Parties and
Veralon’s analysis, that the Proposed Transaction is not financially feasible or viable for at least
four reasons:

0 A aRume dng
System in a financial condition that risks system failureiffaced with even a short-term
crisis, poor management, or unanticipated challenges as resultofthe overall financial
‘uncertaintyof the healthcare industry;

@ Faced with a concerning financial future for a combined Lifespan/CNE system,
the Parties have not developeda particularized, detailed plan to reach ongoing financial

stability;

3) “The Proposed Transaction would require a Lifespan/CNE system to invest

mama
projected benefits; and

(4) The Parties have failed to identify or provide a comprehensive estimate of howaDT
wo large, complex health systems, nor have they identified with any specificity how theyre
In other words, the numbers provided by the Parties do nor tell the Attorney General howaer

supporta healthy combined system and (2) the amount ofcapital available to Lifespan and CNE
and what is actually needed to obtain the benefits they claim will result from combining the

ose. I



Because, ultimately, these questions remain unanswered, approvalof the Proposed
Transaction wold ik rein heh etm wihow any of he peneits paint ure
enjoy from competition between Lifespan and CNE, that is unable to invest in and deliver on the
‘new benefits the Parties claim such a system would deliver, and that would leave the vast
‘majorityofRhode Island’s healthcare infrastructure in a single, financially volatile entity.

‘At bottom, for the Proposed Transaction to be successful, the Transacting Parties need to
Te re
eree enoevehi hres fx repro 0
Cary ut beni Rhode anders. Toe record revels that te I a aaceepabl ro hts
Combined Lifespan CNE camno esompih hr wk.

Second,IN : ProposedTTT EEBs
pay for deferred maintenance, and to fund promised initiatives like the creationofan NCI cancer
apa }B3 ABN oy ~.

ml an unacceptable ik that Rhode sanders wil ve
Serveas the financial backstopif the transaction proves financially unsuccessful — whether that is
in the formof increased costofcareor a government bailout— or pay the intangible price,
despite the Parties’ promises, of no investments in improving healthcare because such
ovement re Sana possible fo make.

Resogniing tis Sana ly, tfump shot the aries bua repeatedly
Iaan
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ITh Proposed Transaction would create a
health system that i 100 big 0 fail

1. Applicable criteria under the Hospital Conversions Act

As noted in Section LB, the overarching purposeof the Attomey General's review under
the HCA is to “{alssure the viability ofa safe, accessible and affordable healthcare system” for
Rhode Island.” And the viabiliy of Rhode Island's hospital system is dependent on the
financial security ofthe State’ hospitals. To that end, the HCA suggests that te Attomey
General consider a numberofcriteria related to the financial implicationsofthe proposed
transaction, including:

(1) Whether the proposed conversion will harm the public’s interest in rust property
given, devised, or bequeathed to the existing hospital for charitable, educational, or
religious purposes located or administered in this state;

(2) Whethera trustee or trusteesofany charitable trust located or administered in ths
state will be deemed to have exercised reasonable care, diligence, and prudence in
performing asa fiduciary in connection with the proposed conversion;

(3) Whether the board established appropriate criteria in deciding to pursuea
conversion in relation to carrying out its mission and purposes;

(9 Whether the board considered the proposed conversion as the only alternative or
as the best altemative in carrying out its mission and purposes;

“7 Lifespan0osos424(EE
7 C.R-CNE-LS23-0047743 at 764 (Alvarez & Marsal, Preliminary Inegration Planning Process
Potential Integrationof Lifespan & Care New England to Create a New Rhode sland Academic Health
System, Sep. 8, 2020)
“ Finucane Dec. 22,2021 Tr. 129:5-10.
% Babineau Dec. 21,2021 Tr. 11320-1147; 165:10-14,
% Lifespan and Care New England are spending $30,000 per month for lobbyists in Rhode Island. The
Lifespan Care New England mergerjus got a big boost, Boston Globe, Feb. 2, 2022,
tps. bostonglobe.com/2022/02 10 metrollfespancare-new-<ngland-mergerjust-ga-big-boost.
“TRY. Gen. Laws§23-17.14-3(1).

n



(8) Whether the board exercised due care in accepting assumptions and conclusions.
provided by consultants engaged to assist in the proposed conversion;

(14) Whether the proposed conversion contemplates the appropriate and reasonable
fair market value; and

(15) Whether the proposed conversion was based upon appropriate valuation methods.
including, but not limited to, market approach, third-party report, or fairness opinion.

In lightofthe HCA's purpose and crieri, the Attomey General is directed to examine
the financial impact ofa proposed conversion, including whether a transaction puts a hospital or
system — and thus, its charitable assets —at financial risk, how the Boardsof eachofthe Parties
assessed the transaction, and the assumptions and conclusionofconsultants who assisted in the
proposed conversion.

2. The Parties’ current financial state

Given that the Parties’ Application proposes a straightforward combinationofboth
systems that postpones changes {0 the combined entity's operating structure or organization,™ it
is important to view the proposed merger in the contextofLifespan’s and CNE’s current
financial state. That financial state is currently defined by external forces—such as a
disadvantageous payer mix and OHIC — which create financial challenges forall Rhode Island
hospitals. These conditions make it difficult forLifespan or CNE to fund the types of promises
made by the Parties publicly and in their Application. Nor do the Parties demonstrate whether
they wil be financially stable once combined, even without implementationof al the stated
promises.

a. Industry headwinds left unaddressed by the Parties

Hospitals in Rhode Island and around the country are facing tremendous financial
headwinds brought about by ashifting healthcare marketplace. Nationally, hospitals are
attempting to grapple with fundamental changes such as:

+ Healihcare trending away from higher priced (more profitable) inpatient care which
requires overnight stay in a hospital and towards outpatient care;

«Technological progress, like telehealth, that improves access and convenience for
patients;

R.CNE-LS09-0000793
See Rhode Island Officeof the Healt Insurance Commissioner and the Executive Office ofHealth

and Human Services, Rhode sland Health Care Cost Trends Collaborative Project Report 0 the
Legislature, December 2020,
hip: oi ri gov documents 2021 January Annual*420Cost3420Trends?20Repori202020,pdf.
“See Oleg Bestsennyy, Greg Gilbert, Alex Haris, and Jennifer Rost, Telehealth: A quarter-rillion-
dollar post-COVID-19-Realiy?, Jul. 9, 2021,hips: mkinsey.com/industrieshealtheare-systems-

7%



«Changes in the way health insurers structure plans to put moreofan emphasis on high
qualitycare, lower cost, prevention, and shared risk;*®' and

«Healthcare worker shortages, and demands for higher wages and flexibility from
frontline healthcare workers +

‘While these improvements in the way we health care is delivered and paid for potentially
benefit patients and healthcare workers, to be nimble and competitive, hospital systems must
adjust the way they have traditionally operated to meet new market demands while maintaining.
financial stability. These challenges have only been further exacerbated by the enduring
COVID-19 pandemic.*®

Rhode Island hospitals also face some unique and challenging financial realities, both
because OHIC caps hospital rate increases, see Section ILA.7.a above, and because Rhode Island
ranks among the states with the highest rates of Medicaid and Medicare coverage in the
country. “Those programs generally pay hospitals lower rates than commercial insurers ike
BCBSRI. Because ahigher proportionofpatients are publicly insured, hospitals like RIH and
‘Wal make less money per patent seen than hospitals like Brigham & Women's in Boston.
OHIC’s efforts to maintain healthcare affordability mean that Rhode Island hospitals make ss.
from commercially insured patients as compared to states where health care is more expensive.
Therefore, itis unrealistic to expect that Rhode Island's hospitals will ver be able to achieve

and-services our-insightselehealh-a-quarter-tilion-dolla-post-covid-19-relity; King, Sarah L.,
Shipman,Scott A.MD, MPH, Telehealth in Academic Medicine: Roles, Opportuiis, and Risks,
‘Academic Medicine, June 2019,
tps: journals. ww. comacademicmedicinefuliext2019/06000 teleheath_in_academic_medicine_role
553.459
“1 See Anne M. Lockner, INSIGHT: The Healthcare Industry'sShiffrom Fee-for-Service to Value-
‘BasedReimbursement, Sep. 26, 2018,hitps:/news bloomberglaw,com/health-law-and-businessinsight-
the-healthcareindusrys-shift-rom-ee-for-service-to-value-based-reimbursement.
42 See American Hospital Association, Fact Sheet: Sirengihening the Health Care Workforce, Nov. 2021,
ips: www aha.org fac-sheets2021-05-26-fuct-sheet.strengtheninghealth-care-workforce; Yaari
Silverstone, 5 ways 1 atractandkeep frontline workers, Nov. 29, 2021, hitps:/www.acceniure comus-
enfblogs/business-functions-blog/atract-frontlne-warkers.
“ See American Hospital Association, Fact Sheet: Financial Challenges Facing Hospitals and Health
Systems as a Result of COVID-19, Apr. 2020, hitps:/ww.aha.orgfuct-sheets 2020-04-24-factshest-
financial-challenges-facing-hospials-and-halth-systems.result,

See Medicaid gov, Percentageof PopulationEnrolled in Medicaid or CHIP by Sate,
hits: medicaidgovistate-overviews/scorecardipercentage-of-population-¢nrolled-medicaid-or-
chip-state/index htm; The Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation, Medicaid Sate Fact Sheets, Oct. 17,
2019, tps www kiforgnteractivemedicaidstate-factsheet;The HenryJ. Kaiser Family.
Foundation, Medicare Beneficiaries as a Percent ofTotal Population, 2018,KFF.org/medicare siate-
indicator medicare-beneficiaies-as-of-total-
popTeurrentTimeframe-03tsortModel-TB?22colld8422:3422Locaion?’22,32250r8422 3422564122
7D
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ans saret AAes
far more expensive.

TEETTEEIN
accessible, affordable, high-quality care. For example, Kent Hospitalis a financially successful
institution that delivers high quality care to its local community.** Accordingly, hospital
systems will need to anticipate and adequately respond to the changing healthcare marketplace —
they will likely need to reengineer their healthcare delivery model to deliver forward-looking and

financially sustainable services that lead to high-quality patient outcomes and positive patient
‘experiences.

SmsTALsFt2osesn iiirpsehDlTO
A eea

Although health systems are complex, there are a numberofindicators that are useful for

‘measuring the financial health ofa hospital system. Veralon took a holistic viewof the Parties’

respective finances when rendering its opinions, but there are two key metrics that illustrate the

financial conditionof the Parties and are typically relied upon by ratings agencies when

determining a hospital or hospital system's debt capacity: operating margin and daysof cash onfo
The key metric when determining the financial health ofa hospital or hospital system is

its “operating margin” ~the difference between total operating revenue and operating
expenses.*# In other words, operating margin is a hospital or hospital system's proftabili
from its operations. For purposesofthis Decision|

AE oroingmgsal leo "propor
profit after considering all expenses required to sustain operations, including paying interest
costs and funding depreciation. ™**

“Finucane Jan. 18,2022 Tr. 41:11-14;
un
“Bill Siwicki, Here are the Major Issues Facing Healthcare in 2021, according to PwC, Healthcare ITTaSeee ehtn
Hspitals andHealth Systems as a ResultofCOVID-19, Apr. 2020 (“A positive operating margin thatrsSm
8 Veralon Report at 10.

»



Additionally, “positive margins create the ability to invest in new facilities, treatments, and
fechnologie to better care for patien, and to bul reserves b ready fra ature made highly
incerta due (0 the effectsof the COVID-19 pandemic ~~NSS
HESeats is shove hs ther 5 Spon reams tmcwomn hospiel mgin rd
EEPE aa
investments necessary to improve or maintain quality.”

Therefore, ifahospital system is to invest in maintaining and improving quality,
expanding services, and improving and innovating how it delivers health care, it needs to reach aOE Rr SA

@ 1”

=
=

Days Cash on Hand (“DCOH") is a measureof the number ofdays an organization can
‘support operating expenses if its revenue were to be reduced or eliminated. In other words,rstetama i wT rm

5 Babineau Dec. 21, 2021 Tr. 89:21-90:1;see also Wakefield Jan. 5. 2022 Tr. 37:18-38:9 JR

D.

9 See American Hospital Association, Fact Sheet: Financial Challenges Facing Hospitals and Health
Stan aa Rel of CODDLI3, Apt 2030, ig ww ahr sesepore031052eo:
Ee
“*! Babineau Dec. 21, 2021 Tr. 89:21-22.

“2 Ly, Jha & Epstein, The Association Between Hospital Margins, QualityofCare, and Closure or OtherChange im Opepting Sta, Gen in Mich 20 Nov: 2801131391139,
Rar wett fo pn rte PMCSBATD
) C_R-CNE-LS23-0047743 at 768 (Potential IntegrationofLifespan & Care New England to Create a
New Rhode Island Academic Health System, September 8, 2020): C-R-CNE-LS01-0250775 at -779 (lllFuca an 18,2003 T1365:
7 D.

D.

4% Id at 28:14-23.

4% Babineau Dec. 21, 2021 Tr. 62:13-24.

“7 Finucane Jan. 18, 2022 Tr. 115:4-8.
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cover with its highly liquid assets (i¢.,cash and cash equivalents).” DCOH is noteworthy
because an adequate amountof DCOH ensures that a hospital or hospital system can continue
operations in the event ofunforeseen circumstances. Ifa hospital system does not have:
adequate liquidity, incurring additional debt may be necessary to fund operations. Moreover,
thereisa direct correlation between DCOH and bond ratings: “As oneof the most common
indicatorsofthe health ofa hospitals balance sheet and solvency, DCOH requirements are often
included as a bond covenant or hospitalsand health systems when they issue debt. A lower
bond rating is also correlated with a higher costof borrowing.

Allof these financial indicators are relevant to assessing the Parties’ financial stability
going into the Proposed Transaction, and the combined Lifespan/CNE system's anticipated
financial stability once the merger is complete.

ce  CNE's financial state

Although CNE delivers important healthcare services to Rhode Islanders, its current
financial status raises concerns about a combined . BfinancialB un

“ Veralon Report t 10,
i
ldad

#1 R-CNE-LS01-0119747 at 763 (Rhode Island Academic Healtheare System Stakeholder Briing
prepared by the Charis Group, October 2021) (Setting out investment commitmentsofmare than ~S100
million peryearby the combined Lifespan/CNE system to advance clinical, research and community
programs).
#2 VeralonReportat 21.
= 1d at 16.
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4 Lifespan’ financial state
Lifespan is already a large Academic Health System and is in relatively financially stable

conditionIE

EP
Jd, at 13.

1d at 21.
oe

* Fanale Dec. 30, 2021 Tr. 36:6-10.

pe cco—

#1° Fanale Dec. 30, 2021Tr. 32:11-16;seealso id. 17:21-18:20.

1d, 32:17:23.5 Wakefield Jan. 5,2022 Tr. 403-14.
Id. 40:13-14.
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4 Veralon Report 223.
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1d 30
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#1 See CRCNE.LS22-0047433 at 469 (EE
le

[C-R-CNE-LSO1-0013127at
129 (The Chartis Group, LLC Integration Report, Oct. 2021 (“Chartis™)).
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e  ACombined Lifespan/CNE system's debt capacity IEE

Another important factor in evaluating the financial feasibility of he Proposed
Tanscion's the det3ofr combinedTo5J

=

ai --"
 Veralon Report at 22.

* Babineau Dec. 21, 2021 Tr. 91:14-92:5.

2 Id. 74:19-24; Wakefield Jan. 5, 2022 Tr. 44:3-6, 46:6-13.

7 Supplemental Response S-3 (C-R-CNE-LS-0131564)

Veron Report 139.
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3. The Paris proffered fmancil projections demonstrate an
unacceptable risk that the Proposed Transaction is not financially
Feasible

1 commantion withthe Pegased Transunion, te Patios commision — sd submit]
aeS a

were prepared by consultant Alvarez & Marsal and were submitted to the Parties in September
2020 and April 2021, and included ive-yea financial projection, potential synergy
‘opportunities, and capital investments associated with the merger. These were submited to
the Attorney General with the Initial Application on April 26, 2021. In October 2021, the Parties
submitted a report prepared by Deloitte, which was engaged to summarize the more narrow.
enonofthe Proposed Transactions nancial oc encesANNI
AFrail the Parties submited an updated five-year
Financial projection prepared by Emst & Young on January 14, 2022.5 These reports

a
failed to quantify what the Parties expect it will cost to effectuate the Proposed Transaction in

re Sony eas wrth vem leans
a Alvarez & Marsals September 2020 board presentation

In September 2020, Alvarez & Marsal prepared financial projectionsfor acombined
Lifespan/CNE syste 0 preset 1 the Board of irctors and executive officers of both artis

Supplemental Response 5-3 (C-R-CNE-LS-0131563).
=,

Id at C-R-CNE-LS-0131564.

#1 Alvarez & Marsal, CNE-Lifespan: AHS Five Year Income Statement Pro Forma, September 2020 (C-RLCNELST.0047719%, Arcs & Marsal, relia negation Plain Pres: ent
bent en
September 8, 2020 (C-R-CNE-LS23-0047743) (“September 2020 Presentation”); Alvarez & Marsal, Pro
Fema pdt Ap 2021 (CRLCNE-LS6-017978) (April 201 rs Form
51 See Deloitte, Care New England and Lifespan Effciency Report, October 1,2021 at 3. (C-R-CNE-LS-
OTe)Dele Report
9 Et & Young, ConsolidatedPro-forma, Jan. 14,2022 (C-R-CNE-LS01-0250773).
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55 A&M prepared a very limited five-year income statement projection (“pro
forma”) that

=

=a

|]

[|

Finucane Jan.18,2022Tr. 90:13:23.
 Babineau Dec. 21, 2021 Tr. 70:17-718.
% September 2020 Presentation at C-R-CNE-LS23-0047769.
Ee
1d, at C-R-CNE-LS23-0047770,

1d, at C-R-CNE-LS23-0047771-772.
©Finucane Jan. 18, 2022 Tr. 123:10-125:11.

1d 99:15-20; 129:12-16.
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“Therefore, it is posible that AGM is grossly underestimating th investment required before a
combined Lifespan/CNE system can even turn to the third bucket — implementing potential
growth opportunites

Js critical that A&M did not identify exactly how the Parties would find the funds for

’4 The report includes numerous references to the need for financial funding from the
State of Rhode Island, such as the following: the creation ofacombined Academic Health
SpeerAtrproposed ransacion wil benef
from the financial participationofthe State of Rhode Island”; and the system can achieve a
“positive margin with appropriate support from the StateofRhode Island.”

b. Alvarez & Marsal’s April 2021 pro forma
The next financial iccton8 for the Parties was A&M'si 2021 Pro Forma.

2 September 2020 Presentation at C-R-CNE-L$23-0047772.
ih
4 Jd; Finucane Jan. 18, 2022 Tr. 97:21.98:9.

1d st 9109914,
4% See Minutes ofthe Care New England Finance Committee, Oct. 17, 2019 (C-R-CNE-LS06-0013996-
197.
#6 September 2020 Presentation at C-R-CNE-L$23-0047765.

7 September 2020 Presentation at C-R-CNE-LS23-0047764, 767, -781.

** Babineau Dec. 21, 2021 Tr. 155:3-6.

#2 April 2021 Pro Forma at | (C-R-CNE-LS63-077979)
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After reviewing the September 2020 and April 2021 A&M financial forecasts, the
Attorney General was concemed with a combined Lifespan/CNE system's ability to!

||

||
=

a
=

1d at 9 (C-R-CNE-LS63-077987).

*! Babineau Dec. 21, 2021 Tr. 153:24-154:2; April 2021 Pro Forma at 9 (C-R-CNE-LS63-077987), 12

#2 Ahem Nov. 17, 2021 Tr. $1:15-52:13; 79:20-80:4; 92:5-9.

*BabineauDec.21, 2021 Tr. 155:15-156:7.

** Deloitte Report at C-R-CNE-LS-0079222.

3% Ahem Nov. 17, 2021 Tr. 70:20-23; 81:18-19.

57 Deloitte Report at C-R-CNE-LS-0079222
** [d. at C-R-CNE-LS-0079226.

#9 Burns Report at 63

.
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#* Deloitte Report at C-R-CNE-LS-0079223-25.
#2 See at CRONE-LS0079231

ida C-R-CNE-LS-0079233
bid. CRCNE-Ls.0075234

: id. C-R-CNE-LS-0079235

. id. C.R-CNELS-0079235
: id CRONELS.0079242

id C-
R-CNE-LS-0079243

s Ahem Nov. 17, 2021Tr. 151:3-8; 158:20-
1599.
#9 AhemNov. 17, 2022 Tr. 27:21-28:16; 45:26; 102:19-20; 12637; 14821-1491; 165:6-10; 195:11-
1.

1d 162:15-163:10; 164216; 168:15-169:7,
# Deloitte Reporta C-R-CNE-LS-0079241;Ahem Nov. 17, 2021 Tr. 176:12-20.
# Ahem Nov. 17,2021 Tr. 178:10-13; 179:4-8; Preibe Jan 2022 Tr. 36:6-20.
* Pricbe Jan. 4,2022 Tr. 37:21-38:15; Kahn Jan. 4, 2022 Tr. 53:1-54:4.

Kahn Jan. 4,2022 Tr. at S3:1-17.
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Itis also worth noting that on the same day the Parties submitted the Deloitte Report,
they also submitted the Chartis Report. As discussed in Section IL.C.3.b below, Chartis

wa

dA. The Attorney General's November 16,2021 supplemental

financial viabilityof the Proposed Transaction. The information submitted to the Attorney
General asof that point in time raised serious concerns about how the Parties could financially
achieve anyofthe goals they had identified in their Application, the Chartis Report, and their
‘commitments to the public (for example, those found on HealthierRI.com). Although the Parties
had a $125 million commitment from Brown, the only other sourcesofcapital identified by

* Deloitte Report at C-R-CNE-LS-0079241
7 Pricbe Jan. 4, 2022 Tr. 82:16-25; 83:5-14; 85:2-86:6.

1d 118:24-119:10.

#7 See Deloitte Report at C-R-CNE-LS-0079230.

#7Ahem Nov. 17, 2021 91:10-14.

1d. 122:2-123:2; 170:4-8.

7% Charis Report at C-R-CNE-LS01-0013129.
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TR TRSTCN SeNRTCTE
Rhode Island Departmentof Health (“RIDOH") requested that the Parties explain how theyTwnsaEymaEm
system” In addition, the Attorney General requested a financial pro forma demonstrating “how
the Transacting Parties willbe capableof investing in the [Academic Medical Center] capital and
infrastructure over the first 5 years. ... "7

On December 2, 2021, the Parties submitted their responses.

@

-

In sum, these responses left the Attorney General's questions largely unanswered and
compounded the concern regarding the financial feasibility and viabilityofthe Proposed
“Transaction.

e January 14,2022 Ernst & Young pro forma

Whenit tly ve, the Es Young CE")sy 1,202 Pro FormanTR
Trnsacion. I

#7 Letter from Maria Lenz and Fernanda Lopes to P. Rocha (Nov. 16, 2022) at Exhibit A.

mi
57 Supplemental Response S-1 (C-R-CNE-LS-0131562); Supplemental Response $-2 (C-R-CNE-LS-rooCACA

Jd, at | (C-R-CNE-LS-0131562), 4 (C-R-CNE-LS-0131565).

54 Supplemental Response S-5 (C-R-CNE-LS-0131564). Id. at3(C-R-CNE-LS-0131564).
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aHunerlach Feb. 2, 2022xA
“0 Hunerlach Feb. 2,202 Tr. 72:14-15
4 Hunerlach Feb. 2, 2022 Tr. 70:20.71:7; 95:7:23

1d 6624-6722; 68:4-12;91:9-23; 139:17:24
51d 1071-15.
* Eg, Supplemental Response §-2 (C-R-CNE-LS-0131562 at -562).
# See Veralon Report at 35-36.
* EY Pro Forma at 8 (C-R-CNE-LSO1-0250780); Veralon Report at 32.

EY Pro Forma at 10 (C-R-CNE-LSO01-0250782); Veralon Report at 34.
1 A&M September 8, 2020 Presentation at 26 (C-R-CNE-LS23-0047769).
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#2 Finucane Jan. 18, 2022 Tr. 115:14-117:12.

#2 EY Pro Forma at 9 (C-R-CNE-LS01-0250781); Hunerlach Feb. 2, 2022 Tr. 89:15-18; 93:25-94:5;pothiin
# Hunerlach Feb. 2, 2022 Tr. 49:21-50:23.

* Id, 86:1-18.

% Compare EY Pro Forma at 9 (C-R-CNE-LS01-0250781) with September 2020 Presentation at C-R-NELSON
7 EY Pro Forma at (C-R-CNE-LS01-0250781).

Id. at 12 (C-R-CNE-LS01-0250784); Hunerlach Feb. 2, 2022 Tr. 91:3-92:4.

#* Hunerlach Feb. 2, 2022 Tr. 91:3-92:4.

“° Hunerlach Feb. 2, 2022 Tr. 160:12-161:1.

“1 Id. 39:18-40:8; 43:4-44:11.
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In sum, the multiple reports and analyses provided by A&M, Deloitte, and EY do not
demonstrate how the Proposed Transaction can achieve its promised ends.

“These are
important questions for the Attomey General and, as noted by Veralon:

[Given the critcaltyof these questions to the assessmentofthe feasibilityof the
Proposed Transaction and its long-term impact on the Parties’ futures, the answers
to these questions would be important for each Parcs’ leadership and governing
boards to understand prior to moving forward with such a strategically important
decision”

4 Conclusion

Itis now nearly ten months since the Parties filed thei initial application and three
months since that application was deemed complete, and despite the Atiomey General's repeated
attempts to get answers from the Partis, significant questions remain abou the financial
feasibilityof the Proposed Transaction:

«How will a combined Lifespan/CNE system maintain its financial viability?

How much will it cos to integrate Lifespan and CNE?

+ How much will it cost to fund the initiatives identified by Chartis?

«Doesacombined system have the capacity to fund the initiatives identified by
Charts?

«Where will a combined Lifespan/CNE entity find the capital to make those
investments and how much do the Parties expect these sources to provide?

«Whats th risk that taxpayers will end up footing th bill for the Proposed
Transaction?

I.

“ Veralon Report at 32.
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‘Attorney General cannot approve an application where an applicant does not answer these basic
questions

Si Its possible for
the Parties fo quantify thecostsand potential benefitsof the initiatives they have alread
roposed.

ca

Without more information, the Attomey Generalis simply left with the Parties’ broad
statementofbelieftha

“The Attomey General also has sgrificant concerns about shortcomings in th due diligence process
For example, CNE's financial due diligenceofLifespan was extremely limited given the magnitudeof the
Proposed Transaction. Veralon Report at 42-44,
! Supplemental Response 5-2 (C-R-CNE-LS-0131562 a -562- 563).
© Hunerlach Feb. 2, 2022 Tr. 4420-46:16.
© 1d 434491,
7 Supplemental Response $-3 (C-R-CNE-LS-0131562-563).
“Term Sheet For New Academic Affiliation Between & Among Brown Uriversiy, Lifespan & Core
‘New England, February 23,2001 (C.R-CNE-LSO1-0013179at186);Babincau Dec. 21,2021 Tr. 201:14-
17a]
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2

As described by Professor Burns, it is well settled tha for health system to function as
an Academic Health System, money must flow from the hospital system to the academic.
institution In other words, the successofan AHS requiresa funds flow model where
Hospital provide sufficient funds to th academic partner to support the promised benefits and
outcomesofclinical research, faculty recruitment, and program development. For an Academic.
Health System to successfully invest in the typeofrescarch and clinical improvements the
Parties have identified as a goalofthe transaction, Brown University would need to have a
continual sourceofrevenue coming from the clinical operationsofthe merged hospital system.

=

wa

Given the merged Lifespan/CNE entitys size and importance to the state, the merged
nity cannot afford to falter instead, a discussed in Section ILA, the merged entity may use:
that size and power to stabilize its finances through increased healthcare costs or dice its

“Memorandum from Christina Paxson to Pete Neronha, September 24,2021 at 4; Fanale Dee. 30, Tr.
01323 : see also Pason Feb 10,
2002 Tr. 56:8.23
-
$9 Babincau Dec. 21, 2021 Tr 86:18:87,

Bums Reportat 71

See Minutes of the Special Meeting ofthe Lifespan Corporation Board of Directors, February 17,2021
(CR-CNE-LS06-0025666)
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investments in healthcare delivery with limited risk of losing market share. Or, as suggested by

In the end, the Attorney General cannot approvea transaction without knowing whether
the Parties have the financial wherewithal to achieve what they propose. The Parties have failed
to dispel the Attorney General's evidence-basedbelief that, financially, the Parties’ reach
‘exceeds their grasp.

CC. The Proposed Transaction cannot be approved without the plan for future
integration.

Since first filing their initial HCA Application in April of 2021, and resubmitting their
initial HCA Application on October 1, 2021, the Parties have been, as expected, strong advocates
for a combined Lifespan/CNE system, and in particular the opportunity to create an Academic
Medical Center with Brown University. In communications to both the public and stakeholders,
as well as in their submissions as partoftheir Application, theParties claim that this merger will

developmentof a healthcare system that will reduce health disparities and address the social

comprehensive cancercenter and transforming Rhode Island into a hub for life sciences research
‘and innovation. Both to the public and to this Office, the claimed benefitsofsystem integration
are urged by the Parties as a reason-in fact, a key reason-for the Attorney General to approve the
Proposed Transaction.

‘The Parties’ Application, however, does not set forth their plan for the system integration

“The submission of an Application that includesa stated intent to integrate these hospital
systems without having developed or included a plan to do so is concerning. It is not enough for
the Parties to leave the on-the-ground reality ofa new system undefined and outofview of
regulators, and instead merely engage consultants to “provide guidance as to the potential
benefits of integration in connection with the proposed transaction.” The Attorney General

hospital systems and known challenges. In the absenceof that work having been done by the
Parties and submitted as partof this review, the Attorney General and the public are left entirely
‘blind to this future health system the Parties would create.

4 Hospital Conversion Application, resubmitted Oct. 1, 2021 (“HCA Application”), R-CNE-LS-
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Furthermore, the Parties’ decision not to provide an integration plan must be viewed in
the contextofan Application that seeks approval for highly anticompetitive merger. As
described comprehensively in Section ILA,a combined Lifespan/CNE would constitute a
concentration in health care unprecedented in New England by, among other things, accounting
for over 80%ofal Rhode Island dischargesofcommercially insured patients receiving inpatient
‘general acute care and employ 67%ofall full-time registered nurses employed by the state’s
hospitals. Ifallowed, Rhode Islanders would be paying more for health care that s highly likely
10 cost Rhode Islanders more without improvements in quality.*

As noted in the Introduction to this Decision, were the transaction approved, newly
created Rhode Island Academic Health Care System (‘RIAHCS) would become the corporate
parentofLifespan and CNE.“'% Whether and how system integration would occur would then be
left to a committee that would convene after the corporate-level merger.” The Parties’
decision to delay even the creation ofa plan for system integration until there is a corporate-level
merger makes any determinationofthe feasibilityofthese claimed benefits enormously difficult
Nevertheless, the Attorney General will undertake an analysisofthe merger's claimed benefit,
by relying in large part on a consultant report ~ the “Charts Report” — provided by the Parties.
‘The Attomey General's reviewofthe Chartis Report is conducted with the aidof expert analysis
and considers the history and problematic experienceof similar combinations throughout the
country. As set forth more fully below, i s the determinationof the Attorney General that,
‘whetheramerger would accomplish or even contribute to the benefits the Parties say will result,
or even that the benefits could be achieved financially, is enormously speculative.

2. Applicable criteria under the Hospital Conversions Act

Consistent with the statutory requirementsofthe HCA process, the Parties in their
Application have defined the merger that they propose." At the outset, itis important for the
public to understand that the Attorney General must evaluate whether the Proposed Transaction,
as described by the Parties, meets the purpose and criteriaofthe HCA.

‘The HCA directs the Attorney General to determine whether each applicant hospital
system, when deciding to pursue a transaction, established appropriate criteria and considered
whether the transaction is the only or best altemative, al in relation to the mission and purpose
ofeach system. 4” In addition, the Attomey General must determine whether each hospital
system “exercised due care in accepting assumptions and conclusions provided by consultants

“See Section LA.
4 Definitive Agreement By and Between Care New England Health System and Lifespan Corporation
dated February 23, 2021, Article4, R-CNE-LS16-0000807-811).
“ 1d, RCNE-LS16-0000810.
“RL. Gen. Laws§23-17.14-6(a)1).
71 Gen. Laws 23-17.14-10(b)3) (“Whether the board established appropriate itr in deciding to
pursue a conversion in relation fo carrying ou ts mission and purposes”; i. subsection (4) (“Whether
the board considered the propased conversion as th only altemativeor a th best altemative in carrying
outits mission and purposes”).

9



engaged to assist in the proposed conversion.” The HCA only allows the Attorney General to
issue a decision reaching oneofthree conclusions: approval, approval with conditions, or
denial. The HCA does not allow the Attorney General to stand in the shoesof the transacting
parties and completely reconfigure a proposed transaction to meet the purpose and criteriaof the
HCA

In their Application, the Parties set forth an intention to integrate the multiple systems
that make up Lifespan and CNE, from clinical service lines to plant operations, from community
health obligations to research and medical education; tht s, they propose a merger that reaches
far beyond the corporate levelof merely combining boardsofgovemance and/or administration.
In their own words:

By bringing together their complementary services, LS and CNE will offer, under
one system, a comprehensive rangeofspecialty and primary care services across
the state. This will allow the combined system to coordinate care more
effectively and build destinationprogramsaround women’s health, cancer,
psychiatry/behavioral health, cardiac care and other areasof existing expertise.

In other words, it is the intentionofthe Parties to accomplish system integration and
become one unified healthcare system at every level and together provide better care for Rhode.
Islanders than each system currently provides independently.

3. The Attorney General requested but did not receive the system
integration plan the Parties plan to implement.

a. The Parties considered only a preliminary report on system
ii —

“To better understand the deficiencies in the Parties’ planning efforts, abriefoverview of
the background and timelineof those efforts is instructive._[n June 2020, the Parties engaged
Alvarez & Marsal (“A&M”) to

In Septemberof2020,
A&M presented an integration plan and Five Year Income Statement Pro Forma to the Partie.

“The presentation to the Parties followed a process conducted for the following purpose:

‘The Parties have engaged in this Preliminary Integration Planning Period because
they believe thatamore fully integrated health care system, organized in
conjunction with a major, top-tier medical school, could form an essential

PRI Gen. Laws§23-17.14-1005)8)
IRL Gen, Laws§ 23-17.14-10(0)9).
2 Charts Report, C-R-CNE-LS01-0013130.
© See A&M Engagement Letter (dated June 10, 2020), C-R-CNE-LS13-0043281
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foundation for providing high quality and lower cost patient cae ina competitive
environment +

A&M presented the 90-day preliminary integration planning done by six work streams
Clinical, Research & Academic, Operational, Legal & Regulatory, Budget & Finance and
‘Community Health. Each work stream was composed of five to 14 members

F* and account for over 80%
ofall Rhode Island discharges of commercially insured patients receiving inpatient general acute
care, are only 56 pages.

b. The second report on system integration — the Chartis Report —
is not a meaningful system integration plan.

“The Parties” Application first submitted in April 2021 included the A&M Report and
expressed an intent to integrate their respective systems, but admitted, “[a]t this point, there is

© Alvarez & Marsal, “Preliminary Integration Planning Process: Potential Integration of Lifespan&
Care New England to Create a New Rhode Island Academic Health System: Report fo the CNE and
Lifespan Bosrds ofDirectors and Brown University Exceutives” (Sept. 8, 2020) at § (C-R-CNE-LS23-
0047748),
© Babineau Dec. 21, 2021 Tr. 67:3-71:8; Reppucci Dec. 22, 2021 Tr. 257:4-12; see also id. Tr. 105:2-
106:1; 113:13-114:14.

See $2.53, C-R-CNE-LS-0249980; $2-77 C-R-CNE-LS-0249990.

4 See Parties’ unaudited and audited financial statements providedtothe RI. Atiomey General in
response toa request dated August 2, 2021, C-CNE-LS-018130er seq.
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[sic] not a board approved Integration Plan.” Insteadof submitting the plan for system
integration, the Parties built into the structureofthe Proposed Transaction a delay in developing
and approving asystem integration plan until after Lifespan and CNE were merged. Put simply,
the Parties’ Application expressed an intent that allofthe planning with respectto how the two
systems would actually merge and integrate would occur afer the HCA approval and afte the
conclusionofthe Attorney General's investigation and review.

‘The Attorney General identified the absence ofa plan as a deficiency in the Application.
In fact, during the four months afer the Parties submitted their initial HCA Application, the
Attomey General pressed them for more fulsome information about the Proposed Transaction.
On May 26, 2021, the Attomey General and RIDOH sent a deficiency letter to the Parties,
calling their April 2021 Initial Application “overwhelmingly deficient” with a lack ofa realistic:
plan to meet the resulting entities’ capital needs. The Attorney General and RIDOH posed
196 deficiency questions to the Parties, including several integration-related questions.” InJuly
072021, the Parties requested a meeting with the Attomey General seeking feedback on their
HCA Application. During this meeting, the Parties were again informed that their Application
was deficient because it lacked a final, specific, system integration plan.

Shortly thereafter, in Julyof2021, the Parties engaged The Chartis Group LLC “to
outline the integration plan that will guide the combinationofCare New England and Lifespan,
and the relationship between the combined entity and Brown University as their academic
partner.” In Septemberof2021, the Attorney General again advised the Partiesofthe need for
their system integration plan, informing them, “(the Agencies cannot fulfil their statutory
obligationsto evaluate a proposed integrated system without being provided plans for that
integration. Put simply, the Agencies cannot evaluate what they cannot see. On October 1,
2021, the Parties provided the Charts Report o the Attorney General as part oftheir resubmitted
initial HCA Application, nearly six months after they first filed the HCA Application. In their
final Application and in response to a request forthe board-approved integration plan for the
proposed conversion, the Parties stated the following:

‘While there is not a board-approved integration plan atthistime, as noted in the
Executive Summary, the Transacting Parties have jointly engaged Chartis and
Deloitte to provide guidance as to the potential benefis of integration in
connection with the proposed transaction* (emphasis added)

Response 49,TransactingPari’ Initial HCA Application submited April 26,2021, CNE-LS-
00007374.
© Leter from J. Rider and F. Lopes to P. Rocha (May 26,2021) at 12.
© 1d. at Confidential Exhibit A.

See Charts Report, C-R-CNE-LS01-0013127.
© Letter from J. Rider and F. Lopes to P. Rocha (Sept. 10,2021) at 3.
HCA Application, R-CNE-LS-0000095 (emphasis added).
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“The Chartis Report tselfacknowledges that it does not describe the merged system's
integration but contemplates a plan to make a future plan that will address issues such as
expected cost, quality improvement, and equity:

For eachofth final priority initiatives, the parties will develop a comprehensive
integration plan that includes a detailed workplan and timeline;estimated
iil in access, BN cost, andi andiBneeds

Again, the Parties, through the Chartis Report, only convey aplan to develop the more.
robust plan afte this merger is consummated and outside ofthis HCA review process.
Furthermore, as the Parties have not actually committed to the goals and objectives set forth in
the Chartis Report, it is far o describe them as aspirational.

Setting tha threshold issue aside and assuming tha these goals did represent concrete
‘commitments, the Charts Report, similar to the A&M Report, presents in very general terms a
Tong and ambitious lis of projected outcomes. The 14 initiatives are described on 15 pages and
can be summarized as follows:

. itheii 2 Model for Each ClinicaliIE

« “Optimize System-Wide Inpatient Capacity”

* “Investina Unified Setof Information re

“Address Unmet Psychiatric/Behavioral Health Needs” with initiatives to knit
together CNE and Lifespan programs, including building abriefstay unit at Butler,
Fanti icarc at Butler, ai schavioa estsISN

* “Transform WIH intoa ee Women's—J

%Charts Report, C-R-CNE-LS01-0013148
These intaivesar set ort in the Charts Report, C-R-CNE-LSO1-0013130-145.
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* “Establish R[hode] I[sland]'s First Bi Cancer=

I
Payment Models” by working with payors to develop innovative payment models that
“can lead to cost reductions and—To for consumers and iil

+ “Redirect Approprst Cases rom RII Hospital Outpatient Deparment 0 CNE's
Autor surgery cenr,ER[1
RE——
RE I

quality infrastructure and publicly setting/monitoring quality and cost goals;

+ “Expand Secs at CNE'sBapes Cte Corinth PawtucketCampa Fall
Area” to address unmet urgent care, primary care, and behavioral healthcare needs;

« “Invest in Population Health Infrastructure and Addressing the Social Determinants
ofHealth™ by committing $10 million dollars over three years to invest in
technologies, capabilities, and programs that improve population health and addressaPe Hem

+ “Tansform RY nto Hl for Life Sieess Research and novation” by crenting
unified research administration and access to a comprehensive clinical database;
offering “world-classscientists”; and serving as catalysts to grow research andea

-
rn

physicians and public health professionals to train a diverse healthcare workforce.

Rianls)Ave a enies
only “potential benefits of integration” and contain neither detailed plans nor a description ofTE ay fosa

EEa_i.un a
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Dr. Babineau admitted that
[7 He further acknowledged that

Dr. Fanale admitted that

> Dr_Fanale conceded that

the partof leadership obviously raise significant concerns.

=
4. The research and national experience demonstrate that hospital

consolidation generally does not achieve the results the Parties claim
will be achieved here.

Because the Parties, even with the Chartis Report, do not actually detail how the
integration, including the outcomes they claim, will be achieved (systemically, clinically, or
financially), the Attorney General looks at the national evidenceofthe impactofhospital
consolidations on quality, access, and cost to determine whether the aspirational efficiencies and
goals described in the Chartis Report are realistic and achievable.

“The Attorney General's evaluationofthe projected outcomes begins with the history of
hospital mergers and consolidations. Over the last thirty years, many hospital systems have
consolidated and engaged in effort to accomplish system integration *2 The resultsofthese
efforts have been the subjectofcareful and convincing rescarch and are relevant to the analysis
under the HCA.

Inawidely cited statement before a February 2018 hearing in the House Subcommittee
on Energy and Commerce Oversight and Investigations, former chiefeconomist at the Federal
‘Trade Commission's Bureau of Competition and Carnegie Mellon professor Martin Gaynor
‘summarized the experience with hospital consolidation and system integration.

“7 Babineau Dec. 21, 2021 Tr. 2247-10; 74:13. 15(I

1d, 20 2417-19
© Fanale De. 30, 2021 Tr. 209:19-210:5; 23921-24.
© 1d 16323-16435

Seeid, Tr. 20:19:24
“4 Lawton Robert Burns. The U.S. Healthcare Ecosystem. (New York: McGraw-Hill 2021) at Chapter
12, Figures 12:4 and 12.8
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‘While the intuition, and the rhetoric, surrounding consolidation, has been positive,
the reality is less encouraging. The evidence on the effectsof consolidation is
mixed, but it’s safeto say that it does not show overall gains from consolidation.
Merged hospitals, insurers, physician practices,o integrated systems are not
systematically less costly, higher quality, or more effective than independentfirms
(see Burns and Muller, 2008; Bums et al., 2015; Goldsmith et al., 2015; Burns et
al, 2013; McWilliamsetal,, 2013; Tsai and Jha, 2014). For example, Burns etal.
(2015) find no evidence that hospital systems are lower cost, Goldsmith et al.
(2015) find no evidence that integrated delivery systems perform better than
independents, Koch et al. (2018) find higher Medicare expenditures for
cardiology practices in consolidated markets, and McWilliamset al. 2013) find
higher Medicare expenditures for large hospital-based practices. Since
consolidation in health care has been occurringfor a long time,i seems unlikely
that the promisedgains from consolidation will now materializeif they haven't
et. (emphases supplied)
‘The Attorney General's expert agrees, in the contextofthe Proposed Transaction.

Professor Lawton Burns, another oft-cited and notable healthcare management scholar, was
enlisted to serve as an expert in system integration for this review. Professor Bums is the James
Joo-Jin Kim Professor at the Wharton School at the UniversityofPennsylvania, where he is also
professor of management and codirectorofthe Roy and Diana Vagelos Program in Life Sciences
and Management. Professor Bums's extensive researchofhealth care in the United States
includes research into hospital mergers, formationof hospital systems, and physician-hospital
alignment, among many other related topics.

Professor Bums evaluated the details and purported benefitsofthis proposed merger as
described by the Parties and placed them in the contextof the academic and economic literature:
on hospital consolidations. He then applicd his more than thirty-five yearsofexperience
studying and working with hospitals to the matters the Parties should, and the Attomey General
must, consider here.

In his report (“Bums Report”), Professor Burns explains why itis unrealistic to expect
the consolidationofLifespan and CNE to lead to the benefits the Parties claim. First, he.
describes the complex issues pertaining to the proposalfor integrationofthe two systems. He
then identifies the gaps between the Parties® aspirational outcomes and concrete experience and
‘concludes that the risk these outcomes will not be achieved is much higher than the likelihood
that they will be.

For example, twoofthe many areas addressed by Professor Buns are access to care and
population health, and neither can be expected to improve by merging these hospital systems.

“ Statementof Martin Gaynor in Examining he Impactof Health Care Consolidation; Statement before
the Committee on Energy and Commerce Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee, U.S. House of
Representaives, Feb. 14,2018.
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a Accesstocare

With respect to access to care, the Parties havemadethe following statements publicly:

“The final piece [to protect and improve the healthof communities] is decreasing
health disparities and increasing access to health care. Hospitals, health care
providers and medical schools play the critical roleof supporting communities
and individuals whohavedifferent levelsofhealth literacy, and making health
care accessible.

After decadesofnationwide experience, factors that impact access to healthcare are
known. Professor Burns ditils them in his report:

Access to care, studied by researchers for decades, has been linked to the
availability of medical resources (physician and hospital supply), the ability to
payforcare (family income, insurance coverage), travel distances to reach that
care, and characteristicsofthe populations (.g., iliness level, willingness to seek
care, factors enabling care-seeking)4

Clearly, achieving the important goalof improving access to care will prove to be complex.
However, the available evidence demonstrates that hospital consolidation is not a factor that
leads to improved access. In fact, the evidence is to the contrary. Research cited by Professor
Bums in his report shows that “{clomparedto hospitals that id not combine, merged hospitals
were more likely to discontinue the obstetric and surgical lines and more likely to experience
decreasing utilization (stays, admissions) for mental/substance abuse disorders."

Expected increases in cost will decrease access to health care as well. Becausea key
factor in access to health care is the ability to pay for care, it is critical to understand the
relationship between hospital consolidation, access, and cost. There also, the evidence is
concerning:

Indeed, there isempirical evidence that mergershave just the opposite impact [on
access], and may increase disparities in health insurance access and thus
inequities in healthcare.7

An entirely realistic outcome from consolidating these two hospital systems is that insurance
coverage will become more costly, thereby reducing access to care.

“What we re all about, HealthierRl.com, Feb. 15, 2020, HealhierRI.comour-vision/écontrolled-costs
5 Bums Report at 43,
“1d ads
“Id. at 4, citing Robert Town, e al. Hospital Consolidation and Racial Income Disparities in Health
Insurance Coverage, Health Affairs 26 (4): 1170-1180, 2007.
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Overall, Dr. Bums concludes, “{rJesearch evidence indicates that hospital consolidation
does not improve access to care but in fact hurts it."

b. Population health and the healthcare system

Promisesofachieving improved “population health” for Rhode Islanders simply through
merger are also unrealistic. Researchhas also consistently shown an inherent challenge in

trying to achieve health —broadly defined through the tool ofa healthcare system: our
healthcare system contributes only ten to fifteen percent to our health status.“ Given that
stubborn fact, inorderto deliver on this audacious promise, the Parties owe not oly this
regulator but the patients the new system will serve evidence that they have done the hard work
and developed a rigorous, reality-based plan showing how this merged system will achieve what
they promise. The Attomey General feels confident tht, ifthe Parties had such aplan, it would
appear front and center in their Application.

5. Conclusion

‘The Attorney General must review the Parties’ transaction as proposed and measure how
well the public will be served by what is being proposed. Where, as here, the Attorney General
has lite insight into the details ofwhat is actually proposed, he cannot ferly and effectively
evaluate what, ifany, positive impacts the Proposed Transaction will have on Rhode Islanders.
“This inability is especially troubling where, the potential negative effectsof concentrating this
‘much marketpowerin one system are demonstrable and significant. Under these circumstances,
an HCA review can have only one outcome. And that is denial ofthe Parties’ Application.

D. The Parties’ approach to the Proposed Transaction raises questions about
‘whether they will be able to effectively integrate and improve healthcare
delivery and outcomes across the state.

Ifthe Proposed Transaction were to be approved, the Parties would begin the complicated
tasks of integrating their clinical care, facilities, operations, information systems, and
workforces, and contracting with key counterparties ike healthcare payers. When hospital
systems consolidate in this manner, that consolidation is difficult to undo, evenifregulatory.
agencies later denify additional, significant reasons for concern. Courts, academics, and
antitrust enforcers all acknowledge the challenge in “unscrambling the eggs” and restoring the
prior, pre-merger levelof competition.

“Bums Report at 4.
See J. Michael McGinnis and William Focge, Actual Causesof Death inthe United Staes, JAMA

270(18), 1993, at 2207-2212. Paula Braveman and Laura Gotlib,The Social DeterminanisofHealth
1s Time to Consider the Causes ofthe Causes, Public Health Reports, Jan-Feb 2014, at 19-31.
%FTCv. Univ. Health, Inc.,938 F.24 1206, 1217 n.23 (11th Cir. 1991) (“once an anticompetitive
merger is consummate it s ifficuit fo ‘unscramble the egg); Thomas L. Greaney, Coping with
Concentration, Health Affirs 36, no., Sept. 2017 (“challenges to consummated transactions are
notoriously difficult to mount, particularly becauseof iffculies inherent i fashioning relief, or
“unscrambling the egg”); FTC Comms J. Thomas Rosch, Consummated Merger Challenges ~ The Past
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For this reason, the Parties are asking Rhode Islanders to place considerable trust in them.
Asdiscussed above, in proposing this transaction—and a near-rreversible course for the State's
healthcare system— the Parties are promising that they will be able to effectively integrate and
improve healthcare delivery and outcomes throughout Rhode Island, without describing how
they plan to do it. The commitmentofthe systems’ leaders, doctors, nurses, and staffto
pursuing these critical goals is evident and should notbe questioned.

‘The HCA requires scrutinyofthe Parties’ approach to this merger, particularly when
their words in one setting have often diverged from the facts in another. For instance, the public
‘website created by the Parties to advocate for the merger says that, “[w]ith few exceptions,
8and Care NewBoffer sic] do not.Bon the basisof clinical services."

At the coreofthe Parties” proposal is the creation ofa “fully-integrated academic health
system™S* and the benefits it will bring to Rhode Islanders. As Dr. Babineau explained ina
public forum discussing the merger, “Rhode Island is the only state in New England that does
not have at least one integrated academic health system ... Massachusetts has five... Rhode:
Island has zero.” But this marketing point for the merger is difficult to square with Lifespan’s
‘own website, which calls Lifespan, in its current un-merged state, a “comprehensive, integrated,
academic health system with the Warren Alpert Medical School of Brown University."

Is NeverDead, (Mar. 29, 2012),
hitps:/wvew. ic. govsites defaultfiles documents publicstatementsconsummated-merger-challenges-
past-never-dead/|20329springmestingspecch.pdf, remarks delivered to ABA SectionofAntitrust Law
Spring Meeting (“we need o challenge and unwind anticompetitive transactions a quickly as possible to
minimize consumer injury. The longer we wait, the greater the problemof ‘unscramblingthe eggs).
Frequently Asked Questions, HealtierR.comyfag (accessed Feb. 7, 2022). Submissions by the Parties

also contend that Lifespan and Care New England are not competitors See, e.g, Hospital Conversion
Application, resubmitted Oc. 1, 2021 (“Application at R-CNE-LS-0000046 (Further, toasignificant
extent, the servicesofthe Transacting Parties complement each other and are not redundant or
competitive"); HCA Application at R-CNE-LS-00001 14 (“Lifespan and CNE are primarily
complementary health systems, with litle overlap in services."

See Section ILA 3.0
*I |C-CNE-02483140 at -
1a)

See, e.g, Application at R-CNE-LS-0000015.
5 The Businessof Healthcare panel discussion part of The Future of Healtheare in Rhode Island” event
(Des. 15,2020), TheFutureOfHealthcarelnR1 splashihat com.
Aboutfiiiiaccessed Feb. 3,202 I
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Morecritically, the Parties have argued that the merger “wil improve the quality of
medical care for patients across Rhode Island and surrounding region.”" Put another way,
using the slogan chosen to market the merger, the Parties have repeatedly said they will be
“Betteroataiii care to Rhode Islanders &* ae

Brown University’s involvement in the Proposed Transaction is another area where the
public messaging has not always aligned with the details presented to regulators. Statements and
‘marketing material position Brown as a third partner in the transaction that will merge Lifespan
and CNE“0 But, Lifespan and CNE structured this Proposed Transaction in a manner that does
not include Brown as a transacting party. The Definitive Agreement, signed only by Lifespan
and Care New England, alludes toa yet-o-be-developed affiliation agreement with Brown and
suggests that three seats on the new systems boardofdirectors may be occupied by individuals
affiliated with Brown.“ Because these provisions and Brown's role have not been formalized,
and because the Proposed Transaction is not contingent on anyof those additional developments

1 Our Vision, HealthierRl.com hips: healthier comlour-vision/ (accessed Feb. 7, 2022).
% Our Pledge, HealthierRl.com/2021/04/26 our-pledge! (accessed Feb. 7,2022) (committing fo the
“Beter Together Pledge” tha tates “Together, Lifespan, Care New England, and Brown University are
uniquely positioned t create Rhode Island-based, integrated academic health system that will improve
quality. ofhealthcare for all Rhode Islanders”) Timothy J. Babineau and James E. Fane,
Opinion/Babineau andFanale: 4 brightfuturefor health care in Rl, The Providence Journal, Mar. 20,
2021 (calling the merger “a singular opportunity to improve the qualityof medical cae fo all Rhode
Islanders")

TICE
“Home, HealthierRlcom (accessed Feb. 7, 2022) (prominently displaying Brown's logo alongside logos
ofLifespan and Care New England and explaining that “{Jhese three organizations have complementary
strengths tha, when combined, hld the promiseof thriving integrated academic health system”;
Brown University, Brown, Lifespan, Care New England to create integrated academic health system
(Feb. 23,2021), Brown.eduinews 2021-02-23 academic-health; The BusinessofHealthcare panel
discussion partofThe Future of Healthcare in Rhode Island”event (Dec. 15, 2020),
“TheFutureOfHealthcarelnRL.splashthatcom (presenting President Paxson alongside Dr. Babineau and Dr.
Fanale to explain the proposed academic health system).
1 See Definitive Agreement by and between Care New England Health System and Lifespan
Corporation (Feb. 23, 2021), R-CNE-LS16-00007.

14,21 (“the Parties desire to executea comprehensive and robust afflaion agreement with Brow");
id at 9 the new system’ board wil include “up to three (3) individuals who are not and have not been,
associated with either CNE or Lifespan, including, for example, individuals employed by or associated
with Brown’), R-CNE-LS16-0000808.
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ever transpiring, it is difficult for regulators to fully assess the impactof Brown's involvement
under the HCA framework that evaluates transactions by transacting parties.

Relatedly, it was difficult for the Attomey General to get clear answers about the role of
Brown'saffliated physician organization in the Proposed Transaction. The prospect that the
Parties and Brown would next consolidate physician services was anareaofspecific concern.
When questioned by the Attomey General's Office about efforts underway to merge Brown's
physician group with Lifespan’s and Care New England's physician organizations, the health
Systems’ leaders paused the three-way consolidationci

=

Sequencing transactions and limiting a key partner's on-paper involvement are both
strategies thePartiesare entitled to employ, but theiruse here does litte o allay concerns about
allowing the new system to take control ofa large partofRhode Island's healthcare market, with
such limited planning and view into how the integration would occur. Nor does a marketing
campaign downplaying the realitiesof competition or promising healthcare improvements that
the Parties know they may struggle todeliver allay these concerns

Finally, the Attomey General notes the Parties’ disregard for important and applicable
statutory criteria that apply to a transaction involving non-profit hospitals. The HCA directs the
‘Attomey General to determine whether each applicant hospital system, when deciding to pursuc
the transaction, “established appropriate criteria in deciding to pursue a conversion in relation to
carrying out its mission and purposes.” It is therefore significant and concerning to the
‘Attomey General that the Parties chose to ignore this provisionofthe HCA, stating in their
Application: “Becauseof the unique nature ofaCNE and Lifespan merger ... there was no
Request] Flor] Plroposal] process with board established criteria,”** The Parties’ position is
similar with respect to the HCA criteria thatdirects the Attorney General to address whether the
transaction is the only or best alternative, al in relation to the mission and purposeof each

“ Babineau Dec. 21, 2021 Tr. 1713-18724,
Tr. 1734,

5 1d. Tr, 18457,
41d. Tr, 187:15-18; id Ex.24, AM_042851
“TRI Gen. Laws § 23-17.14-10(5)3).
4 HCA Application at R-CNE-LS-0000043.
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system.” Without considering altematives, the Parties do no more than assert that the Proposed
‘Transaction is the only and best altemative.™ These provisions contained within the HCA
should not be treated with presumptive disregard, particularly where, as here, these HCA criteria
were the subjectoffocused inquiry by the Attorney General. In the contextofthe magnitude of
the Proposed Transaction, his disregard is particularly significant

E. The anticompetitive effects of his type of healthcare consolidation and the
shortfall in the Proposed Transaction’s integration and financial planning
‘cannot be solved through more regulation or conditions imposed under the
HCA.

1. The useofconditions and “Certificate of Public Advantage” laws by
states to regulate otherwise anticompetitive health system mergers
have not been shown to constrain price growth or promote quality
improvements over the long term.

Over the last three decades, several states ~ including Georgia, Maine, Montana, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia— have approved mergers of
‘competing hospitals with large market shares." Federal antitrust law has developed to exempt
state actions authorizing otherwise anticompetitive mergers from being subject to lability for
antitrust violations.” These state actions have often come in the formof “Certificate of Public
Advantage” or “COPA” laws permitting state regulators, like an attorney general's office ora
health department, 0 confer a COPA to merging hospitals, effectively approving a transaction”
State regulators have used the COPA process to place a rangeofconsiraints on a newly merged
entity in an attempt to address the anticompetitive harms posed by consolidation. Studies show,
however, that COPAS tend to be ineffective at preventing healthcare prices from rising over the
Tong term or promoting healthcare quality improvements.7*

Most COPAS seek to control hospital prices and keep costs down for consumers.
Regulators have employed different mechanisms in thei efforts to constrain healthcare spending,
including caps on hospital revenues, operating margins, cost growth, and charge growth, as well
as limits on the growthofthe numberofphysicians employed by a hospital system.” Some of

“ Ren. Laws§23-17.14-10(6)4).
7 HCA Application at R-CNE-LS-0000044.
1 See, generally, Christopher Garmon and Kishan Bhat, CertificatesofPublic Advantage and Hospital
Mergers: Evidencefrom Maine, Montana andSouth Carolina, June 24, 2020,a 2-4
” Randall R. Bovbjerg and Robert A. Berenson, CertificatesofPublic Advantage: Can They Address
Provider Market Power?, Feb 18,2015,at 4-5.
a
™ Garmon and Bhatt at 35-40; Christopher Garmon and Laura Kitch,Hospital mergersandantitrust
immunity: th acquisitionofPalmyra Medical Center by Phocbe Puiney Health, Dec. 2017, at 15-20.
7 COPA hospital price and spending control mechanisms have taken different forms;

‘Georgia's Hospital Authority Laws limited Phoebe Putney Health from obtaining more than a
“reasonablerateof return” above operating expenses. Garmon and Knmich at 5
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these measures have temporarily controlled price growth in the areas they sought to constrain.
But these regulatory tools are imperfect because, as healthcare economists like Dr. Cory Capps
have observed, [it is hard to design a system that doesn’t leave scope for evasion” and allow a
health system with market power to generate more revenue." Using the COPA imposed by
North Carolina on Mission Health as an example, Dr. Capps explained that the COPA featured a
cost growth captied to cost per case-mix adjusted discharge, which was derived from a weighted
averageofinpatient and outpatient services. By raising its charges or costs for outpatient
services relative to inpatient services, Mission Health could change the weighted average and
‘manipulate its overall costs as a matterofaccounting. Similarly, a cost growth cap that applied
specifically to Mission Hospital, the new system's anchor hospital, could be evaded by shifting
costs or investments outside that hospital to other partsofthe system.

More importantly, COPA-driven price controls are impermanent. COPA providing
regulatory oversightofhospital mergers often end not because they run their intended course, but
because they are repealed at the request ofa health system that has amassed significant political
influence. For example, in 2007, Benefis Healthcare successfully lobbied Montana's legislature
to repeal its COPA,” and in 2015, Mission Health persuaded North Carolina legislators that its
‘COPA had “outlived its usefulness."

‘Maine required Southern Maine Medical Center to restrict ts operating margin to no more than 3%
ofits total operating revenue. Garmon and Bhatt at 16.
‘Montana capped Benefis Healthcare's total revenue based ona cost target that deducted no-patient
Fevenues and was adjusted for inflation sing the BureauofLabor Statistics’ Hospital Producer
Price Index. Garmon andBhattat 8-9.
North Carolina capped Mission Health's operating margins and costs per case to the average levels
at comparable hospitals in the tat. Additionally, i capped Mission Health’ physician
employment and exclusive contracting with physicians at 20%, later raising this cap to 30%. Erin
C. Fuse Brown, To Oversee or no t oversee? Lessonsfrom the RepealofNorth Carolina's
Certificateof Public Advantage Law, Milbank Memorial Fund, Jan. 2019, at4
South Carolina reduced gros charges for all payers, restricted PalmettoHeali'sgrowth in gross
revenue to higher patient volume alone, and prohibited th system from receiving higher case-mix
adjusted nt inpatient revenue. Garmon and Bhatt at 5.
Tennessee and Virginia limited price increases by Ballad Health to th latest CMS Medicare
Market Basket amount plus 0.25% and appliedprice limitations oallpayers. Erin C. Fuse Brown,
Hospital Mergers and Public Accountability: Tennessee and Virginia Employ a Certificate of
"Public Advantage, Milbank Memorial Fund, Sep. 2019,at 18.
‘West Virginia fimited Cabell Huntingion Hospital and St. Mary's Hospital rate to the benchmark
rates set by the West Virginia Health Care Authority. Assuranceof Voluntary Compliance, I re:
Cabell Huntington Hospital AcquisitionofS. Mary's Medical Center, Nov. 4, 2015,

Cory Capps et al. Completed COPAs: Reviewing the Mission Healthand Bencfts Health COP-As, Jun.
18,2019,a1 34.
7 Garmon and Bhatt at 5
™ Erin C. Fuse Brown, To Oversee or not 0 oversee? Lessons from the Repealof North Carolina's
Cerificate of Public Advantage Law, Milbank Memorial Fund, Jan. 2019, at 5.
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‘When COPA conditions are removed, hospital prices often rise. Afer the repeal ofthe
Montana COPA, Benefis’ prices increased 20% more than the prices ofsimilarly sized and
positioned Montana hospitals. A COPAoverseeingthe Souther Maine Medical Center
expired in 2015 and is prices increased by over 40% more than the pricesof other large Maine
hospitals Prices have risen significantly in some systems even as COPA controls remained in
place, with, for example, South Carolina’s Palmetto Health increasing prices by 27% during the
‘COPA period, though these increases were consistent with price trends at other South Carolina
hospitals

‘There is also little evidence that COPA conditions can deliver improvements in
healthcare quality. A studyof the Phoebe Putney Health System's acquisition of the Palmyra
Medical Center, the only other hospital in Albany, Georgia, found tha, in addition to a large
price increase in the first year following the merger, the consolidation led toa significant
reduction in the qualityofcare delivered a the newly combined hospital.“ Mostofthe
measured hospital performance metrics, includingheart attack readmissions, heart failure:
readmissions, pneumonia mortality, prumonia readmissions, as well a patient dissatisfaction,
increased following the merger One recent study did observe promising healthcare quality
improvements following the merger ofNYU Langone Health, a New York City-based academic
‘medical system, and Lutheran Medical Center, a Brooklyn-based teaching hospital, but these
hospitals were not competitors and had small market shares in a hospital-dense environment
‘The removalofCOPA controls can also threaten quality. After the Maine COPA ended, patient
outcomes at the Southern Maine Medical Center deteriorated across most mortality and
readmissions measures. “*

2. The conditions proposed by the Parties insufficiently address the
‘competition problems created by this typeofconsolidation and the
shortfall in the Proposed Transaction’s integration and financial
planning.

“The Parties have recognized that the Proposed Transaction raises a rangeof concerns for
patients, workers, taxpayers, and regulators. In response, they have proposed a stof “pledges”

 Garmon and Bhat at 31.
1dat3.
“Ld a6.
“2 Garmon and Kmitch at 15-20,
“14, Of the eight performance measures examined, only hear attack mortality and heart failure mortality
improved following the merger.

Erwin Wange al, Quality andSafety Outcomes ofa Hospital Merger Following a Ful Integration at
aSafety Net Hospital, AMA Netw. Open, Jan. 6,202,
hitps:/jamanctwork.com/journals amanetworkopenfullaricle 27876526 text We3&20found?%20thatte
20a%20fuland?42027%425°420relative?s20reduction®s20in.
 Garmon and Bhatt at 38.
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or “commitments,” o the public as part oftheir marketing campaign,® and suggested
“conditions,” to regulators as part oftheir advocacy for the Proposed Transaction." These
‘commitments, whether styled as pledges or drafted as legal conditions, are largely the same and
touch on areas where the Proposed Transaction has been subject o criticism: healthcare costs,
quality, access, and equity. But, ater careful review, it is evident the commitments are
insufficient to address the competition problems created by thistypeof consolidation and the
shortfall in the Proposed Transaction’s integration and financial planning.

Critically, the Parties’ commitments inadequately address the extensiveharmscaused by.
the eliminationofcompetition that have been well documented in Section ILA. Key to the
Parties” proposal on managing healthcare costs is a commitment to “operate within rate caps
established by OHIC, with no appeals, for the firs thee years post-closing™H* Setting aside that
the Parties are obligated by law to comply with this regulation, the “commitment” does litte to
address competition concerns because, as Section IA.7.a demonstrates, the OHIC hospital rate:
ap cannot prevent the anticompetitiveeffectsofthe Proposed Transaction. Section ILA. 7.2
shows that the scope of OHIC's regulation is limited — it oes not apply to all healthcare services
— and that the rate cap couldbe challenged and overridden. Indeed, Care New England's
hospitals filed suit against OHIC challenging the rate cap on January 31, 2022.6 Moreover, the
‘commitment is limited to three years, which renders ita weak constraint”

T When this

Our Pledge, HealthierRlcom, Feb. 7, 2020, HealthierR1com/2021 04726 our-pledgel.
7 On January 12, 2022, the Parties met with the Attorney General and submitted set of proposed
conditions that in the Parties" view,couldbe imposed under the HCA to mitigate concerns abou the
Proposed Transaction. These condition were similar 0 the commitments detailed on HealthierRl.com,
the Parties website marketing the Proposed Transaction. In analyzing the pubic commitments and the
conditions submitted by the Partie, the Attomey General reviewed the record, examined the extensive
academic literature on these types ofconditions, asdetailed in Section ILE. and consulted Dr. Plum, an
economist specializing in healthcare matters, and Farella Braun + Martels healthcare antitrust
pracitioners.
4% Our Pledge, HealthierRl.com (Feb. 7, 20220), HealthierRl.com 2021/04/26our pledge
5 Complaint, Hospital Association of RhodeIslandet a. v. Tigue, R.1. Sup. Ct, PC-2022-00595 (Jan.
31.2022). Lifespan has also challenged OHIC atempls t expand ts regulatory authority; Officeofthe
Health Insurance Commissioner, “Stakeholder Comments on Advance Noticeof Proposed Rulemaking
230-RICR-20-30-4 Powers and Duiesofhe Offceof he Health Insurance Commissioner,” (Received
a5 ofJun. 24,2019),
hip: oh rigov documentsJuly#6202019)Stakeholderi20Comments*4200n20Advance?20Not
ice?42002420Proposed?s20Rulemaking?420Combined?%202019%206-24.pdfat 42.
 BCBSRI agrees tha th three-year commitment opens the door for fture rat increase. Bush Decl. {
19 “(tis unclear what ratincreases the merged entity could insist upon afte three years).

ulalsoiDecl. 119 (itis_Iincreases i merged eniityIinsist upon afer that
time”)
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commitment expires, Sections I1.A.4.d and IL.E.1 show that hospital prices and, consequently,
pn

smalsep tn sshobs cots te Poniesom to ein he “ent
ems re apsae ns Fete ce ry

Rhode Island Cost Trends Steering Committee." Here, it turns out, the Parties are committing
Lo something thy had previosy saree 10 do In December 2013 wh Dr. Babine, on bhal
ofLifespan, and Dr. Fanale, on behalfofCNE, joined the “Compact to Reduce the Growth in
Health Care Costs and State Health Carei in Rhode Island.”IE

Other “commitments” by the Parti are non-specific pledges to do things that most
Rhode Islanders assume their health systems are already working towards, like “increas(ing] ease
Fastest primary cn and behavior heath service” and “agvancling] ality bv
demonstrating improvement in readmissions and maintaining or improving national rating
benchmarks. The Parties public pled
IIor riddled vith commmiimen seo Pings they are already obligated to do and do not
i EE

is
he Paries ls have sought to eslve concerns ase byte wrkers aching an

agreement with four labor unions that,if the merger occurs, commits the Parties o: reservinga
seat on the new system's board for a union representative; assuming the existing collective
bargaining agreements; creating protections against layoffs; and offering retraining opportunities
for union members whose positions are eliminated. *” The Attorney General again recognizes
he impressive wok of th ions and hel Ider in scurn tes comments hom heEEa ey
ncaa shout he Pais: plans and he egutony proves.

2 Our Pledge, HealthierRl.com.
“ Rhode Island Health Care Cost Trends Steering Committee, Compact to Reduce the Growth in HealthCore Contantch CotSpi oe osae, Dee eSFy aae go Sots BRBBp Compacino Rete heGrowinHesCo Com an Seeaepennml ot
I.

Our Pledge, HealthierR1.com.

ProposalbyLifespan/CNE, Jan. 27,2022 (agreement between the Parties and Service EmployeesInco Union ONE. Uneses& hed Prteaton, Icon Brcthond ofTemmte ova 251, and Rate land seeinofTochrs ed Hoots Pomsionay,
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Transaction’s impacts on the labor market with a significant advantage: confidential information

notes that almost allofthe Parties’ commitments to the unions feature the same limitation: they
‘only bind the Parties through July 1, 2025,” a three-year period similar to the duration of the

hospitals with organized workforces, like Rhode Island Hospital, to those without, like Miriam,

new cancer center to bea union facility, this commitment expiresifthe center has not opened by

the likely harms to the labor market, as discussed in Section I1.A.6.d.

|]

>]

[]

id.

 FTC-CNE-02616680; Thomas C. Tsai and Ashish K. Jha, Hospital Consolidation, Competition, and

™ FTC-CNE-02616680.
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3. Rhode Island stakeholders have suggested thoughtful and creative
conditions, but any such constraints that could be imposed by the
Attorney General are also insufficient to mitigate the concerns posed
by the merger.

‘The Attorney General commends the organizations, agencies, and individuals that have
weighed in on the typesofregulatory constraints that might be employed to address the concerns
posed by the merger. Here, the Attorney General discusses two setsofparticularly thoughtful
recommendations: one submitted by the Rhode Island Foundation," and the other submitted by
OHIC’s Commissioner Patrick Tigue." Both setsof recommendations suggest approaches for
containing costs, incentivizing quality care, and developing oversight ofa Lifespan/CNE system
But, ater review and consideration, the Attorney General is not convinced that these conditions
~ tothe extent they could even be imposed by the Attomey General under the HCA — adequately
mitigate the Proposed Transaction’s anticompetitive effects.

From June 2021 through November 2021, the Rhode Island Foundation convened an
Integrated Academic Health System Community Input Committe to make recommendations to
regulators about the Proposed Transaction.’®® This work resulted ina series of helpful proposals
the Attomey General considered during the review. Manyofthese recommendations do not cure.
the problems raised by the Proposed Transaction’s consolidation but are commitments that
Lifespan and CNE should consider making outside the contextof the merger— things like.
‘expanding access for communitiesof color, directing institutional purchasing towards Minority
Business Enterprises and Women Owned Business Enterprises, and setting benchmarks for
addressing health disparities. Other recommendations, like targeting for 80%ofthe new
system’ patient population tbe in valued based payment models or recommittng to the cost
containment goalsof the Rhode Island Health Care Cost Trends Project, address the likelihood
ofrising costs and theneedto incentivize quality.” However, as Section ILE.| demonstrates,
even much stronger regulations have struggled to constrain price growth over the long term and
regulation has not been shown to assure quality improvements

Rode Island Foundation, Ensuring the IntegratedAcademic Health System Benefits al Rhode
landers, Nov. 2021, hitps: issu comviifoundation/docs/if_healthreport 2021 v6 digital singlepages.

Officeofthe Health Insurance Commissioner, The Care New Englandand LifespanProposed Merger:
"Payment Model Characteristics Necessary to Maximize Affordability and Quality Related to the Site of
Rhode Island Officof the Health Insurance Commissioner s Satutory Purpose, June 2021,
itp ohic.ri govidocuments 2021 June/OHIC3420CNE-
Lifespant%20Proposed®20Merger?i20Policy420Considerations*+20Working?:20Papert 206-29-

21%20Final pdf.
Rhode Island Foundationat 4-6.
1d 212022,24:26,
Id 126.8,
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‘Working papers submited by OHIC’s Commissioner also suggest strategies for
regulating a Lifespan/CNE system. As Section ILA. 7. explains, OHIC is charged with
regulating Rhode Island’s health insurance industry. While OHIC does not takeaposition on
whether the merger should be approved, OHIC advances ts recommendations in the event that
the Proposed Transaction proceeds and argues that “a permanent regulatory oversight structure”
is needed to oversee the merged system. Ifthe Proposed Transaction were approved, such
permanent regulatory oversight would be necessary, but the Attomey General remains concerned
that the tools this regulator would have at its disposal ae insufficient to address the new system's
‘market power. OHICdiscusses implementing “comprehensive price caps” and, like the Rhode
Island Foundation report, requiring the adoptionofvalue-based payment structures.’ But, as
Section ILE. | shows, sates around the country have attempted to design effective price controls
with litle Success, and similar restraints can be evaded and even repealed by a health system
with considerable political influence

4. The Attorney General cannot impose conditions on the Transacting
Parties that adequately address the Proposed Transaction’s
anticompetitive effects and shortfalls in financial and integration
planning.

Under the HCA, the Attorney General may approve a proposed transaction with
“conditions directly related to the proposed conversion.” The Attomey General has used this
tool t0 safeguard Rhode Islanders’ access o quality and affordable care in recent transactions
such as the 2021 change in ownership of Roger Williams Medical Center and Our Lady of
Fatima Hospital and the 2016 acquisition of Westerly Hospital by the Yale New Haven Health
System.” These hospital conversions, however, differed significantly from the Proposed
Transaction in that they did not seek to combine competing hospitals or health systems with
large sharesofRhode Island's healthcare market. Whether modeled by other sates, proposed by
the Transacting Parties, or suggested by other Rhode Island stakeholders, the typesofconditions.
that could be imposed through the HCA are inadequate to address the Proposed Transaction’s
anticompetitive effects and shortfalls in financial and integration planning. Such conditions
cannot recreate the competition lot, they are not permanent—even when well-designed—and

Officeof the Health Insurance Commissioner at 19-20.
™ ld. at 4-19.
TOR.Gen. Laws§ 23-17.14-10(a)4). A separate section ofthe HCA provides the Attorney General
with similar authority to impose conditions on for-profit acquirors. RI. Gen. Laws § 23-17.14-28(0).
7" Attomey General HCA Decision, InRe: Initial Applicationof Chamber Inc, Ivy Holdings Inc; vy
Intermediate Holdings, nc. Prospect Medical Holdings, Inc. Prospect East Holdings, Inc.; Prospect East
Hospital Advisory Service, LLC; Prospect CharterCARE, LLC; Prospect CharterCARE SIHSRI, LLC;
Prospect CharterCARE RWMC, LLC. (un. 1,2021),
hips:/iag1i govisitesg/ flekgburd96/fle documents ProspectChamber_Ivy_AG_HCA.Decision.
df; Attomey General HCA Decision, In Re: Expedited Review Hospital Conversion Initial Application of
‘Yale-New Haven Health Services Corporation, Lawrence + Memorial Corporation and LMW Healthcare,
Inc. d/bia Westerly Hospital (Sep.1,2016),
hips:/ragi govsites giles kgburd6files documentsLMYNHEFinal pdf.
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‘can be removed or—will gl and By cannot[EEE

“To the extent that competition regulators lke the FTC and DOJ consider proposals from
parties seeking to proceed with an otherwise anticompetitive merger, they prefer structural
remedies that maintain competition in the relevant markets by requiring the merging firms to
divest certain assets As Section ILA.3 explains, the head-to-head competition between
CNE's Kent Hospital and Lifespan’s Rhode Island Hospital and Miriam Hospital that would be
eliminated by the Proposed Transaction is considerable. But, even ifKent Hospital were not part
ofthe Proposed Transaction, the merger would still eliminate significant competition in the
markets for behavioral health, outpatient surgical services, ACOs, and the labor market, as
Section I1.A.6 shows. These anticompetitive effects illustrat the challenge of identifying a

I
Moreover, conditions like hospital price caps or quality incentives cannot cure the

anticompetitive harms resulting from the Proposed Transaction. As shown in Section ILE.1, this
consolidationof competing health systems with large market shares is precisely the type of
merger that has proven difficult to constrain through COPA conditions targeting price or cost
growth. Any conditions the Attorney General could impose on the Parties under the HCA would
suffer the same limitations as those used in COPA —they could be evaded and likely would not
improve healthcare quality.

Evenif such conditions were effective, the HCA limits their use to a five-year period.’
While this interval may be sufficient to oversce the milestones related toa hospital integration, it
does not lend itselfto monitoring the consequencesofthe Proposed Transaction’s elimination of
competition. Section ILE.1 demonstrates that these harms ar likely to worsen over time as the
‘now-dominant system cements is control of Rhode Island's healthcare market. And,ifthe new
system were subject to conditions, it would likely seck to remove or revise them using its
enormous influence, as Section ILE.| shows other dominant health systems have attempted.
‘When the conditions end, either because they are removed or they have run their natural course,
Sections ILA and ILE.1 make clear that Rhode Islanders’ healthcare costs ar likely to rise.

‘Conditions are also unable to increase the new system's debcapacityand the likelihood
thatthe Parties will make the necessary investments to deliver on the promisesof the new
integrated academic health system. In the recent Prospect Medical HCA decision, the Attorney
General imposed conditions that sought to ensure the long-term fiscal stabilityoftwo Rhode.
Island hospitals. There, Leonard Green & Partners, a well-resourced private equity firm, was
selling ts ownershipinterest aftr having extracted hundredsofmillionsofdollars from Prospect

72 Martha Samuelson, e al, Merger Remedies Guide at Economic Analysisof Merger Remedies, Global
‘Competition Review (ith ed 2021, hips globalcompeitonreview.com guide he-guide-merger-
remedies fourth-cdition; U.S. DepartmentofJustice Antiust Division, Merger Remedies Manual, Sep.
2020, htps: vwjustice gov at page file/1 312416 download
PIR Gen. Laws§ 23-17.14-28(d).
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Medical, the company that owns Roger Williams Medical Center and Fatima Hospital, leaving
Prospect a financially unstable and highly leveraged entity. The Attorney General required
Leonard Green and Prospect Medical to set aside $80 million to shore up the hospitals’ perilous
finances."

Here, unlike in Prospect, there is no exiting party witha responsibility to contribute to the
Solvencyof the system created by the transaction. Instead, as Section ILB explains, the new
system's finances—and its ability to make planned investments—depend on revenues debt
ra BB efficiencies, andBaid. =

IL Public comments submitted during the HCA review reveal Rhode Islanders’
‘appreciation for the promiseof a new integrated health system and concerns about
its potential negative impacts on healthcare quality, access, and affordability.

‘The Proposed Transaction has generated a significant amount of interest and comments
from the public. Membersof the public submitted around 200 written commentsand,over the.
courseofthree public mestings, 55 individuals offered their views on the Proposed Transaction.
‘Commenters wrote and spoke on behalfofbusinesses, community and nonprofit organizations,
and labor unions, and in thei capacities as patients, workers, taxpayers, community members,
and elected officials. Taken together, the recordofpublic comments reviewed and considered by
the Attomey General reveals Rhode Islanders’ appreciation for the promise ofa new integrated
academic health system and concerns about ts potential negative impacts on healthcare quality,
access, and affordability. In this Section, the Attorney General discusses a representative set of
comments from Rhode Island's business community and healthcare organizations, labor unions.
and health system workers, patients and community members, community and civic
organizations, and state govemment officials.

A. Business community members and healthcare organizations

Business community views on the Proposed Transaction were mixed, with organizations
highlighting the benefits of high-quality healthcare system for Rhode Islands economy, while
also expressing concen abou the potential foramerged Lifespan/CNE system to abuse its
market power. In.an opinion piece published in the Providence Journal, Bruce VanSaun, CEO
ofCitizens Financial Group, and Tom Gilbane, Chairman and CEOofGilbane Inc., echoed the
Viewsof several prominent businesses, writing tha the Proposed Transaction is an “opportunity
to transform downtown Providence into a nationally leading research hub, and recreate the
economy-driving success tha cities such as Boston, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, and Baltimore have
enjoyed in recent years,” and that “(bringing Lifespan and Care New England together to form
an integrated academic health system with Brown University should help position Rhode
Island's economy for growth moving forward while at the same time ensuring that the health

7M Attomey General HCA Decision, In Re: Initial Applicationof Chamber Inc,e a. at71-79.
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care needs ofRhode Islanders are met"! Aidan Petrie, managing partnerof the New England
Medical Innovation Center, said, “I think that [the Proposed Transaction] can only benefit
health care] in Rhode Islandifwe have a larger system that is well integrated, well informed,
well managed appropriately with appropriate controls.”

Several healthcare organizations shared significant concerns about the Proposed
Transaction’s likely anticompetitive effects. Michael Souza, CEOof Landmark Medical Center,
‘wrote in opposition to the Proposed Transaction explaining that “this will crate a healthcare
monopoly” and, in addition to “the numerous healthcare services that would be monopolized by
the new company, it would also have an impacto the labor market [because other providers of
healthcare] would have extreme difficulty recruitingstaff against the new company.” Joan
Kwiatkowski, CEOof PACE Organization of Rhode Island which is a nonprofit health plan for
low-income elderly Rhode Islanders, wrote that PACE is “concerned the rate we pay the
hospitals will increase if the merger is allowed to go through” because, “[W]ith decreased
competition,weexpect that 2 unified hospital system would require PACE-RI to pay increased
rates across all hospital, something that would cost PACE-RI, and in turn the government,
hundredsofthousandsofdollars in extra fees each year." As discussed in Section ILA, Blue
Cross Blue Shield ofRhode Island, the state’s largest health insurer, testifies about the potential
anticompetitive effectsofthe Proposed Transaction and also submitted a comment letter
expressing consistent views.”

David Katseff, a Pawtucket-based small business owner, wrote urging the Attorney
General to consider “what a merger between the state's two largest health systems will mean for
small businesses .... Mainly, will it increase costs for my business and my workers?” As the
comment explained, “[h]ealth expenses are already a large expense for the operation of my small
business [] and when health insurance costs continue to ris, things like wage increases or
additional worker benefits become unsustainable .... Health costs often crowd out other
incentives I would like to provide for my workforce but cannot afford. 7 Public testimony
from Al Charbonneau, Executive Directorofthe Rhode Island Business Group on Health, noted
that it was important to focus on the outcomeofthe Proposed Transaction, describing it as “a
formationof what arguably will be the most highly consolidated hospital market in the
country." Mr. Charbonneau alo stated that “the data identify hospitals as a major source of

Bruce Van Saun and Tom Gilbane, Opinion Van Saun and Gilbane: Citizens, Gilbane endorse Plan 0
bring Lifespan and Care New England systems together, TheProvidence Journal (Dec. 20, 2021).
7 Aiden Petrie, New England Medical Innovation Center, Lifespan/CNE Public MectingJan. 26, 2022
Te. 19:59.
"Letter from Michael Souza, Landmark Medical Center (Jan.31, 2022).
8 Letter from Joan Kwiatkowski, PACE Organization of Rhode Island (Feb. , 2022),
7 Letter from Michelle Lederberg, Blue Cross Blue Shield ofRhode Island (Feb. 2, 2022)

Email from David Katsff (Jan. 20 2022).
7! Al Charbonneau, Rhode Island Business Group on Healt, Lifespan/CNE Public Meing Jan 26,
2022 Tr. 30:14-18.
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increasing commercial health insurance premiums, which means we should be extremely careful
pulling the trigger on another merger, particularly ina fee-for-service environment.”

B. Labor unions and workers

Many labor unions and healthcare workers offered their perspectives on the Proposed
Transaction. Following the agreement between the Parties and the four unions representing more
than 10,000 Lifespan and CNE healthcare workers, which is discussed more full in Section
ILE 2, Service Employees Intemational Union 1199NE (*SEIU), United Nurses& Allied
Professionals (“UNAP"), International BrotherhoodofTeamsters Local 251, and the Rhode
Island FederationofTeachers and Health Professionals signaled their support for the Proposed
“Transaction. On behalfofUNAP, union President Lynn Blais wrote that “an integrated health
care system with CNE, Lifespan and Brown University will have a powerful capability to
improve patient outcomes that cannot likely be achieved in a more fragmented system."
Heather Kelley, speaking on behalfofSEIU, explained that the deal reached with the Parties
“will address someof the worst fears we have expressed” by guaranteeing union representation
in the new system's govemance structures and providing other protections for workers.”

A significant numberofwritten comments and public testimony by healthcare workers at
Lifespan/CNE hospitals expressed serious concerns abou the Proposed Transaction. Meghan
Lynch, an employee at Butler Hospital, wrote that “[tJhere are many incentives for [doctors in
leadership roles at Lifespan who are already affiliated with Brown] to continue to put their
clinical duties on supportstaffand trainees so that they may pursue additional, lucrative
opportunities through their affiliation with Brown,” and worries that this pattern will continue if
the merger is approved.”DanaCiolf, a medical technologist at WI who has worked there for
42 years, noted her experience “at Women & Infants both as a stand-alone hospital and one that
is part ofa system” and asked at a public meeting, in lightof the pending merger:

‘What assurances do we have right now that corporate interests will not
overshadow patient interest, as we have already experienced? What assurances do.
we have now that this monopoly will not abuse its extreme power over
employees, union, or community? What assurances do we have now that we will
be able to maintain our fair competitive wages, excellent benefits, and job security
beyond our current contracts? What assurances do we have now thatwewill not
combine our specialized services, such as the lab anddiagnostic imaging and
many other areas, into large departments that will have to be moved to larger
central locations, diluting those specialties to the detrimentof our patients?’

Hd a3
™ Letter from Lynn Blas, United Nurses& Alied Professionals (Feb. 1, 2022).

Heather Kelley, Lifespan/CNE Public Meeting Feb. 10,2022 Tr. 61:20-62:11.
7 Letter from Meghan Lynch (Jan. 31, 2022).

Dana Cio, Lifespan/CNE Public Megting Feb. 10, 2022 Tr. 21:5-21
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C. Physicians, patients, and community members

Rhode Islanders from across the state submitted written comments and spoke at the
public hearings on the Proposed Transaction. Dan Cahill, “speakfing] as a patient,”objectedto
the merger because, “I think it gives a monopoly status in the provision of health care, which
‘won't be good for patients.” Niyoka Powell, who worked as a nurse at Butler Hospital until
the pandemic, stated, “I do not believe the merger is going to benefit Rhode Island at all”
because “we need to make sure thatthe bone structureofthese hospitals are already fixed before:
You merge to something else..." Ina letter, Daniel Sloat wrote, [it is one thing to give the
people universal health coverage, it is another thing to give them universal healtheare in the form
ofa monopoly. There is some real potential for progress within this new integrated entity, but
far too many causes for concen clouding this merger that officals have thus far done litle to
explicate.”

Several physicians and physician organizations also offered their views on the Proposed
Transaction. Dr. Lynn Somerville, an internist, cited experience at Miriam Hospital during its
‘combination with Lifespan and noted that she “watched the subsequent decline in care to patients
and increasingemployeedissatisfaction,” while “[cJost to the institution and costof medical
care did not go down (which had been predicted and was oneofthe reasons for the merger).”™
Dr. David Barrall, a surgeon, wroteto “vigorously oppose” the Proposed Transaction because it
is “anti-competitive and will lead to higher costs, further limit patient choice, and further drive
out independent practices thusleadingto further health system monopoly.” Dr. Keith
Callahan, Presidentofthe Rhode Island Academy of Family Physicians, expressed the
organization's support for the Proposed Transaction while suggesting that regulators should
impose a condition requiring the Parties to “Expand Family Medicine Graduate Medical
Education (GME) Training Positions and Sites for Family Medicine because, “at present, CNE
sponsors all 48 Family Medicine GME positions in the State in two underserved areas

(Pawtucket Central Falls and West Warwick) [and] the merged entity will have over 700 GME
positions.”

D. Community and civic organizations

Multiple community and nonprofit organizations provided public comments on the
Proposed Transaction. Karen Malcolm, speaking ata public meeting as the coordinatorofthe
Protect our Healthcare Coalition, tated, “Jhe proposed merger would create a monopoly []
with enormous influence.” Ms. Malcolm also cited the S-year limitation on conditions
imposed under the HCA discussed in Section I1.E.4, and said: “That isn’t enough. The fact that

7 Dan Catill, Lifespan/CNE Public Meeting Jan. 26, 2022 Tr. 642-7,
7 Niyoka Powell Lifespan/CNE Public Meeting Jan. 26,2022 Tr. 6:17-7:18

Letter from Daniel Sloat (Jan. 26,2022).
7 Email from Dr. Lynn Sommerville (Feb. 2, 2022).

Lette from Dr. David Barrall Jan. 28, 2022).
7Letter from Dr. Keith Callahan, Rhode Island Academy ofFamily Physicians (undated).
7 Karen Malcolm, Lifespan CNE Public Meeting Jan. 26, 2022 Tr. 38:24.
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we lack a permanent robust mechanism to oversee such a large system is a problem that we think
should be considered when evaluating the application.” Cortney Nicolato, President and CEO
ofthe United Way of Rhode Island urged regulators tobe vigilant in their reviewofthe Proposed
Transaction to “ensurfe] that this merger prioritizes increased and equitable access to high
qualitycare that improves public health outcomes for our low income and Black Indigenous
PeopleofColor (BIPOC) in our communities.” Chris Koller, Presidentof the Milbank
Memorial Fund and a Rhode Island resident, wrote to recommend the Attomey General reject
the Proposed Transaction because, “by [the Partes’] own admission, they did not ck other

partners,”and the Parties” application “fails to explore or make the case for why the proposed
merger is superior to the altemativeofboth health systems remaining independent.” And, as
examined in Section ILE.3, the Rhode Island Foundation submitted an extensive set of
recommendations for regulators on the Proposed Transaction.”

E. State government officials

Several elected officials, government agencies, and other government organizations
offered public comments on the Proposed Transaction. Writing jointly, House Speaker K.
Joseph Shekarchi and Senate President DominickJ.Ruggerio submitteda letter detailing their
“full and unequivocal support” for the merger noting that they “aspire, for the goodofll Rhode
Islanders, to constructatrue, fully-integrated academic health system here with Brown
University that wil rival other well-known systems” in Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New
Hampshire.” In a public meeting, Representative David Morales spoke ofhis concern that “the
merger would essentially create a monopoly [) leaving Rhode Islanders with litle options when
pursuing care,” and noted how, across the country, “hospital mergers have been approved
without the proper oversight and regulations which have resulted in severe consequences, hurting
working peopl, communitiesofcolor, and hospital workers...“ Senator Louis P. DiPalma,
also speaking at a public meeting, noted “recent reductionsofservices at Newport Hospital,” and
stated that he is “concemed this reduction ofservices to my constituents would aceelerate any
potential post-merger.”®

Other legislators and government agencies and organizations shared their views.
Representative Rebecca Kislak wrote with “serious concerns regarding the proposed merger”
stemming, in part, because “we do not have a sufficiently strong regulatory framework in place

Id at 388-12.
7 Letter from Cortney Nicolato, United WayofRhode Isand (Jan. 31, 2022)
7 Lette from Chis Koller Milbank Memorial Fund (Feb 9, 2022).
7 Rhode Island Foundation, Ensuring he Integrated Academic Health System Benefis all Rhode
Ianders, Nov. 2021, tps: issu comviifoundation/docs/if_healthreport 2021 v6digital singlepages.
(Nov. 201).
7 Leter from Hon. K. Joseph Shekarchi and Hon. Dominick Ruggerio (Feb.3,2022).
7 Hon. David Morales, Public Meeting Tr. Jan. 26, 2022 69:6-12; 69:18:21 (Jan. 26, 2022).
7 Hon. Lous DiPalma, Lifespan/CNE Public Meeting Feb. 10, 2022 Tr. 57:25-58:5.
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to appropriately manage suchalarge system in our state.” Representative Liana Cassar wrote
opposing the Proposed Transaction, tating that “the health of Rhode Islanders would benefit
from these entities renewing theireffortsto raise the bar on meeting the health care needsofthe
state without creating a monopoly.” Also,asdiscussed more fully in Section ILE.3, OHIC
Commissioner Patrick Tigue submitted multiple working papers addressing the merger and the
state Primary Care Physicians Advisory Committee noted the Parties” “control [of] more than
700 graduate medical education (GME) positions in the sate” and the need for the new system to
“prioritize the well-being, support and compensation of primary care physiciansand those in
training"

IV. The fateof Rhode Islands healthcare market does not depend on the Proposed
Transaction, and the Attorney General must promote competition and preserve the
solvency of the state’s hospitals until structural reforms are embraced and pursued.

‘The Attorney Generals review and this Decision have established that there are several
reasons for serious concer about the Proposed Transaction, which taken alone or together
require denialofthis Application. In Section ILA, the Attorney General demonstrates tht the
merger is likely to substantially reduce competition or inpatient general acute care hospital
services, violating the Rhode Island Antitrust Act and rendering it improper under the Hospital
Conversions Act. The harms that are likely to result from the Proposed Transaction ~ higher
costs, lower quality, reduced access, and less favorable conditions for workers — are also the
resultof competition eroding in markets for outpatient surgical services, behavioral health, and
accountable care organizations, and in the labor market for nurses.

Sections I1.B and ILC further show that there are significant shortfall inthe Parties”
financial and integration planning for the Proposed Transaction. As Section ILE concludes, the
Attorney General cannot propose conditions that sufficiently address these anticompetitive
effects and deficiencies in financial and integration planning. Together these conclusions lead to
an important question: IfLifespan and Care New England do not merge, what is next for Rhode.
Island's healthcare market?

‘The Attomey General takes that question in two parts: first, addressing whether, as some
have argued, the survivalofRhode Island's healthcare market depends on this merger and,
second, discussing the importanceofpromoting competition and preserving the solvencyofthe
state’s hospitals until state and federal policymakers choose to pursue more ambitious, structural
healthcare reforms.

Lette from Hon. Rebecca Kislak (Feb. 11,2022),
7 Lette from Hon. Liana Cassar (Feb. 11,2022).
7 Emailfrom Commissioner Patrick Tigue (Jan. 25, 2022).
7 Letter from Dr. Mariah Stump and Dr. Joanna Brown (Feb. 9, 2022)
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A. Clim that thismergeris necssry oli the lss of Rhode stand
Patients alot, and contol t Bastn- ar NewHavenbased healheare
a

Some supportersofthe merger contend that, notwithstanding the competition problems
created by the Proposed Transaction, anything short of a combinationofLifespan and CNE willarEeen mE riers
Relhereaysms. Serving Rhode ianpatents ode sand hoslas,renning lented

a
healthcare systems are important health and economic policy priorities that deserve
consideration. A deeper examination ofRhode Island's healthcare market and regulatory
‘system, however, reveals that these concerns overlook key realities documented in the record.

First, Rhode Islanders exhibit strong preferences for receiving care at nearby hospitals.As Sesion LA explains, Dr. Plan'salERot:
Rhode Islanders want local care and do not wantto travel outside the state for services.” WhenTEI
Niaschusets towns auch s St Ann's Hospi (Flier, Charon Memorial Hospital (Fal
River), and Sturdy Memorial Hospital (Attleboro)."* Rhode Islanders also leave the state for
care at Boston-area hospitals. Most go to oneofthe world’s two top-ranked hospitals: Brigham
& Women's Hospital and Massachusetts General Hospital. However, the commercially insured
Rhode Islanders who go to these hospitals for care are generally more severely ill. Cardiac care
and cancer treatment — two formsof specialized care —are the top two reasons Rhode Islanders
visit Brigham and Women's Hospital.’” It is unlikelythat a potential future merger with an out-Ty reno
ye

EE
healthcare needs and preferencesofRhode Islanders by serving them locally.

Rhode Island's current healthcare market, with Lifespan andCNE competing as distinct
health systems, also manages to attract and retain talented medical professionals. As Dr. Jack
Elias, the longtime DeanofBrown University's Medical School, explained in a recent column in
The Providence Journal, doctors trained by leading research universities often stay to practice
‘medicine where they receive their medical education.’* Indeed, 50%ofthe physicians who
complete medical school and residency at Brown end up practicing medicine in Rhode Island.’

45 See Section 11.A.4.a formorediscussionofRhode Islanders’ strong preference for local care.
74 pflum Report 355and note 259.
7 pflum Report § 358. Dr. Pflum’s analysisofpatient outmigration finds that patients who travel for ahrsRn
"Jack A. Elia, Brown Doctors Say o Serve Rhode Island, The Providence Journal, Dec. 16, 2021.

1d,
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‘The qualities tha already make the state an attractive place for physicians to live, practice
medicine, and conduct research are unlikely to disappearifthe merger is not consummated.

Itisalso unlikely that, absent the opportunities presented by the merger, Rhode Islands
health system leaders and their control over the state's hospitals will suddenlyshiftto
neighboring states at Rhode Island's expense. These fears seem exaggerated particularly given
that severalofthe Parties’ key exccutives already have significant tes to Massachusetts but
nevertheless serve Rhode Island's health systems. For example, Lawrence Aubin, Sr.
Lifespan’s board char, lives in Rehoboth.” Dr. Fanale, CNE’s President and CEO), sees
patients at Worcester's UMass Memorial Medical Center where he is an Associate Professor of
Medicine. The two systems are also able to recruit talented leadersfrom Massachusetts fo
Rhode Island. In 2021, Lifespan appointed Dr. Saul Weingart, who had been the Chief Medical
‘Officer and Senior Vice President for Medical Affairs at Boston-based Tufts Medical Center and
Tus Children’s Hospital, its new President of Rhode Island Hospital

Finally, it is important for Rhode Islanders to understand that out-of-state (or in-state)
health systems are unable to acquire or merge with Rhode Island hospitals without rigorous
regulatory review. Any proposed change in the control ofa Rhode Island hospital whether
initiated bya non-profit corporation, as is the case in his transaction,or a for-profit corporation
must be reviewed by the Attomey Generals Office and the Departmentof Health under the same
Hospital Conversions Act under which ths review is conducted. For instance, when Partners
HealthCare proposed to acquire Care New England in 2018, the Attomey General's Office and
the Department of Health commenced a similar review under the HCA that continued until the
parties withdrew their HCA application in June 2019. If, after the current regulatory process
concludes, an out-of-state health system proposes to acquire one or moreof the hospitals
involved in the Proposed Transaction, the Attorney General will thoroughly examine the impact

ofthat potential hospital conversion on Rhode Islanders’ access to quality and affordable
healthcare. And, while conditions and additional regulations under the HCA are insufficient to
address the anticompetitive harmsofthis Proposed Transaction, the right, robust conditions
could be effective to address concemsoflocal governance and control.

7° Citizens Commercial Banking, Advisory Board Member & Citizens Membership Biographies, at 3
(Lawrence A. Aubin biography).
7 UMass Memorial Healt, JamesE. Fanale, MD, Physicians Feb. 9, 2022),
‘UMassMemorial org detail 1663 James.fanale geriatric medicine.worcester
J rearFTC-CNE-02614132.
7% G. Wayne Miller, New president to lead RhodeIslandandHasbro Children's hospitals, The
Providence Joumal, Feb. 1, 2021
"RL Gen. Laws §23-17.14-10establishes the review processforconversions involving not-for-profit
‘corporations while RI. Gen. Laws § 23-17.14-12 ets the review process for conversions where. for-
profit corporation isthe acquirr. A proposed change in ownership mustb reviewed by the Atiomey
General's Office and the Department of Health under the HCA whena new acquiror gains a controling
interest in the hospital. See RI. Gen, Laws Ann. § 23-17. 14-46).
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B. The Attorney General must promote competition and preserve the solvency
of Rhode Island's hospitals until consensus emerges among state and federal
policymakers to pursue more ambitious, structural healthcare reforms.

“The record has amply demonstrated that there could be more competition in the Rhode:
Island healthcare marketplace—and that Rhode Islanders would benefit from this competition.
Lifespan, for instance, could revisit its choice to not compete with CNE for obstetrics patients.
Section I1A.4.¢.2 explains that, in 2016, Lifespan attempted to win over W&I patients by filing a
CertificateofNeed application with the Rhode Island Department of Health to expand its
obstetrics services, re-fing the application in 2017. In Lifespan’ words, people “in Rhode
Island have very few altematives when it comes to where they will deliver their babies” and that
“falltematives to Women & Infants and the Care New England system are needed.”
Following an objection by CNE, Lifespan abandoned its application even thought was prepared
to spend $43 million to create an expanded obstetrics unit that it believed would lower costs and
offer more choice to Rhode Islanders.”

Moreover, the Parties should reexamine the anticompetitive agreement RIH and Weil
struck in 1983. Section I1A.7.b discusses how this ground lease agreement provides that, in
retum for a $100 yearly rent o RIH, W&I may operate its hospital on the campus owned by RIH
and on which RIH also operates. But the lease, which runs to December31,2085, prohibits
Wel from offering any services that are not related to “maternity, obstetrics, gynecological and
infant patients.” Public statements, testimony, and documents show that CNE views the lease:
as an impediment to expanding its service offerings.

‘Competition in Rhode Island's healthcare market could also be strengthened by a
realignmentofhospitals or health systems. The Attomey General does not take a position on the
strengths and weaknessesofhistorical proposals but observes that there has been no shortage of
them in recent years, including by non-profit health systems and organizations. In 2018, Partners
Healthcare, a Massachusetts non-profit health system, attempted to acquire CNE. Also in 2018,
Brown University, a Rhode Island non-profit, proposed to acquire W&1’' Ata minimum, these
proposals demonsirate that there are likely to be a varietyofrealignment paths for health system
leaders and policymakers to consider.

‘The Attorney General has demonstrated an understandingofand willingness to act on the:
specific perils and concems posed by transactions involving for-profit health systems seeking to
acquire Rhode Island hospitals. In the Prospect Medical HCA decision issued in June 2021, the

™ Cerificateof Need Application, Lifespan, submitted to Rhode Island Departmentof Health Jan. 17,
2017) 26.
Hal.
7 “Ground Lease” between Rhode Island Hospita (landlord) and Women & Infants Hospital ofRhode.
Island (nan) for the Land Underlying the Women& Infants Hospital ofRhode Island Building (Nov. 1,
1983) at 7.
"Ted esi, Brown U. Prospect reveal they want 0 buy Care New England hospital group, WPRI.com
(Jan. 11,2018), hits:wv wpricominewseyewitness-news-investigates brown-u prospect reveal-hey-
Want-10'buy-care-new-england-hospital-group
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Attomey General imposed unprecedented conditions (0 safeguard two Rhode Island hospitals.
‘Any similar proposed merger or acquisition wil equire robust review under the HCA, and the
‘Attorney General will continue to scrutinize these transactions o safeguard care, access, and
affordability for healthcare in Rhode Island. Again, while the Office docs not have regulatory
tools or conditions to prevent the competitive harmsofthis Proposed Transaction, the Office has
the tools to guard against bad actors in the for-profit space.

Promoting competition and preserving the solvency of Rhode Island's hospitals are key
objectives for regulators like the Attomey General until state leaders decide to pursue more
ambitious healthcare reform, and until those efforts are accompanied by meaningful support and
reform at the federal level. One example ofa more ambitious reform would be Maryland's sate-
set hospital rates and caps on healthcare spending and hospital revenues. Public comments
submitted by organizations including the Rhode Island Foundation and OHIC identify the
Maryland approach and the Maryland Health Services Cost Review Commission as structural
reforms worth reviewing

Maryland's modelof healthcare spending oversight i unique atthe state level. Hospital
rates are regulated by an independent tte body and historically al payers —private,
commercial, Medicare, Medicaid — were charged about the same rae forthe same service at the
same hospital’ To make this approzch viable, the federal government agreed to pay more for
Medicaid and Medicare patient, if Maryland's hospitals agreed to accept lower rates for
commercially insured patents, creating the all-payer” ate. In 2014, Maryland modified its
system to include global budgets for hospital, setting the annual amountoffunding a hospital
could utilize to cover most inpatient and outpatient services. Recent analysis ofthis
modification by the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services found that Maryland made
notable progress in controlling hospital costs over a five-year period.’

“These results are promising for policymakers, but 0 follow in Maryland’ path or pursue
similar structural reforms, Rhode Islanleadersare fikely to need th federal government's
assistance and support. Maryland's system, for instance, is made possible i part by a45-year-
old Medicare waiver that exempts Maryland from the standard Medicare payment systems for

Rhode Island Foundation, Ensuring the IntegratedAcademic Health System Benefis all Rode
Islanders, Nov. 2021,
gs: conifoundation/docsifhealneport2021_V6fdigitalsingepagesat 24; Office ofthe
Health Insurance Commissions, The Care NewEnglandandLifespan Proposed Merger: Payment Model
Characteristics Necessary to Masimise Affordability and Quality Related1o the Sate of Rhode sland
Office ofthe Healh Insurance Commissioners Statutory Purpose, June 2021,
tp won.ohi.rgovdocuments 2022 JanuaryOHICH20CNE-

Lifespan®20Proposed®20Mergerti20Payment®20Model%e20Characteistist20Necessary2010%i20
Maxiniz2#420A Tordabilty%20and?20Quality?20Working?420Papert201-25-228 20Final pif 13, 15-
18
7See generally Susan Haber, tal. Evaluation ofthe Maryland All-Payer Model, RTH In, Nov. 2019
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inpatient and outpatient care and allows Maryland to create the “all-payer” rate. The Attomey
‘General also notes that Maryland ended its ail-payer model in 2018 and transitioned to a “Total
CostofCare” model, which operates undera new agreement with the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services.

‘The Attorney General also acknowledges public discussions and comments around
whether the Proposed Transaction could serve as a mechanism for Rhode Island to create
something akin to a single-payer healthcare system. It is undeniable that single-payer,

“Medicare for All” type systems like the ones in Canada and Europe couldbeon the horizon inie
advocate for them. But here, it is worth recognizing thataLifespan and CNE merger cannot
create that typeofsystem until Congress takes national steps in that direction. As this Decision
demonstrates, Rhode Island's current healthcare market s rooted in the principles and forces of
competition and the Attorney General must seek to preserve that competition and the benefits it
‘brings to consumers and workers throughout Rhode Island.

ic Decision

eT
regulatory and oversight role in the context of mergers and acquisitions cannot be discounted.
But these laws and regulatory review processes are not appropriate vehicles to redesign Rhode
Island's healthcare market, and Rhode Islanders cannot rely on them as the only avenues for=

Under the HCA, the Attorney General must review the transaction that is beforeit — the

‘merger proposed by Lifespan and CNE. Based on the extensive review conducted by this Office
and the record developed, and as more fully set forth in this Decision, the transaction that is

before this Office must be DENIED.

nll a Spt
Peter F. Neronha, Miriam Weizenbaum Stephen N. Provazza
Attorney General Chief, Civil Division Special Assistant Attorney General
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